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Abstract
The study tested the validity of Maales's hierarchy of needs 
theory and Porter and Lawler's motivation model on a sample consisting 
of 258 white-collar, lower level, state civil service employees of 
Louisiana State University. Instruments similar to Porter and Lawler's 
questionnaires were ntilized to gather data on need fulfillment, satis­
faction, f-ratlnga of effort and of performance;
pay importance; pay as a satiafier; role perceptions; and perceived 
importance of needs in Maslov's hierarchy if working in private 
industry.
Needs were ranked in importance similar to Maslov's ranking:
(1) physiological; (2) security; (3) social; (4) self-actualisation; 
and (5) esteem. Correlations between the satisfaction of each 
need and the degree of importance placed on the various needs did 
not support a two- or five-level hierarchy of needs for Maslov's 
earlier theory. Maslov's later theory was supported by the statis­
tically significant positive correlations between esteem satisfac­
tion and its importsnoe snd between self-actualisation satisfaction 
and its importance. The importance placed on needs lAile in the 
civil service system was compared with the perceived importance idiich 
would be placed on these needs if in private industry. Security, 
social, and esteem needs were found to be perceived as more im­
portant in the civil service setting (p < .01). Physiological 
and self-actualization needs were perceived to be more important 
if in private industry, but only the difference for the physiologi­
cal need was significant (p <.03).
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The predicted relationships between the variables in Porter 
and Lawler's model were also investigated based on self-ratings of 
performance and of effort. The findings indicate that for the 
sample in this study and the measures used, no statistically 
significant relationships existed between: (l) value of reward
and self-measnrea of effort; (2) role perceptions and self-ratings 
of performance based on high and low self-measures of effort; (3) 
self-ratings of performance and rewards; and (4) perceived equitable 
rewards and satisfaction. The research found high effort-reward 
probability to be related to high self-ratings of effort; inner- 
directed role perceptions related to high self-measures of performance; 
and high self-ratings of effort related to fulfillment of hi^er 
level needs. The relationship of abilities and traits to performance, 
the feedback loop at the connection of performance and rewards to 
perceived effort-reward probability, sad the:feedback loop from 
satisfaction to value of rewards were net tested.
The sample ranked the following traits as being most necessary 
for success in their present civil service positions: (l) cooperative;
(2) self-confident; (3) adaptable; (4) tactful; sad (3) agreeable. 
Therefore, the sample can be classified as exhibiting "other- 
directed" traits. Research indicated that the sample did not 
perceive rewards as being contingent upon performance. This may 
have been a result of the pay and promotion policies of the 
organization In the study. The study was concluded with Implications 
for the civil service managers, the limitations of the study, and 
areas for future research.
nil
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Chapter I 
Introduction
"The aotlTation of any organlam, even the alaplist one, is at 
preaent only partly understood?"
James Deeae
The driving forces within an individual that motivate him 
to act are called needs. They directly influence an individual 
because they partially determine his thoughts and actions. A 
person's needs act as the forces that dictate his behavior when 
they work together with his emotions and other psychological 
functions.
A person can be motivated to fulfill his needs only as he 
sees them. He is motivated by what he himself wants, not by 
what others think he ought to have.^ A person’s needs or wants 
are also unique since they are determined by his biological and 
psychological makeup, and by his learning experiences. A person 
may also perceive different needs at different times. Since 
each individual is unique and his needs differ, he is in the best 
position to judge what will motivate him. However, there may be 
times «Aen an individual may not be aware of the forces that are 
motivating him. Maslow states that:
Keith Davis, Human Behavior at Work: Human Relations and
Organizational Behavior. 4th ed. (Hew York: McQraiHHin Bowk
Company, 1972), p. 16.
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since . . .  goals are not often seen directly in 
consciousness« ve are at once forced into the 
necessity of dealing aith the whole problem of un­
conscious motivation. Careful study of the 
conscious motivational life alone will often leave 
out much that is as important as or even mere impor­
tant than ehat can be seen in consciousness. 
Psychoanalysis has often demonstrated that the 
relationship between a conscious desire and the 
ultimate unconscious aim that underlies it need not 
be at all direct . . . .  We may then assert that 
sound motivation theory cannot possibly afford to 
neglect the unconscious life.
PURPOSE OF STOUT
The objective of this study is to add to existing 
knowledge in the field of organizational behavior by viewing 
the perceived needs and attitudes of classified, white-collar, 
Louisiana State University, civil service employees toward 
certain characteristics of their civil service positions. This 
study will serve to offer empirical evidence to refute or 
verify Maslov's hierarchy of needs theory.^ In addition, this 
study will test certain hypotheses of the Porter and Lawler 
model of motivation^ on rank and file employees.
York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1970), p. 22.
^Abraham H. Maslov, "A Theory of Human Motivation," 
Psychological Review. 50 (1943), PP» 370-396.
\yman W. Porter and Edward E. Lawler, III, Managerial 
Attitudes and Perfoxmanoe (Homewood, 111.: Richard D. Irwin,
Inc. and The Dorsey Press, 1968).
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In order to test Maslov's theory and the Porter and Lavler 
model, this study will Investigate:
1. Whether a need hierarchy exists for the civil service 
employees surveyed,
2. The degree of importance that the sample places on each 
of the needs in Maslov's hierarchy.
3. The degree to which the needs in Maslov's hierarchy are 
fulfilled and satisfied on the job.
if. The sample's self-ratings of quality of job performance.
5. The sample's self-ratings of the amount of effort 
expended on the job.
6. The traits which the employees surveyed feel are most 
important for success in their present civil service positions.
7. The role that pay as a satiafier plays as a motivator 
for differential performance and differential effort expended 
on the job.
8. The Importance which the employees surveyed place on the
needs in Maslov's hierarchy while presently in the civil service
system will be compared with the perceived importance which 
would be placed on Maslov's needs if the sample were in private 
industry.
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF MOTIVATIOH THEORY
The hierarchy of needs theory of Madloi^ and the Porter and
^Maslow, "A Theory of Human Motivation," 0£. cit.
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•es attitudes aa being related to motivation. However, Maslov's 
concepts are based on drive theory while Porter and Lawler's 
concepts are baaed on expectancy theory. Both drive and 
expectancy theory can be traced back to hedonism, but there are 
some major differences between these two theories. Therefore, 
before Maslov's theory and Porter and Lawler's model are 
empirically investigated, it is necessary to review the theories 
idiich have formed the bases upon which these two concepts are 
built.
Drive Theory
One of today's two dominant theories of motivation, drive 
theory, can be traced back to ancient Greek philosophical 
writings on hedonism, and later to the ideas of two British 
philosophers of the l8th and 19th centuries, Jeremy Benthaa and 
John Stuart Mill.^ According to the principles of hedonism, 
behavior is directed toward pleasure and away from pain. Since 
these authors never estimated idiat people anticipated to be the 
consequences of their acts, their theory did little to further our 
understanding of how these choices came to be more or less desirable.^
^Porter and Lawler, 0£. cit.
^Mlliam Scott and Terence R. Mitchell, Organization Theory »
A Structural and Behavioral Analysia. rev. ed. (Homewood, 111.: 
Richard D. Irwin, Inc. and The Dorsey Press, 1972), p. 76.
ÎJbid.
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IhoraMVi'8 "law of effect" later ahed acme light on how 
theae choicea were made. Thla law atated that behavior that la 
rewarded tenda to be repeated, while unrewarded behavior doea 
not tend to be repeated.^ Like the principle of hedonlam, the 
i)'.w of effect doea not explain why certain eventa are pleaaurable 
V .- - 7t pleaisurable, but it does explain preaent behavior in terma 
of jL&at conaequencea.
Hull extended the law of effect by atatlng that behavior is 
determined by the product of drive strength and habit strength 
(ozlre X habit). Drive strength is composed of variables which 
are a function of the amount of physiological need deprivation 
and the incentive value of consequences of an act. Habit strength 
refers to past learning and the frequency of previous stimulua- 
reaponse connections.
Drive X habit theory has been used to explain and predict 
repetitive, production-type work behavior, and has been cited aa 
support for piece-rate Incentive programs; but It has had limited 
application to complex, judgmemtal behavior associated with 
managerial positions.^ ̂
^Edward Lee Thorndike, Animal Intelligence: Experimental
Studies (New York: MacMillan, 1911).
^^Clark L, Hull, Principles of Behavior (Now York: 
Appleton-Century-Orofts, 1943).
^Vance F. Mitchell, "Expectancy Theories of Managerial 
Motivation." Academy of Management Proceedings (Annnst. 1971)»
p. 210.
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Motivation In the Pre-Cla»alcal M«n«gd»»nt Era
Motivation in the pre-claaalcal management theory era and 
early factory days mas based on an "economic man" concept.
Under this coomsptf it was thought that monetary incentives 
would bring out the best in a worker and that he would work 
harder to get more. Both positive and negative motivation 
were also used in those days, and the factory owners and 
religious leaders joined forces to develop a factory "ethos" 
similar to the Protestant ethic. It was felt that this would 
lead workers to link their Job performance to their confidence 
in being one of God's "elect.
The piece-rate system or payment by results, provided 
positive motivation and was at the time, a major break with 
tradition. By 1833, 47.3 per cent of the cotton mill workers in 
Great Britain were on a piece-rate system.Problems later arose 
when employers increased the rate of production required to earn 
the same amount of pay, or decreased the amount of the piece-rate 
paid on each piece produced. This often led to the deterioration 
of the quality of work, and employer-employee friction arose over 
the standards of production and computation of payment.
’̂ Daniel Wren, The Evolution of Management Thought (Kew 
York: The Ronald Press Crapany, 1972), p^ 502.
Study of the Ikdnstrial Revolution in Great Britain (c— hridga, 
Mass. : Harvard University Press, 1965^» p* 190, quoted in
Wren, og, ett,, p. 51.
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Negative motivation often took the form of dlmolpllnary 
flnea levied for tardlneaa, singing, swearing, or being drunk.
When considering wages In those days amounted to only two or three 
dollars a week, a fine of 40 or $0 cents warn a fairly large 
portion of a worker's pay.'^
Motivation In the Classical Management Era
Under classical management theory, employees and their 
production activities were still considered economic factors of 
production, just as were land and capital. Hence, the factory 
owner used the same economic analysis on his employees as he did 
on the other factors of production. % e  employee was still 
thought of as an "economic man" who was best motivated by money. 
Because of this view of the employee, financial Incentives formed 
the motivational backbone of the classical management theory era.
Transition Period
There are several people In management history who provided 
links between the "economic man" of the classical era and the 
"social man" of the neo-classical era. The approaches that these 
men used to span the gap between the two eras of management history 
varied, but their contributions were all important to the develop­
ment of management thought. The contributions these four people 
made In the area of employee motivation are taken from Wren.^^
’̂ Wren, p. 51.
^^Ibld.. pp. 206-207; 314; and 350-351.
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Henry DeMan» In 1929» DeMan precaeded Herzberg's method^^ of 
investigating worker motivation by 30 years by asking German 
workers to state their own feelings about their daily work,^ ̂
His conclusion was that man naturally seeks "joy in work."
Although his sample size was limited, DeMan's findings were quite 
similar to the later two-factor theory of motivation advanced by 
Herzberg.^^ Both investigations traced positive motives to the 
work itself or to the job content. Negative factors were 
attributed to the job environment or context. DeMan saw work 
itself as a motivator and felt that the worker should find joy 
in work.^^
Whiting Williams. Williams quit his position as personnel director 
with the Hydraulic Pressed Steel Company in order to study blue- 
collar working conditions from the inside.^ He discovered that 
incentive plans were not always effective because the absolute 
amount of pay received was not as important to the worker as was
Frederick Herzberg, Bernard Mausner, and Barbara 
Synderman, The Motivation to Work. (New York: John Wiley and
Sons, Inc., 1959).
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1929).
'®Herzberg et 0£. cit.
’̂ Wren, 0£. cit.. p. 206.
^Whiting Williams, Mainsprings of Men. (New York: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1925).
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the amount received in relation to «hat other «orkers «ere getting.
By «orking in groups composed of his peers, the «orker «as found 
to obtain social status and a feeling of self-«orth. KUllams 
learned that the «orker based his actions on emotion, sought 
social security from his peer group, and considered the content 
of his job more important than monetary resards.^^ These obser­
vations contradicted the opinion held by some people that the 
worker «as a rational economic man.
Chester I. Barnard. Barnard, president of New Jersey Bell, and 
author of The Functions of the Erecutive. felt that an organisation 
should provide physical and social inducements to individuals « ̂
These inducements would act as repayment for the sacrifices 
individuals made by participating in that particular organization 
and not others. Barnard said that obtaining the individual's 
willingness to participate in the organization involved the 
"economy of incentives," This consisted of offering objective 
incentives and persuading subjective attitudes to change. Objective 
incentives Included monetary, nonmaterial, and "assoclational"
(social compatibility and participation In decision making) rewards.^ 
Persuasion sought to change the attitudes of individuals through 
direction, suggestion, and ezample.
^^Chester I. Barnard, The Functions of the Ezecutlve 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1938), pp. 83-86.
Wren, o^. cit.. p. 314.
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Henry Dennison. Dennisony who had been a pioneer in the
installation of the Taylor system in his own mannfacturing
company, had a unique view of motivation:
Four general groups of tendencies which may actuate 
a member of any organization are: (1) regard for his
own and his family's welfare and standing; (2) liking 
for the work itself; (3) regard for one or more 
members of the organization and for their good 
opinion, and pleasure in working with them; and (4) 
respect and regard for the main purposes of the 
organization . . . .  Only when impelled by the four 
combined can all of a man'g, power be brou^t into 
steady and permanent play.
Dennison also modified jobs so they would be more satisfying and
proposed non-economlc incentives which built loyalty when
properly mixed with financial incentives.
Motivation In The Neo-Classical Management Era
Since motivation based on the worker being a rational, 
"economic nan" was proving unsuccessful, new research was 
conducted during the neo-classical era which seemed to indicate 
that non-economic incentives were also required to prompt 
increased worker productivity. Research indicated that: (1)
workers wanted to be recognized as unique individuals; (2) the 
social aspect of the work group ranked above the work; and (3) 
workers desired to participate in decision making.
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1951)» pp. 63-64» quoted in Wren, p. 351. 
^^Wren, o£. cit., p. 351.
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Managers were now also required to possess social skills 
In order to satisfy Individual and group needs. It was assumed 
that If managers satisfied needs, workers would reciprocate hy 
Increasing their productivity,^^
Need Theories. Drive theory, discussed earlier in this chapter, 
forms the basis for various need theories of motivation. Drive 
theory was initially concerned with only physiological needs, but 
was later expanded to include the social and psychological needs 
of p e o p l e . N e e d  theory works counter to classical management 
theory's view of money as the primary motivator of employees. It 
concedes that money can satisfy some needs, but contends that 
workers are motivated primarily by the desire to satisfy a 
hierarchy of needs.
A review of the literature on motivation reveals that authors 
do not agree on a generally acceptable classification of human 
needs, but this seems to be only a semantics problem.There is,
^^Ibid.. p. 296.
For example, Scott and Mitchell, o£. cit. use basic drives, 
primary motives, and derived motives; Herbert 0. Hicks, The 
Management of Organisationst A Systems and Human Resources Approach 
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1972) uses biologloal and
social needs; Joe Kelly, Organizational Behavior (Homewood, 111.: 
Richard D. Irwin, Inc. and The Dorsey Press, 1969) uses physiological 
and psychogenic needs; B. Berelson and Q. A. Steiner, Human Behavior 
(New York: Hareourt. Brace, and World, Inc., 1964) uses physiolog­
ical and psychogenic needs; and Davis, 0£<, cit.. uses primary and 
secondary needs.
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neyertheleasy general agreement on the needs contained «Lthln 
each author's osn particularly named classification» Phy^ological, 
biological, primary, or basic needs require satisfaction or 
fulfillment for survlyal. They Include food, water, rest, oxygen, 
avoidance of pain, elimination, and a satisfactory temperature.
These needs are common to all men, but requirements differ with 
each Individual,
Psychogenic, social, or secondary needs are not directly 
related to the survival of man. Therefore, the degree to which 
these needs can serve as motivators varies greater than the degree 
to which biological needs vary as motivators. Social needs 
appear after biological needs have been satisfied and include the 
need for love and affection, social acceptance, recognition, 
achievement, power, and self-fulfillment.
All need theories are based on certain propositions. First, 
no need can ever be completely satisfied; hence, only partial 
fulfillment of a need Is required before another need Is allowed 
to appear. Second, needs are constantly changing within an 
individual, and they are often hidden from one's consciousness. 
Third, since needs work in groups, rather than alone, they are 
often interdependent. An example might be the fact that how a 
person satisfies his biological need for food often depends on 
his social needs aa determined by his social-economic status.
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Maslow*e Hierarchy of Weeda Theory. On* of the most popular 
theories of human motivation was formulated hy Abraham H. Haslow 
in ^9k3•^ Maslow’s 1943 theory is based on the following 
propositions:
1. Man's needs are arranged in a hierarchy of importance, 
ranging from the lowest need— Physiologioal— to safety, love 
(social), esteem (ego), and self-actualization. This hierarchy 
of "prepotency" or urgency of satisfaction means that the most 
urgent need will monopolize the individual's attention while 
less prepotent needs are minimized, even forgotten.
2. Man is continually wanting; therefore, all needs are
never fully satisfied. As soon as one need is satisfied, its
prepotency diminishes, and another need emerges to replace it.
This is a never-ending process which serves to motivate man to
strive to satisfy his needs. A later writing by Maslow modifies
this concept of prepotency for people who are predominantly
growth motivated.
In such people gratification breeds increased rather 
than decreased motivation, heightened rather than 
lessened excitement. The appetites become intensified 
and heightened. They grow upon themselves and instead 
of wanting less and leas, such a person wants more 
and more . . . .  The person rather than coming to 
rest becomes more active. The appetite for growth
Abraham H. Maslow, "A Theory of Human Motivation," 
Psychological Review. 50 (1943)» pp. 370-396, Other motivation 
theories are available. See, for example, H. A. Murray, 
Explorations in Personality (Pair Lawn, M. J.x Oxford 
University Press, 1938), which lists a largo number of human 
needs.
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3. Once a need Is fairly veil satisfied, it no longer 
motivates behavior. Man la then motivated by the next higher 
level of unsatisfied need, but can be motivated In a reverse 
direction if a lower-level need Is threatened. For a man who 
sleeps regularly and adequately, sleep ceases to be a motivator. 
But If a person has not slept for two days, his needs for 
companionship, self-esteem, and recognition are at a minimum 
and his need for rest is his primary motivation.
4. The needs are interdependent and overlapping as shown 
in Figure 1-1. Since one need does not disappear when another 
emerges, all needs tend to be partially satisfied in each area.
Physiological Meeds. As mentioned before, physiological 
needs must be satisfied in order to sustain life. Included on 
this level are air, food, water, sleep, elimination, mating, and 
temperature regulation. These needs take precedence over other 
needs when they are not gratified. A person who lacks food, 
safety, love, and esteem would probably seek food more strongly 
than anything else.
When a man is dominated by a certain need, his thoughts for 
the future also tend to change. For an extremely cold man, his 
ideal can be defined as a place that is warm. He thinks he would
30
N. J.; D. Van Nostrand Company
Abraham H. Maslow, Toward A Psychology of Being (Princeton, 
, Inc., 1962), p. 28.
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Figure 1-1! RELATIONSHIP OP NEED LEVELS
When the peak of a need la passed^ that need ceases to 
motivate behavior. The next need level then begins to dominate. 
Even though a need Is satisfied. It still Influences behavior 
because the needs are Interdependent and overlapping.
From David Krech, Richard S. Crutchfield, and Egerton Ballachey, 
The Individual In Society; A Textbook of Social Psychology,
(New Tsrk: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1962), p. 77.
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be perfectly happy and never want anything else if he were 
guaranteed warmth for the rest of his life. He defines life 
Itself In terms of warmth. Everything else Is considered 
unimportant,^^
Physiological needs have certain characteristics In common: 
(1) they are relatively Independent of each other; (2) they can 
usually be Identified with a sped M e  location In the body (for 
example, thirst can be Identified with the throat); (3) In an 
affluent society such as ours, these needs are unusual rather 
than typical motivators; (4) in order to remain satisfied, they 
must be met repeatedly within relatively short periods of time 
(a person's drive for oxygen must be met at least twelve times s 
minute); finally, they require some conscious provision for their 
future satisfaction,^^
Safety Needs» When physiologioal needs are relatively well 
satisfied, needs at the next higher level emerge to dominate 
man's behavior. These are the safety needs, expressed as desires 
for protection against danger, threat, and deprivation. What 
has been said of the physiological needs also holds true for
Abraham H, Maslow, "A Theory of Human Motivation: The
Basic Needs," In David R, Hampton, Charles E, Summer, and Ross 
A Webber (eds,). Organizational Behavior and the Practice of 
Management (Glenview, 111.: Scott, Foresman and Company, 1968),
p. 28,
^^Hlcks, 0£, cit.. p.
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these needs. Since every industrial employee Is at least 
partially dependent upon his employer, safety needs, expressed 
as desire for security, can also be very important* Desire for 
security takes the form of quests for economic security (savings 
account and a job with tenure and protection); perference for the 
familiar rather than the unfamiliar; desii-e for an orderly pre­
dictable world; and knowledge of the limits of acceptable behavior*
Social Needs. When physiological and safety needs are 
relatively satisfied, social needs become the new motivation 
of man's behavior. Again, the whole cycle already described will 
repeat itself with social needs as the new center. These needs 
Include belonging, association, acceptance by his peers, and 
giving and receiving friendship and love. In this case, love Is 
not synonymous with sex, which Is a purely physiological need.
Man will aspire for a place In his group, and will strive to 
achieve It* Attaining such a place will become the most Important 
thing In the world to him. Ihsplte of knowing of these needs, 
managers often wrongly assume that these needs and the resulting 
Informal organizations represent a threat to the objectives of the 
formal organization* By fearing hostility and opposition from 
Informal organizations, some managers attempt to direct and 
control employee relationships In ways that frustrate the natural 
groupings of their employees. These employees may then react by 
being resistant, antagonistic, and uncooperative, This behavior 
Is often a consequence, and not a cause of the manager's actions*
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Eateem Need». Esteem or ego needs— next above the lower- 
level needs of physiological, safety, and social— do not become 
motivators until the lower-level needs have been reasonably 
satisfied. Unlike the lower-level needs, these are rarely 
completely satisfied. But once these needs become important to an 
individual, he will continually seek satisfaction of them. The 
problem is that the typical industrial organization offers only 
limited opportinities for the satisfaction of these needs at the 
lower levels of employment.
Esteem needs consist of both self-esteem and the esteem of 
others. Self-esteem needs include self-confidence, self-respect, 
competence, achievement, and independence and freedom. Satisfac­
tion of these needs leads to a feeling of worth, capability, 
strength, and of being useful and necessary in the world. 
Frustrating them leads to feelings of inferiority, weakness, and 
helplessness. Needs relating to the esteem of others include 
needs for status, recognition, appreciation, importance, and 
prestige.
Self-Actualization Needs. The emergence of self- 
actualization needs comes only after all other needs have been 
satisfied. These needs include the realisation of one's 
potentialities, self-fulfillment, continued self-development. zci 
being creative in the broadest sense of that term. Even if all 
other needs are satisfied, a person may experience discontent and
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reetlesoness if he Is not doing vhat he is best suited for. Whet 
a man has the potential to be, he must be.
The fore that these needs take varies from person to person 
just as their human personalities do. Self-actualization needs 
can be satisfied through one of any combination of athletics, 
politics, academics, the family, religion, hobbies, or business.
%ey involve a creative state in the sense that creativeness is 
realizing one's own potentialities to the fullest degree, whatever 
they may be. It is a feeling of accomplishment and attainment, 
and of being satisfied with one's self.
Transition Period
Brayfield and Crockett point out that a common sussumption 
stated throughout most of the writings of the neo-classical era 
was that employee satisfaction directly affects productivity.^^ 
Managers believed that this cause-and-effect relationship existed 
and consequently instituted nonmaterial incentives, job enlargement, 
and participative decision making in an attempt to increase employee 
satisfaction. This, they believed, would lead to increased 
productivity. Some of their attempts at motivation were successful; 
others were not.
Many such attempts were unsuccessful because managers were 
unaware that the research findings showed very little relationship
Attitudes and Baployee Performance," Psychological Bulletin. $2, 
No. 5 (September, 1955), PP. 396-424.
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between satisfaction and productivity. After an extensive review 
of the literature, Brayfield and Crockett concluded that "there 
Is little evidence In the available literature that employee 
attitudes of the type usually measured In morale surveys bear any 
simple— or, for that matter, appreciable— relationship to per­
formance on the job."^^ Needless to say, this finding shook the 
faith of those who were applying the human relations philosophy 
within their organizations. Wren quotes Daniel Bell as saying 
"that to think that contented workers were productive workers was 
to equate human behavior with 'cow sociology,' I.e., that contented 
cows give more milk."^^ Two later reviews of basically the same 
literature were not as discouraging and have concluded that a weak 
but positive relationship exists between satisfaction and 
productivity.^^ A possible reason for this relationship will be 
Investigated later In this chapter.
All three of the reviews cited did find a definite trend for 
employee attitudes to be related to absenteeism and turnover. In 
this case, a negative relationship exists since the more an 
employee is satisfied with his job, the lower the absence rate and 
turnover rate.
33^
^Wren, 0£. cit., p. 372.
^Ibid.. p. If08.
^4*
See Frederick Herzberg, Bernard Mausner, B. 0. Peterson, and 
Dora F. Capwell, Job Attitudes; Review of Research and Opinion. 
(Pittsburgh: Psychological Service, 1957) and Victor H. Vroom,
Work and Motivation (New York: John WUey and Sons, Inc., 1964)*
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Motivation In The Modem Management Era
There were abuses In the human relations approach to 
motivation just as there had been under scientific management.
As had happened before, some practicing managers and consultants 
forgot the philosophy behind the approach and merely attempted 
to manipulate the worker to increase production. Although these 
abuses helped lead to Its decline, some later findings explained 
why this approach was destined to fell. Research In the behavioral 
sciences later attributed the Ineffectiveness of the neo-classical 
approach to: (1) the assumption that the satisfied worker was the
most productive worker; (2) the assumption that the relationship 
between the employee and his manager, and the attitudes of the 
work group led to higher productivity. Ignoring the nature of the 
work Itself; and (3) the failure to realize Just how complex man 
actually Is.^^
Bnployee motivation In the modem management theory era seeks 
to build on the successful concepts of both the classical and neo­
classical eras while searching for additional new truths. With the 
aid of the behavioral science disciplines, managers seek to leam 
more about their complex employees, not In order to manipulate them 
to greater productivity, but to achieve an organizational atmosphere 
In which employees can express and satisfy their needs while ful­
filling the goals of the formal organization.
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Expectancy Theory
Maslow*8 theory emphmaizes the needs' or drives of man that 
motivate him to act. Expectancy theory attempts to explain how 
this motivation la expressed. Expectancy theory Is the second of 
today's two dominant theories of motivation. It also has its 
philosophical roots In hedonism. As with drive theory, expectancy 
theory hypothesizes that people expect or anticipate that a 
particular act of behavior will be followed by a particular 
outcome. Expectancy theory differs from drive theory In Its 
assumption that people have preferences for various outcomes or 
results of behavior. In addition, expectancy theory considers 
people's tendencies to develop subjective, rather than objective 
probabilities concerning the future. When a person believes an 
event has no chance of occurring, he subjectively assigns It the 
value of "0". But if he is completely sure that a particular 
outcome will result from a particular act, he will subjectively 
assign It the value of "1". Expectancy theory also differs from 
drive theory In that It emphasizes psychological motives while 
drive theory stresses primarily physiological motives. 'These 
psychological motives of expectancy theory Include esteem and 
self-actuallzatlon needs In an effort to explain performance. 
Conversely, drive theory centers cn learning Instead of per­
formance, and does not need to rely on psychological motives to 
explain learning.
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Path-Goal Theory of MotlTatlon
From the original beginnings of expectancy theory as 
formulated by Tolman and Lewln In the 1930'a,several similar 
theories of motivation have developed* One which Is relevant 
to motivation theory as it applies In business organizations Is 
the "path-goal hypothesis" advanced by Georgopoulos, Mahoney, and 
Jones in 1957.^^ Based on the results of their research, they 
reported that an individual will produce at a given level If he 
perceives his productive behavior as having a high probability of 
leading to rewards which he values. This means that If a worker 
believes that one or more of his personal goals will be achieved 
If he Is a high producer, he will tend to be a high producer. 
Conversely, if he does not believe that his personal goals will 
be achieved If he Is a high producer, he has no motivation to be 
a high producer. A variation of the path-goal theory of motivation 
can be used to explain the relationship of satisfaction to 
absenteeism and turnover. The theory would predict that low 
turnover and absenteeism will result If a worker Is highly 
satisfied with his job. This occurs because the satisfied worker
"A Path-Goal Approach to Productivity," Journal of Applied 
Psychology. 41 (1957)» pp. 345-353.
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is motl7ated to go to work where his importent needs are 
satisfied.^
The Vroom Model
Victor Vroom has developed a motivational model which builds 
on previous expectancy theories (see Figure 1-2). In expanding 
the path-goal theory, Vroom presents two m o d e l s . T h e  first is 
used to predict job satisfaction. The second model can be used to 
predict an individual's choice of occupation, whether he will 
remain on the job or leave, and the effort he will put forth. It 
is referred to as the job performance model. Vroom states that 
workers are happy with their jobs as long as their needs are 
satisfied as a result of having their jobs. He further states 
that workers perform their jobs effectively as long as their 
effective performance leads to their getting what they want.
From this it follows that job satisfaction and job performance 
are caused by different things. Job satisfaction depends on the 
amount of rewards received from the job. Job performance depends 
on whether or not the worker believes high productivity will result 
in increased salary or whatever else he desires from the job. The 
first-level outcome or organizational goal of high productivity may
^^Edward E. Lawler, III, and Lyman W. Porter, "The Effect 
of Performance on Job Satisfaction," Industrial Relations. 7 
1967), p. 22.





Figure 1-2: VROOM*S MOTIVATIONAL MODEL
From M.D. Duanette, "The Motive# of Iadn#tzl«l Manager#," Organiza­
tional Behavior and Human Perfomanee. 28 (1967), p. 178 reprinted 
in J.G. Hunt and J.ff. Hill, ühe Nev Look in Motivation Theory^for 
Organizational Reaearch." Human Organization. 28 (Ammèr, 1969), p. 101.
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have apoBltlve valence because of its expected relationship to the 
preferred second-level outcome or worker goal of increased salary. 
Valence refers to the strength of an individual's desire for a 
particular outcome and can take a wide range of both positive and 
negative values. The expected relationship between the first- and 
second-level outcomes is called instrumentality and refers to an 
individual's perception of the relationship between the first- 
level outcome of hi^ productivity and the second-level outcome of 
increased salary. Instrumentality can range from +1 to -1. 
Expectancy, another variable in the model, refers to the possibility 
that a particular action or effort will load to a particular first- 
level outcome. Expectancy is a subjective probability which can 
range from 0 to 1. An employee may really want to receive a pro­
motion and transfer to the Florida branch of his firm (high 
positive valence); but if he believes that there is nothing that he 
can do to obtain it for himself (negative instrumentality), he 
will not be motivated to act. Another situation may occur in which 
an employee believes that productivity will lead to the promotion 
and transfer (positive instrumentality), but he is not interested 
in getting promoted and moving his family to Florida (negative 
valence). Neither in this ease will he be motivated to act. For 
an employee to be motivated to act, he must place a high value on 
bringing about a certain outcome (positive valence) and believe 
that the outcome depends on his actions (positive instrumentality).
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Vroom'b model la a very general theory on motivation. It 
recognizes that individuals have different preferences and 
expectations, but it neglects to explore the differences or to 
categorize indlvidurilr is any way that could be used for predicting 
their preferences or expectations.
Porter and Lawler's Model
It was pointed out earlier in this chapter that a review of 
the research on the relationaklp betweê i satisfaction auAd productivity 
found a weak but positive correlation, Vroom's theory also implied 
a relationship despite his statement that job satisfaction and job 
performance are caused by different things. Proceeding on the 
assumption that a relationship does exist. Porter and Lawler 
developed their model to explore the question of managerial 
motivation.The Porter and Lawler model of motivation is based 
on the assumption that rewards cause satisfaction and that some­
times performance produces rewards. Therefore, they hypothesize 
that the relationship between satisfaction and performance results 
from the action of a third Wariable— rewards, For this relation­
ship to exist. Porter and Lawler feel that it is necessary for 
employees to believe that high levels of performance will result 
in high levels of rew ar ds. Wh en thds does occur, they see good 
performance leading to rewards which lead to satisfaction. This 
*^^Porter and Lawler, 0£. cit.
4^Ibid.. p. 180.
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phrasing says that satisfaction is caused by performance, instead 
of causing it as vas assumed during the neo-classieal era.
Figure 1-3 illustrates their theoretical model.
Variables Contained in the Model, ^  Porter and Lawler's model 
attempts to relate the nine key variables which they found to 
affect the relationship of managerial attitudes to managerial 
performance. These variables and their relationship to the other 
variables are discussed below.
Value of Rewards. This variable refers to how desirable 
possible rewards are to individuals. This desirability of rewards 
can take two forms. A particular individual may in his own mind 
determine the order in which he hopes to receive the rewards 
offered by his job. He may prefer the friendship of his fellow 
workers above all, with a salary increase and a promotion following 
second and third. Another individual may reverse this order 
preferring a promotion first, the raise second, and the desire for 
friendship last. This indicates that the various rewards available 
are desired differently by a particular individual. Likewise, one 
particular reward may be desired differently by various individuals. 
A promotion offered to a sales girl who performed well during the 
peak sales season may be refused. She may have worked hard to
^This section interprets the Porter and Lawler model as 
stated in Porter and Lawler, 0£. cit.. pp. 16-4O and 163-166.
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Figure 1-3: PORTER AND LAWLER'S THEORETICAL MODEL OF MOTIVATION
From Lyman W, Porter and Edward E. Lawler, III, Managerial 
Attltudea and Performance (Homewood, 111,: Richard D, Irwin,
Inc. and The Doraey Praaa, 1968), p, 165.
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obtain extra money to pay for Christmas presents and does not 
desire the responsibility and extra duties which go along with 
the promotion. Another individual may have taken a sales position 
on the chance that he would later be offered a promotion with its 
additional responsibilities and duties. He would be glad to 
accept the promotion.
Effort-Reward Probability. This next variable refers to an 
individual's belief that by exerting a certain amount of effort, 
he will obtain a certain amount of reward. Porter and Lawler 
divide this statement into two components: "(l) the probability
that reward depends upon performance; (2) the probability that 
performance depends upon e f f o r t . P o r t e r  and Lawler hypothesize 
that if either of these two probabilities is low, the probability 
that reward depends on effort will also be low.
Suppose that Geneva, a management major, highly desires to 
receive an "A" in her management class. She may feel that her 
chances of obtaining an "A" have little to do with her performance 
in the course, either because other students say that the Instructor 
does not "give" "A's", or because grades depend on factors other 
than performance (favorites of the instructor, he does not like 
girls in management, etc.). Since she feels that her chances of 
receiving an "A" do not depend upon her performance, it also follows
’Porter and Lawler, 0£, cit.. pp. i6-l8.
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that they do not depend upon the amount of effort she puts forth. 
Hence, she would perceive a low effort-reward probability. Even 
if she feels that receiving an "A" does depend on performance, 
she may feel that she is unable to achieve the level of performance 
necessary to receive that grade, even with a high level of effort. 
Another possibility is that Geneva may feel that effort will lead 
to rewards without necessarily resulting in performance. She 
may decide to write long and involved term papers and answers to 
test questions, even though they do not apply to topics or 
questions asked. Here she sees the Instructor as awarding grades 
for "trying hard" but not necessarily for actual performance.
Porter and Lawler caution that the probability connected with 
the effort-reward variable is defined in terms of probability as 
perceived by a particular individual. Ihus, the actual probability 
of Geneva receiving an "A" as a result of her efforts may be high, 
but the perceived probability is low because she sees no relation­
ship between effort and rewards.
Effort. Effort refers to the amount of energy expended to 
accomplish a particular task. It does not necessarily relate to 
how successfully the task Is carried out. Porter and Lawler state 
that the amount of effort expended depends upon the value an 
Individual places on a reward and his perception of the probability
Ibid.. pp. 19-21.
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that effort will lead to that reward. In other words, effort is 
determined by "motivation" or combination of the value of rewards 
and the effort-reward probabilities. Porter and Lawler feel that 
motivation should be more strongly related to measures of effort 
than to measures of performance.^^
Abilities and Traits. These variables refer to the relatively 
permanent charac teristlcs of an individual that indicate his 
present capability to complete a task successfully. These 
characteristics include his personality traits, intelligence, 
manual skills, ability to abstract, etc. Abilities and traits 
place a temporary ceiling or upper limit on a person's capability 
to perform. Through training or development programs, improved 
abilities may result. If this la true, a new, higher celling is 
placed on his ability to perform,
Role perceptions. Role perceptions refer to what an individual 
believes he should do to perform his job successfully. Porter and 
Lawler maintain that if his role perceptions are compatible with 
what his superiors feel he should be doing, then his effort will 
be expended as the organization desires. Conversely, if his role 
perceptions are "incorrect" as defined by the organization, then 
his efforts may not be contributing to successful performance as 
it is interpreted by the organization.^
, pp. 21-22.
^^Ibid.. pp. 22-24.
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Performance. Performance refers to a person's accomplishment 
on the job. Porter and Lawler rlew performance as the net effect 
of a person's effort. Effort, as such, is seen as being modified 
by that person's abilities and traits, and by his role perceptions. 
Performance is measured in the present study by subjective self- 
ratings which the individual makes himself. Porter and Lawler 
utilized both self-ratings and ratings by superiors to measure 
performance.^'
Rewards. Rewards refer to desirable results or outcomes that 
a person receives from his own thinking or from the action of 
others. Porter and Lawler distinguish between two types of rewards—  
intrinsic and extrinsic. Intrinsic rewards are given to an 
individual by himself for good performance. They include feelings 
of accomplishment, and satisfaction of higher level needs as 
defined by Maslow^^ (esteem and self-actualization). Porter and 
Lawler believe that intrinsic rewards are directly related to 
good performance only if the job structure is varied and challenging 
so an individual can reward himself if he feels he has performed 
well. Extrinsic rewards are given by the organization and satisfy 
mainly Maslow's lower level needs (physiological, security, and 
social). They Include such things as pay, promotions, status, and 
job security. Porter and Lawler feel that extrinsic rewards are 
weakly connected to performance and that at times, extrinsic
51Ibid.. pp. 25-28.
^^aslow, "A Rieory of Human Motivation," on. cit.
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rewards are not perceived as being related to performance at all. 
It should be pointed out that If the reward Is to be considered 
gratifying and fulfilling, the employee must positively value it. 
Otherwise, It would not be considered a reward.
In Porter and Lawler's model (shown on page 29), the feed­
back loop from rewards to effort-reward probability Implies that 
rewards which follow performance will affect future perceptions 
of the relationship of rewards to performance. Porter and Lawler 
state that these perceptions will then affect an Individual's 
expectancy that effort leads to r ewar ds .T h e presence of a 
feedback loop In the Porter and Lawler model Indicates that the 
model utilizes drive X habit theory (past learning), as well as 
expectancy theory to explain Its relationships.
Perceived Equitable Sewards. This variable refers to the 
amount of rewards an Individual feels he should receive as a 
result of his performance. This variable can also be expanded to 
Include the amount of rewards an Individual feels should be 
attached to a particular position within the organization.^ In 
their research. Porter and Lawler found performance to be linked 
to perceived equitable rewards. They explain that this relation­
ship exists because self-ratings of performance are a major
Ibid.. pp. 29-30.
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Influence in determining what amount of rewarda an IndiTidual 
feels he should be receiving.
Satisfaction. Porter and Lawler view satisfaction as a 
deficiency measure. Satisfaction is determined by the difference 
between actual rewards and perceived equitable rewards* If actual 
rewards are equal to perceived rewards, then satisfaction results. 
The degree to which a person is either satisfied or dissatisfied 
depends on the size of the difference between the actual and 
perceived equitable rewards. Porter and Lawler hypothesize that 
the feedback loop from satisfaction to value of reward (see page 29) 
implies that the satisfaction felt after receiving rewards will 
affect the value of rewards in the f u t u r e . T h e  inclusion of a 
feedback loop indicated that both past learning and expectancy 
theory are used to explain the relationships between the variables 
in the model.
Relationships. Porter and Lawler feel that a weaker relation­
ship exists between effort and satisfaction than between performance 
and satisfaction. This is because effort is modified by abilities 
and traits and role perceptions before it affects performance.
Porter and Lawler also believe that through rewards, performance 
has a more direct effect on satisfaction than satisfaction has on 
performance. As such, they see satisfaction as a dependent 
variable end not as a causal variable. Porter and Lawler do not
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claim that their model totally explaina the relationahipa 
between Job attitudea and performance. They only aought to 
identify sose of the important variablea and the relationahipa 
thought to eziat between them.
Testa of the Porter and Lawler Model
Several studies have been conducted since 1968, which test 
the validity of certain portions of the Porter and Lawler model.
These studies have examined the model as it applies to supervisors 
and managers, nonmanagement personnel, and profeaaionala«
Slocuminvestigated the relationship of need satisfaction 
to performance for top-, middle-, and lower-level managers. He 
found that his reaearch supported the general prediction of the 
Porter and Lawler model that an individual's degree of higher 
order need satisfaction is related to his performance. The 
satisfaction of autonomy and self-actualization needs were more 
closely related to performance than the satisfaction of the 
security need. However, in some cases, the satisfaction of the 
esteem need had a weaker relationship with performance than did 
the satisfaction of security needs. Based on the findings of his
^John W. Slocum, Jr., "Performance and Satisfaction: An
Analysis," Industrial Relations. 9, No. 4 (October, 1970), pp. 
431-436; and . "Motivation in Managerial
Levels: Relationship of Need Satisfaction to Job Performance,"
Journal of Applied Psychology. 55, No. 4 (August, 1971), pp. 312-316.
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data, Slocum states that the prediction of the Porter and Lawler 
model that satisfaction of higher level needs is more closely 
related to performance (than is the satisfaction of lower level 
needs) is only partially supported.
Kuhn, Slocum, and Chasecondu 
Maslow*s theory of motivation as it applies to the performance 
of nonnanagerial employees. The study sought to determine the 
relationship of performance to the satisfaction of both lower 
and higher level needs as predicted by Porter and Lawler's model. 
They found that the satisfaction of lower level needs (extrinsic 
rewards) was more closely related to performance than the satis­
faction of higher level needs (intrinsic rewards). They explain 
their findings as suggesting that the incentive pay system under 
which the employees operated served to reinforce the relation­
ship between extrinsic rewards and performance.
In their study which tested the role of pay on the Porter 
and Lawler model, Schuster, Clark, and Rogers^ found evidence 
which both affirmed and disaffirmed some of Porter and Lawler's 
hypotheses. The data supported the hypothesis that the higher
^ David Q. Kuhn, John W. Slocum, Jr., and Richard B. Chase, 
"Does Job Performance Affect fisployee Satisfaction?," Personnel 
Journal, 50, No. 6 (June, 1970, pp. 455-459 and 485.
Portions of the Porter and Lawler Model Regarding the Motivational 
Role of Pay," Journal of Applied Psychology. 55» No. 3 (June, 1970, 
pp. 187-195.
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the perceived probability that pay depends upon job performance 
factors, the more effort an individual mill devote to performing 
his Job effectively (Hypothesis if-A). Seventy percent of the 
high rated performers felt that the amount of effort expended 
determines performance. The Porter and Lawler hypothesis 
(HypothosiB if-E) that the more an individual sees his pay as a 
satisfier, the more effort he will put forth to perform his job 
effectively was claimed to be supported. However, the relation­
ship was found to exist for only one of the three questions in 
Appendix III and that was at a 91 per cent level-of confidence. The 
hypothesis which states that the perceived probability that pay 
depends upon effort, will be more highly related to measured 
actual job performance and effort than will be the perceived 
probability that pay depends upon quality of job performance 
(Hypothesis 4-D) was not supported. The sample surveyed tended 
to see pay related to quality of work as their performance level 
became higher. The last Porter and Lawler hypothesis tested by 
Schuster, Clark, and Rogers was also not supported. % e  hypothesis 
sought to confirm that the relationship between the perceived 
probability that pay depends upon job performance factors and 
measures of actual performance and effort will be stronger for 
those individuals who say their pay is important to them than it 
will be for those who say their pay is relatively unimportant to 
them (Hypothesis 4-C).
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Greene^ conducted a study to Inyestlgate the relationships 
of merit pay to both job satisfaction and performance, and the 
relationship between job satisfaction and performance for a 
sample of managers. The data support the hypothesis that merit 
pay causes satisfaction and that performance causes satisfaction. 
Greene states that the findings are consistent with the predictions 
of the Porter and Lawler model that differential performance causes 
rewards which then cause satisfaction.
Lawler*B Model
what influences the goals and intertions of people. This model 
is based on the motivation model developed by Porter and Lawler 
which was presented earlier in this chapter (page 29). Lawler's 
motivation model which appears in Figure 1-4, considers both 
intrinsic and eztrinsic motivation. The first variable in the 
model, E — ♦?, refers to the subjective probability that effort 
will lead to successful performance. This probability can vary 
from 0 to 1. Lawler believes that if a person feels he cannot
Charles N. Greene, "Causal Connections Among Managers' 
Merit Pay, Job Satisfaction, and Performance," Journal of Applied 
Psychology. 58, Wo. 1 (August, 1973), PP» 95-100.
Theory, Research, and Practice," Personnel Psychology. 23, Wo. 2 
(Summer, 1970), pp. 225-237. This section interprets the Lawler 
model of motivation as it is presented in the above article.
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perform at a certain level, he Is less likely to try to perform 
at that level. Therefore, when the probability of E — 4»P = 0, 
no motivation is present, Lawler states that E-^^P probability 
is directly affected by the person's self-esteem and experience 
in similar situations.
Motivation is also influenced by the perceived outcomes of 
successful performance and by the valence of these outcomes. A 
person's subjective probability that performance will lead to a 
particular outcome (P ^ 0 )  can vary from 1 to 0, and is multiplied 
by the valence of that outcome (V). The valence can vary from 
very desirable (+1 ) to very undesirable (-1). The products of the 
P — ^  0 probabilities multiplied by their respective valences are 
added for all outcomes that are related to performance.
For intrinsic rewards, the E - ^ P  probability has an influence 
on the P— ^ 0  probabilities. The model shows this influential 
relationship because Lawler feels achievement motivation is 
activated only when certain E — » P  probabilities exist. The P— ^ 0  
probabilities for both intrinsic and extrinsic rewards are also 
affected by an internal versus external control variable. This 
variable determines if a person feels that performance will likely 
lead to outcomes (internal control) or if he is to have low P— ^ 0  
probabilities (external control).
A feedback loop which originates at the connection between 
performance and rewards leads to the P — ^  0 probabilities. Lawler 
included this variable to illustrate the importance of learning in
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Figure 1-4: LAWLER'S THEORETICAL MODEL OF MOTIVATION
From Edward E. Lawler, III, "Job Attitudes and Baployee Motivation: 
Theory, Research, and Practice," Personnel Psycholocr. Vol. 23,
No, 2 (Summer, 1970), pp. 229 and 233.
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determining what a person'• P— ^  0 probabilities will be in a 
given situation. The relationship of past performance to expected 
outcomes will have an influence on a person's future P— ♦ O  
probabilities.
The E— ♦ P  probability and the sum of the products of the 
P— ► O  probabilities and their respective valences are multiplied 
to determine the degree of motivation to perform. If either 
factor is zero or if the second is negative, there will be no 
motivation to perform. However, the greater the product of these 
two factors, the greater the motivation to perform,
A person's motivation to perform determines the degree of 
effort he expends on the job. However, effort alone does not 
determine performance. Effort combines multiplicatively with 
abilities and with role perceptions (problem solving approach) 
in determining performance. If ability is zero, performance will 
be zero. Likewise, if a person's role perception of how effort 
can best lead to performance (based on past experience in similar 
situations) is inaccurate, performance will also be zero. Lawler's 
model also provides for a "situational block" which could prevent 
high performance even if ability and effort are high and role 
perceptions are correct,
Lawler's model provides for both intrinsic and extrinsic 
rewards. This provision is made because he believes extrinsic 
rewards do not always follow directly from performance since they 
are given by someone else besides the performer. Intrinsic rewards
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are given to the individual by himself and are therefore more 
directly related to performance. Lawler admits that his model 
goes beyond the present research finding, but he believes that 
E — ►P relationships and P — »n  relationships are suggested to 
be related to performance.
NEED FOR STUDY
The previous section presented a brief chronological view 
of motivation theory up to the present time. This section will 
justify the present study and indicate ho%-; the findings could 
be utilized to improve employee motivation on the job.
According to Maslow, as lower level needs are relatively 
satisfied, they become less directly motivating for behavior.
One is motivated mainly by the next level of unsatisfied need.
Thus gratified needs, in a sense, disappear. They are no longer 
motivating. Since any manager attempts to influence his 
subordinates' behavior, he must consider what needs are relatively 
unsatisfied, and therefore can be used as instruments for motivation. 
The data from this study could be used as instruments for motivation. 
The data from this study could be used by civil service managers to 
determine the needs of their employees (who occupy positions 
similar to those surveyed) which are unsatisfied, and therefore can 
be used as motivators. Through the use of a similar study at a 
later time, managers could determine if those needs which are 
presently unsatisfied in the occupations surveyed, have remained
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unsatisfied for their ovn employees who occupy the same type of 
positions. Tbeee data could also be used to determine If a 
hierarchy or priority system of needs exists for those employees, 
and to determine the Importance they place on their needs.
Knowledge of their employees' attitudes would be beneficial 
to both clTll service officials and private Industry managers In 
determining optimum motivational techniques. Such knowledge would 
also provide a better understanding of the desires of those 
employees who occupy the same type of positions as those surveyed 
and offer an Insight into the satisfaction and dissatisfaction of 
their jobs. Strauss^^ and Dubln^^ have argued for flexible leader­
ship styles and for giving opportunities for self-actualization to 
employees who possess the appropriate abilities and aspirations.
But In those situations where tasks are highly structured and the 
costs of self-actualization for the individual outweigh the gains 
to the organization, one would assume that attempts at satisfying 
self-actualization needs through a participative management style 
of leadership would not be appropriate as a motivational device.
The information gathered In this study may be beneficial to 
managers In developing their personnel policies. Fllley and 
House have stated that:
^^George Strauss, "Some Notes on Power Equalization," In 
Harold Leavitt (ed.), The Social Science of Organizations (Ehglewood, 
Cliffs, N, J. : Prentlce-Hall, 1963), pp. 41-84.
^^obert Dubln, "Person and Organization," In Robert Dubln 
(ed.), Human Relations In Administration, 3rd ed. (Ehglewood Cliffs, 
N. J. : Prentlce-i^all, , pp. 90-9^.
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for purposes of formulating corporate personnel 
policy, one might look to the needs hierarchy to 
determine the appropriate motivators for various 
classes of employees, and, on this basis, design 
compensation, performance appraisal, and promotion 
plans. The need theory . . . does provide useful 
descriptive categoriesgfor analysis or diagnosis of 
employment situations.
It is inferred from the vritings of McDermid that he would
agree with this writer that the data gathered in this study could
be beneficial to managers in designing compensation programs.
According to McDermid:
all elements in the [compensation] package— base 
pay, incentive plans, protective provisions, benefit 
programs, and . . .  [bonuses]— could be evaluated in 
their relationship to each other. Then if it were 
found that a given level of employees was primarily 
motivated by physiological needs, great emphasis 
could be placed on base pay; by safety needs, on 
protective provisions; by esteem needs, on . . .
[bonuses].
Thus, through an understanding of what needs 
were motivating men and how money could be used to 
satisfy them the compensation program could be so 
ordered as to achieve maximum motivation at lowest 
possible cost. The needs of the individual would 
best be met, and the attainment of corporate 
objectives best insured.
While there have been several studies dealing with Maslow's 
hierarchy of needs (Haire and Gottsdanker:^^ grocery employees;
Allen C. Filley and Robert J. House, Managerial Process 
and Organizational Behavior. (Qlenwood, 111.: Scott, Foresman
and Company, 1969), p. 386.
^^Charles D. McDermid, "How Money Motivated Men," Business 
Horizons. 3, Ho. 4 (Winter, I960), p. 100.
Haire and J. Oottsdanker, "Factors Influencing Industrial 
Morale," Personnel. 27 (1951)» pp. #>.434.
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scientists and engineers; Porter and Lawler:^^ managers), this 
study Is unique In that It considers the attitudes of classified, 
white-collar, Louisiana civil service employees.
Since this study Investigates need satisfaction on the job, 
the results could be beneficial to managers In determining the 
effect of satisfaction on turnover, accidents, and absences. In 
12 of 13 studies dealing with satisfaction and absenteeism,
Herzberf^ fbund job attitude to be Inversely related to high 
absenteeism. Based on the findings of these and several other 
studies, Herzberg concluded that a worker with positive job 
attitudes will remain more consistently on the job, will be Involved 
in fewer accidents, and will have a lower Incident of psychosomatic 
Illnesses. In addition, several extensive reviews of job satisfaction
In Bottom and Middle Management Jobe," Journal of Applied Psychology.
45 (1961), pp. 1-10; _______________, "Job Attitudes In Management:
I. Perceived Deficiencies in Need Fulfillment as a Function of Job 
Level," Journal of Applied Psychology. 46 (1962), pp. 375-384* and
______________ , "Job Attitudes In Management : II, Perceived
Importance of Needs as a Function of Job Level," Journal of Applied 
Psychology, 47 (1963), pp. 141-148.
^^Michael Beer, "Needs and Need Satisfaction Among Clerical 
Workers In Complex and Routine Jobs," Personnel Psychology. 21,
No. 2 (Summer, 1968), pp. 209-222.
^®Frank Friedlander, "Comparative Work Value Systems,"
Personnel Psychology. 18, No. 1 (Spring, 1965), pp. 1-19.
^^Porter and Lawler, 0£. clt.
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have consistently revealed that employee need satisfaction Is 
accompanied by less employee turnover and absenteeism. This study 
provides managers with Information concerning the present degree 
of need satisfaction of civil service employees In white-collar 
jobs and those factors which these employees perceive as desirable 
and existing in employment outside of the civil service system. 
Starting from these data, civil service officials could then work 
to Improve the satisfaction of their employees' needs within their 
respective organizations (If they are not already satisfied on the 
Job) and thereby reduce turnover, accidents, and absenteeism.
Although the data collected In this study Is Interpreted on a 
group, and not on an Individual basis, the Information received on 
the employees' role perceptions could be beneficial to managers In 
viewing whether their employees feel Inner-dlrec ted or other- 
directed behavior Is most necessary for success In the types of 
positions surveyed. Inner-dlrected behavior Includes such traits 
as forceful, imaginative. Independent, self-confident, and decisive. 
Other-directed behavior Includes such traits as cooperative, 
adaptable, cautious, agreeable, and tactful.
James V. Clark, "Motivation In Work Groups: A Tentative
View," Human Organization. 19, No. 4 (1960-1961), pp. 199-208.
^^rOOB, 0£, clt.
P. Foumet, M. K, ÛLStetano, Jr., and W. Fryer, "Job 
Satisfaction: Issues and Problems," Personnel Psyehology. 19,
No, 2 (1966), pp. 165-183.
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ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY
This first chapter served to introduce the present study by 
explaining the purpose of the Study, covering a brief historical 
view of motivation theory, and indicating reasons why the study is 
needed. In particular, this chapter served to explain Maslow’s 
hierarchy of needs theory and Porter and Lawler's motivational 
model— both of which will be examined in this study.
The following chapters will detail the methodology used in 
this study as well as the hypotheses, tests of hypotheses, and 
discussions of the findings. Chapter II— Methodology— explains 
the methodology used in this study. This includes the attitude 
measures used in gathering the data, the measures df job behavior, 
a description of the research site and of the sample, and the data 
analysis methods used in determining whether or not relationships 
exist between the measures of attitude and self-ratings of perform-
Chapter III— Hierarchy of Needs— investigates the validity of 
Maslov’s hierarchy of needs theory as it applies to the civil service 
system. The fourth chapter. Satisfaction of Needs, considers the 
relationships between self-ratings of performance and need fulfill­
ment and need satisfaction. These findings are then used to test 
Porter and Lawler’s model.
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Role Perceptions— Chapter V— considers the perception of 
whether certain traits lead to success in organizations. The 
relationships of role perceptions to self-ratings of performance 
and self-ratings of effort are investigated concerning their effect 
on Porter and Lawler's model. Chapter VI— Pay Satisfaction— begins 
with a discussion of the historical role of pay and incentive pay 
plans in business organizations. The relationships of pay as a 
satisfier to self-ratings of effort and self-ratings of performance 
eire investigated as they apply to Porter and Lawler's model.
The concluding chapter— Chapter VII— applies the findings of 
this study to refute or verify Maslow's hierarchy of needs theory. 
In addition, the findings are used to test the general pattern of 
relationships suggested by Porter and Lawler's model. This chapter 
also describes the implications of these findings for management 
and defines areas for future research.




Since one of the oblectlves of this study was to test certain 
hypotheses of the Porter and Lawler Model^ on rank and file 
employees. It was necessary to partially duplicate their methodology. 
As such, the present Investigation Is a correlational study. This 
allows the relationship between two variables to be focused unon, 
but only at a fixed noint In rime. A correlational study cannot 
directly prove the existence of cause-and-effeet relationships. 
However, Porter and Lawler believed that if a predicted, close rela­
tionship was found. It would offer some support for their model 
without establishing that a cause-and-effeet relationship existed.
If no relationship was found where their model predicted one 
should be. Porter and Lawler believed that a correlational 
stud'' could disprove part of their model. The correlational approaceh 
also allows the Investigator to view the relationship of several 
attitude variables to self-ratings of performance. This viewing of 
several attitude variables Is a necessary requirement if the pre­
dictions of the Porter and Lawler model are to be tested. An 
experimental study in which the experimenter could produce changes
and Performance (Homewood, 111.: PIchard D. In^ln, Inc. and The
Dorsey Press, 1968).
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In one variable in order to observe the effects on a second 
variable would have established the existence of any cause-and- 
effect relationships. However, the personnel department at 
Louisiana State University would not have allowed the survey of its 
employees unless it was by a questionnaire mailed to their homes. 
Such a restriction eliminated the possibility of establishing cause- 
and-ef feet relationships through the use of an experimental study 
and necessitated the use of a correlational study.
Following the methodology of Porter and Lawler, the present 
study also uses questionnaires as the basic data collection 
instrument. It is fortunate for this study that Porter and Lawler 
used questionnaires to gather their data since the Louisiana State 
University personnel office would approve only questionnaires 
mailed to their employees' homes as the means of data collection.
Any instrument which took time away from the performance of duties, 
such as interviews, was not approved. Despite this restriction, 
the use of questionnaires made it possible to collect data from a 
larger, more heterogeneous sample than would have been possible 
with interviews. The use of a broad sample of employees decreased 
the possibility that the results would be prejudiced by the unique 
attitudes existing within any one department, thereby increasing the 
possibility that the results would be more appropriate for general­
ization to the organization surveyed. The use of interviews, even 
if they had been allowed, would have been time consuming, partic­
ularly if the entire population of 652 employees had been
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Interrleved. If only a portion of the entire pepnlation had been 
interviewed, the poaaibility of collecting data from a lean 
heterogeneous sample would have been increased. This is not to 
imply that questionnaires are without limitations. The questions 
may have appeared ambiguous or emotionally loaded to some of 
the respondents. In addition, it may be possible that the only 
employees who returned their questionnaires had strong feelings 
toward either extreme. Some employees may have given responses 
which they felt wore sought by the researcher even though they 
were erroneous. The use of questionnaires did not allow the 
researcher to probe into a respondent's answers to determine 
the respondent's true feelings, but forced the respondent to 
answer the question based on the available choices listed on 
the questionnaire. Porter and Lawler used questionnaires in 
order to obtain a large sample irtiile sacrificing the potential 
advantages of flexible questions and respondent participation 
available with interviews.
Since this investigation is interested in studying the 
attitudes and performance of lAite-collar employees in a 
service organization, the same problem of measuring job per­
formance which existed in Porter and Lawler's study of 
managers is present here also. The problem concerns the lack 
of productivity or quality control records which would allow 
"objective" evaluation of performance. Consequently, it was 
decided to rely on self-ratings as the measure of job performance.
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The assuaptlon la made that the employee Is in a reaaonable 
position to know about the job and to evaluate his performance.
The complete reliance of this study upon self-ratings as measures 
of quality of job performance and amount of effort expended on 
the job is one of the limitations of this study. Evaluations of 
performance and effort may have been more accurate if ratings by 
superiors had also been obtained. However, the personnel office of 
Louisiana State University would not have supplied the researcher 
with the name of each employee's superior nor was the reseacher 
allowed access to the files of that office. Such a restriction 
eliminated the possibility of utilizing superiors' ratings of the 
performance and effort of employees. The global ratings, such as 
quality of job performance, used by Porter and Lawler were also 
employed in the present study. It was felt that global ratings, 
rather than some composite of ratings on a number of specific traits, 
would be a reliable and valid meemure of behavior.
ATTITUDE MEASURES
The attitude data for the present study were obtained by the 
administration of a six-section questionnaire. Certain sections of 
the questionnaire were adapted from four previously used question-
Robert H. Schaffer, "Job Satisfaction as Related to Need 
Satisfaction in Work," Psychological Monographs, 67, No. 14, (1953), 
Whole Number 364, pp. 1-29. SocTNeed-Satisfaetlon in Work Scales: 
Part D," p. ?6.
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Role Perception Questionnaire,” "Kie Pay Questionnaire,” and the 
"Self-Rating Form."^ 'Ehe six sections of the questionnaire sought 
to uncover the following information from the employees surveyed:
I. Demographic Data: personal information on the employee
to help with the statistical analysis of the data,
II. Heed Satisfaction: the employee's satisfaction with
certain characteristics of his civil service position, 
broken down into categories corresponding to Maslow's 
hierarchy of needs,^ and the importance he places on 
those characteristics.
III. Pay as a Satisfier; the employee's attitudes toward
the perceived probability that pay depends upon performance.
IV. Self-Rating Form: how the employee rates himself relative
to others in the civil service system on the quality of 
his job performance, his productivity, and the amount of 
effort he expends on the Job,
V, Role Perception: how the employee ranks the twelve traits
listed based on his belief of what is most necessary for 
success in his civil service position.
Appendix III, p. 194.
^Abraham H. Masl 
Review. 50 (1943), pp. 370-396
ow, "A Theory of Human Motivation," Psychological
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VI, Private Bmrinont Attraction; the Importance of whether 
or not certain characteristics» based on each of the 
needs In Maslow's hierarchy, would be desired In his 
new position If the employee were to leave the civil 
service system.
Appendices I-VI contain a complete copy of the slx-sectlon 
questionnaire.
Each of the Items In the "Need Satisfaction" section attempts 
to measure the existing degree of need fulfillment, the dlscrepeney 
between achieved and expected levels, and the relative Importance 
of the Item. Therefore, each scale Item.requires three sspforats 
responses on a Llkert-type subscale, %ls scale Is constructed of 
items such as:
The opportunity. In my civil service position, to give help to 
other people:
a) How much Is there now?
(mln) 1 2 5 if 5 6 7 (max)
b) How much should there be?
(rain) 1 2 3 if 5 6 7 (max)
c) How Important Is this to me?
(rain) 1 2 3 if 5 6 7 (max)
There will be two types of data derived from these responses. The 
first will be a deficiency measure obtained hy subtracting the 
response to (a) "How much of the characteristic is there now
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connected with your poaltlon?” from the response to (b) "How 
much of the same characteristic should there be?" The 
deficiency score represents the difference between ratings on 
subscales (a) and (b). This score also represents the employee's 
"satisfaction" with this particular Item. The response to (a)
"How much of the characteristic Is there now connected with your 
position?" represents the employee's degree of "fulfillment" with 
that Item. The second type of data Is simply a ranking of needs 
based on the responses to the "How Important Is this?" subscale.
Since the respondent Is not directly asked about satisfaction. 
Porter has contended that the method of scaling used In this 
questionnaire reduces the probability that any simple "response 
set" determines the expression of satisfaction.^ An a priori 
assumption Is made that the less the difference between "How much 
X Is there?", and "How much x should there be?", the greater the 
satisfaction with the characteristic In question. Porter and 
Lawler see this as asking the respondents, "How satisfied are you 
In terms of what you expected from this particular civil service 
position?" It was decided to measure satisfaction In the present 
study by using the same measures employed by Porter and Lawler.
This measuring device has had a large exposure (ever )000 question­
naires returned) without any mentioned problems. In addition.
Deficiencies In Need Fulfillment as a Function of Job Level," 
Journal of Applied Psychology. 46, No. 6, (December, 1962), p. 378.
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there does not appear to be a "best say" to measure satisfaction*
A study by Wanous and Lawler on the measurement and meaning of 
job satisfaction concluded that "as far as the measurement of 
satisfaction is concerned, the data suggest that there Is no one 
best way to measure It."^
Of the twelve human need categories used by Schaffer In his 
study,^ ten were adaptable Into Maslow's hierarchy of needs.
Hence, several of Schaffer's questions were modified for use In 
the present questionnaire. Although some of Schaffer's categories 
may fit into more than one need category. It was decided to place 
them Into the below listed need categories for the purposes of 
this study. The questionnaire will Investigate the following 
need categories:
I, Physiological (2 and 8)
II. Security: Economic Security (11)
Dependence (4)
III. Social: Affection and Interpersonal Relationships (15 and 18)
IV. Self-Esteem: Recognition and Approbation (1)
Mastery and Achievement (3)
Independence (Self-Expression) (10)
Meaning of Job Satisfaction," Journal of Applied Psychology. 50, 
No. 2 (1972), p. 104.
Indicates the question numbers of the questions which were 
asked In this category In the questionnaire as It appears In 
Appendix II.
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V. £ate«a of Others: Récognition end Approbation (9 and 1)) 
Donlnanos (6)
VI. Self-Actuallzatlon: Social Welfare (7* 12, and 1&)
Creativity and Challenge ($6 nad 17)
The questionnaires were distributed Indlvlduslly by United 
States mail to the homes of the employees to be surveyed. Each 
of the sets of questionnaires was accompanied by a letter from 
the director of personnel services. A copy of his letter is 
contained in Appendix VII. In this letter the director explained 
the purpose of the research and urged the employee to cooperate by 
completing the questionnaire and returning it for analysis. Also 
accompanying the questionnaire was a personal letter from the 
researcher. Appendix VIII contains a copy of this letter which 
also explains the purpose of the research and urges the employee's 
cooperation. In addition, each employee was assured that even though 
the questionnaire was mumbered, his responses would be cattddeatal.
To be sure that their responses were held confidential, twelve 
respondents removed the number from their questionnaires before 
returning them for analysis. % e  letter from the researcher stated 
that the questionnaires were numbered In order that a follow-up 
letter could be sent to those Individuals idio failed to respond 
Initially. This statement was placed on the letter In an attempt to 
obtain more returned questionnaires If the employees believed that 
they would be "bothered" with a follow-up letter later If they did 
not respond initially. In reality, there was no plan to send a
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follow-up letter. Along with the questionnaire and the letters, 
each subject received a postage-paid, addressed envelope in which 
to return his completed questionnaire directly to the researcher's
JOB BEHAVIOR MEASURES
Three measures of job behavior were obtained for each employee. 
These measures were self-ratings obtained when the questionnaire 
asked each employee to rate himself In relation to others with 
similar civil service duties on three factors: quality of job 
performance, productivity on the job, and the amount of effort put 
forth on the job. It Is possible that some employees would 
automatically rate their quality of performance, productivity, and 
amount of effort expended higher than they would rate others on these 
factors. Nevertheless, the employee Is at times In a better 
position than his manager to more accurately evaluate his own 
performance, productivity, and effort as they compare to the per­
formance, productivity, and effort of others with similar duties. 
However, Porter and Lawler found practically no relationship (r ■ ,03) 
between the superior's ranking of job performance and self-ratings of 
job performance and only a small relationship (r • .20) between the 
superior's ranking of effort expended and self - ratings of effort 
expended and self-ratings of effort expended« Appendix IV contains 
a complete copy of Instructions and Items used to obtain these ratings.
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This section of the questionnaire utilized the same identical rating 
scale as was used In Porter and Lawler's study. Porter and Lawler 
thought that self-ratings were Important since they are one of the bases 
employees consider when deciding whether to remain with their present 
company, the equity of their income, and the amount of effort they should 
expend on the job. Although this study was unable to utilize ratings 
by superiors as a result of the restrictions placed on data gathering 
methods of this study by the Louisiana State University personnel office, 
ratings by superiors can be significant. Such ratings can be the basis by 
which promotions, terminations, and salary increases are made.
Table 2-1 presents the Pearson product-moment correlation 
coefficients among the three self-rated job performance measures for 
the entire sample. These correlation coefficients indicate that there 
are substantial relationships between the three self-ratings. Therefore, 
employees who rate themselves high on quality of job performance, also 
rate their productivity and the amount of effort they expend as high. 
However, the sizes of these correlation coefficients Indicate that there 
is a large degree of unexplained variance In the relationships. But 
such a finding is in accord with Porter and Lawler's model. Their model 
indicates that effort expended is but one variable that Influences the 
quality of job performance. Other variables such as ability and role 
perceptions also influence job performance. Therefore, their model 
does not predict a perfect relationship between effort expended and 
quality of job performance, and based on these data, one does not exist.
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Table 2-1













Adapted from Lyman W. Porter and Edvard E, Lawler, III, Managerial 
Attitudes and Performance (Homewood, 111.* Richard E, Irwin, Inc. 
and The Doraey Press,. 1968), p. 47.
DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH SITE
Ike present study was carried out in Louisiana State University, 
located in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. The university employs both 
white- and blue-collar workers (classified), as well as faculty 
personnel (unclassified). In addition, some workers are employees 
of the university, while others are under the Louisiana state 
civil service system or the federal civil service system. % e  
population used in this study consisted of the classified, white- 
collar, state civil service employees of Louisiana State University.
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SAMPLE
The questionnaire was distributed to the entire population con­
sisting of 652^ classified, white-collar, state civil service 
employees of Louisiana State University. The population consisted 
of account clerks, accountants, clerks, personnel technicians, steno­
grapher clerks, typist clerks, and miscellaneous professional and 
office personnel. % e  term "professional " Is used by the Louisiana 
State University personnel office to Include personnel technicians, 
accountants, personnel officers, and managers. For the purposes 
of this study, the term "office personnel" will be used to Identify 
all personnel not classified as "professional." Table 2-2 shows 
the breakdown and the reaponse rates for each of these classifi­
cations. The response rate for the total sample was 39.6 per cent. 
As may be expected with the type of positions surveyed, 95 per cent 
of the respondents were females. The findings of this study may 
be limited as a result of the types of positions which the ehployees 
in the sample occupy. Many of these positions do not contain very 
challenging tasks or permit the autonomy or Independent thought 
which is usually considered to contribute to gratification of 
higher level needs. Therefore, the routine and repetitive nature 
of work in tyÿgùgibf positions surveyed may limit the findings 
of this study.
^Originally, 675 questionnaires were distributed, but 23 
respondents returned their questionnaires stating that they were 
not Louisiana civil service employees.















Accountants 36 17 47.2
Mi sc ellan eons 28 , .1.7.T2
Subtotal 64 22 34.4
Office
Accounts Clerks 37 16 43.2
49 19 38.8
lÿplst Clerks 210 76 36.2
Stenographer Clerks 221 103 46.6
Miscellaneous «-22-
Subtotal 588 236 40.1
Total Sample 652 258 39.6
Adapted from Lyman W. Porter and Edward E. Lawler, III, Managerial 
Attitude» and Perfowaanee (Homewood, 111.: Richard D. Irwin, Inc.
and The Dorsey Press, 1968), p. 50.
Table 2-3 presents the demographic characterisltcs of the 
respondents. Since the sample is not a random sample of civil 
service employees in general, conclusions must be restricted to the 
civil service system as it exists at Louisiana State University. In 
addition, conclusions are further restricted by the population 
containing only classified, white-collar personnel who are mainly 
female (95 per cent).
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Tmbl# a-3
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RESPWDEHTS
Profoasloaal Offic#
H 22 236
Mean Age (Tears). «.....  ......40.0 33*6
Mean Seniority (Years)..  *...10.6 6.5
Mean TLse In Position (Tears)..........•...5*5 4*3
Humber «Lth Education Level of
(Highest Attained):
Sous High School 0 1
High School Qraduate.*   ....3 40
Some College 9 84
Buslmems College............ .4 84
College Degree   4 22
Seme Oradmmte Work. .....2 3
Masters Degree..   ...0 2
Humber with Family Status eft
Male mlth Dapeadents ........7 3
Male mlthout Dependents...............0 2
Female mlth Dependents...............11 103
Female mlthout Dependents «...4 128
Humber Entering Civil Service front
School..      .,5 73
Another Job.........  ...11 87
Military 0 0
Housemlfe.     .....3 62
Unemployment ...3 14
Mean Humber of Civil Service Sxaninatiens
Taken Before First Position Accepted..1.3 1.3
Humber Accepting First Position
Offered 16 148
Humber Which are Supervlsers..............12 64
Mean Monthly Salary......  1782.82 $523.94
Sourcet Primary
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DATA ANALYSIS METHODS USED
One purpose of this study is to test the relationships 
between need satisfaction and need importance as predicted by 
Maslow's hierarchy of needs theory. This is accomplished by using 
a correlation coefficient to estimate the degree of relationship 
between two variables. This allows the relationship between two 
variables to be focused upon, but only at a fixed point in time.
A correlational study is limited in that it cannot directly prove 
the existence of cause-and-effect relationships.
An additional purpose of this study is to determine if 
consistent and statistically significant relationships exist 
between the self-reported measures of attitude (satisfaction, ful­
fillment, and importance) and self-ratings of performance as 
predicted by Porter and Lawler's model. It was therefore necessary 
to use data analysis methods which would measure the relationships 
existing between these attitudes and self-ratings of performance 
and to test these relationships for statistical significance.
This also could be accomplished by using a correlation coefficient 
to estimate the degree of relationship between two variables or 
the sample could be divided into high and low groups. The correla­
tion coefficient method has disadvantages in that it requires that 
both variables be scaled on equal interval scales and the method 
does not allow graphical presentation. Therefore, as with the 
Porter and Lawler study, the sample was divided into high and low
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groups on the baslB of one rariable (such as self-ratings of 
performance) and then the scores of these high and low groups 
were compared on the basis of a second variable (such as fulfill­
ment). When comparing high and low groups, the greater the 
difference between the two groups beised on the second variable, 
the stronger the relationship is between the variables. An 
advantage of the high versus low group comparison method is that it 
does not require that the two veœiables be scaled on equal interval 
scales. In addition, the high versus low group comparison method 
allows graphic presentation of the relationships. It was decided 
that the mean score on one variable would serve as the dividing 
point in determining the composition of the high and low groups. 
Table 2-4 indicates how the respondents rated the quality of their 
performance and the amount of effort expended on the job. The 
mean of the self-ratings of performance is 6.2 with a variance 
of 0.68. The mean of the self-ratings of effort expended is also 
6.2 but with a variance of 0.86. As a result of the small amount 
of variance from the means, perhaps a better basis for determining 
the composition of the high and low groups would have been to 
utilize only the top and bottom thirds of the self-rating scores. 
Such a division based on top and bottom thirds of the responses 
may have been a better method of identifying two clearly different 
groups.
Originally it was the intention of the researcher to divide 
the sample into two groups composed of "professional" and "office"




Number of Respondents 
Reporting Self-Ratings






















personnel. Such a division would allow a separate data analysis 
to be conducted on each group. The results of these analyses 
could then be used to compare the two groups. B^eamsa - the 
responses for the "professional" and "office" personnel were so 
similar with no significant differences, and the mmmple of 
"professlohal " meployeea was small (22 «r 8*5 per cent), .
It was decided to combine the responses of both groups and to 
report the findings based on the entire sample of employees 
surveyed.
The statistical significance of the difference between the 
mean scores of the high and low groups was tested by means of 
F- or t-tests. The P-test or analysis of variance investigates
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squared differences between the two means in comparison with the 
squared standard error* The t-test investigates absolute differ­
ences between the two means in comparison with the standard error. 
Both the F- and t-tests hypothesize that the two samples come 
from the same universe and that the difference between the two 
means is 0. This is called the null hypothesis. The null 
hypothesis is rejected if the probability of F or t is less than 
a c ,05* The larger the F- or t-value, the stronger the relation­
ship existing between the two variables on which it is based. The 
95 per cent level of confidence was accepted as the basis for 
rejecting the null hypothesis. Tests of significance are subject 
to Type I and Type II errors. With a significance level of .05» a 
lype I error could occur 5 times out of TOO if the researcher 
believes he has something when in fact he does not. l^pe II errors 
occur when the researcher says that his data do not really mean 
anything when in fact they do.
This chapter detailed the attitude and job behavior measures 
used to gather the data for this study. The data came from the 
sample which consisted of 258 white-collar, classified, civil 
service employees of Louisiana State University, The statistical 
techniques to be used in analyzing the data were also identified 
and explained. Chapter III— Hierarchy of Needs— will use correla­
tional analysis to Investigate the relationships between need 
satisfaction and need importance as hypothesized by Maslow.
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Chapters IV-VI will examine Porter and Lawler's model by dividing 
the sample into low and high groups on the basis of one variable 
in order to make comparisons on the basis of other variables.
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Chapter III 
Hierarchy of Needs
One of the most popular theories of human motivation was 
formulated by Abraham H. Maslow in 1943»^ Maslow's theory states 
that man's needs are arranged In a hierarchy of Importance which 
consists of five need levels. These need levels, listed In order 
from lowest to highest, are as follows;
1, Physiological— needs necessary for survival 
which Include air, food, water, sleep, elimination, 
mating, and temperature regulation.
2, Safety— desires for protection against danger, 
threat, and deprivation, as well as the desire for 
security,
3, Social— needs for belonging, association, 
acceptance by peers, and giving and receiving friend­
ship.
if. Esteem— needs for self-confidence, self- 
respect, competence, achievement, independence and 
freedom, status, recognition, appreciation, impor­
tance, and prestige,
5. Self-Actualization— realization of one's 
potentialities, self-fulfillment, continued
H. Maslow, "A Theory of Human Motivation," Psvchologioal 
Review. 50 (1943), PP. 370-396. For a more detailed presentation 
of Maslow's theory, see Chapter I.
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self-development, and being creative in the broadest
sense of that term.
This hierarchy of "prepotency" or urgency of satisfaction 
means that the most urgent need will monopolize the individual's 
attention while less prepotent needs are minimized, even forgotten. 
But as that need becomes satisfied, needs at the next higher level 
will become more important, Maslow ranks needs in a hierarchy of 
prepotency because some needs are more necessary for survival than 
others. The physiological need— ranked first in prepotency— must 
be satisfied in order to sustain life. Included on this level are 
air, food, water, sleep, elimination, mating, and temperature 
regulation. When physiological needs are relatively well satisfied, 
safety needs— ranked second in prepotency— emerge. These safety 
needs are expressed as desires for protection against danger, threat, 
and deprivation. Desire for security can also take the form of 
quests for economic security and preference for the familiar rather 
than the unfamiliar. The other need levels— social, esteem, and 
self-actualization— are each in ascending order ranked higher 
in the need hierarchy and are further removed as requirements for 
survival. In addition, Maslow's 1943 theory predicts that the 
importance of a satisfied need will decrease while the importance 
of the next higher level of unsatisfied need increases. Therefore, 
according to Maslow, as physiological needs become reasonably well 
satisfied, the importance of the safety needs will increase, and
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the Importance of the physiological needs will decrease. The 
theory contends that importance will decrease for every other need 
as that need becomes satisfied. A later writing by Maslow modifies 
this concept of prepotency for people who are predominantly growth 
motivated. For such people, gratification does not lead to decreased, 
but rather increased motivation.^
This chapter will utilize Maslow's theory to investigate 
whether a need hierarchy exists for the civil service employees 
in the study; the degree of importance that the sample places on 
each of the needs in Maslow’s hierarchy; and the degree to which 
the needs in Maslow's hierarchy are fulfilled and satisfied on the 
job. In addition, the importance which the employees sampled 
place on the needs in Maslow's hierarchy while presently in the 
civil service system will be compared with the perceived importance 
which would be placed on Maslow's needs if the sample were in 
private industry.
HYPOTHESES
Argyris suggests that as a result of the dependence, 
submissiveness, and passivity caused by the organizational 
principles of task specialization, unity of command, chain of
Abraham H, Maslow, Toward A Psychology of Being (Princeton, 
N. J.: D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., 1962), p. 28.
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command, and span of control, employees may react by becoming 
apathetic, disinterested, and noninvolved. This may lead to 
employees reducing the number and the importance of the needs 
that they wish to express while at work. They may retain and 
strengthen their informal adaptive behavior through informal 
group sanctions and formal trade unions. In addition, they may 
emphasize material rewards and teach their children not to expect 
satisfaction on the job.^
Such a suggestion supports this researcher's feeling that 
the conditions of modern industrial life give only limited 
opportunity for the relatively dormant human needs of esteem 
and self-actualization to find expression on the job. The 
lack of satisfaction most people experience with respect to lower 
level needs diverts their energies to work toward satisfying 
those needs, and the needs for self-fulfillment remain below 
the level of awareness on the job.
Indeed, many social scientists have favored the concept of 
self-actualizing work. This advocation may result from the 
nature of their own work and values, ^y so advocating, they are 
prescribing to all workers values that may be appropriate only 
to the higher occupational and status levels. In actuality.
Problems of Mutual Adjustment," in Studies in Organizational 
Behavior and Management, ed. by Donald E, Porter, Philip B, 
Applewhite, and Michael J. Misshauk, 2nd ed. (Scranton, Pa.: 
International Textbook Company, 1971), pp. 580-581.
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workers In other occupational and status levels might still be 
attempting to satisfy lower level needs. Friedlander feels 
that "implicit in these prescriptions are potent value judgments 
which, with their strong emphasis on individual dignity, creative 
freedom, and self-development, bear all the earmarks of an 
academic origin."^ From this reasoning follows:
Hypothesis I : Eknployees with satisfied lower level needs
(physiological, safety, and social) who occupy civil service 
positions which do not offer the opportunity to fulfill higher 
level needs (esteem and self-actualization) on the job will not 
consider these higher level needs to be important on the job.
An important characteristic of Maslow's need hierarchy is 
its prediction of a decrease in the strength of a given need 
following its satisfaction. Thus, for example, when the safety 
needs are largely satisfied, not only should the importance of 
the social needs increase, but also the importance of the safety 
needs should decrease. Maslow's earlier theory^ contends that 
importance will decrease for every other need as that need becomes
^rank Friedlander, "Comparative Work Value Systems," Personnel 
Psychology. 18, No. 1 (Spring, 1965)» p. 4.
Maslow, "A Theory of Human Motivation," 0£. cit.,pp. 370-396.
^Maslow later modified this concept for people who are predom­
inantly growth motivated. For such people, gratification does not 
lead to decreased importance, but instead to increased motivation. 
Maslow, Toward A Psychology of Being, op. cit.
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need level would correlate strongly and positively with the 
strength (importance) of the next higher need level.
But McGregor states that:
the typical Industrial organization offers only 
limited opportunities for the satisfaction of 
egoistic needs to people at lower levels in the 
hierarchy. The conventional methods of organizing 
work . . .  rive little heed to these aspects of human 
motivation.
Dubin also believes that many people do not consider their jobs 
to be the central focus of their lives, and therefore seek 
to satisfy higher level needs off the job.® If this is the 
case with the sample studied, it may be inferred that these 
civil service employees repress higher level needs while on the 
job as a result of the lack of opportunities for the satisfaction 
of higher level needs. Hence, the importance which Maslow states 
would normally be placed on unfulfilled higher level needs is 
now redirected back to needs which have already been satisfied 
to some degree before. Although these needs are relatively 
satisfied, they do not cease to be important to these civil service 
employees. Therefore, for lower level, white-collar, civil service 
employees:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, I960), p. 38.
®Robert Dubin, "Industrial Wormors’ dorlds: A Study of the
'Central Life Interests* of Industrial Workers," Social Problems. 
3, No. 3 (January, 1956)» p. 140.
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Hypotheede lit Contrary to Maslow's theory, the strength of a 
given need does not decrease following its satisfaction, hut tends 
to remain constant.
As assumed above in Hypothesis II, these civil service employees 
repress higher level needs on the job as a result of the scarcity 
for opportunities for the satisfaction of higher level needs. This 
is not to say that these employees would not welcome the opportunity 
to satisfy higher level needs on the job If such an opportunity 
offered itself. Hence, despite having repressed higher level needs 
in the civil service setting, it is felt that the sample would still 
consider certain characteristics which are lacking in their civil 
service positions to be important in their new positions if they 
sought employment outside of the civil service system. From this 
line of reasoning follows:
Hypothesis III: If individuals wore to leave the civil service
system, they would desire positions which offer the opportunity to 
satisfy higher level needs on the job.
ATTITUDE MEASURES
The section of the questionnaire that measured need fulfillment, 
need satisfaction, and need importance was similar to the question-
^Lyman W. Porter and Edward E. Lawler, III, Managerial Attitudes 
and Performance (Homewood, 111.: Richard D. Irwin,, Inc. and The
Dorsey Press, 1968).
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slightly modified In order to survey civil service employees and 
was expanded to view attitudes toward physiological needs. It 
consisted of eighteen Items such as:
The opportunity to get all the help and supervision I need:
a) How much Is there now?
(mln) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)
b) How much should there be?
(mln) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)
c) How Important Is this to me?
(mln) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)
The complete Hating of the eighteen Items la contained In 
Appendix II. Although the Items appear in random order In the 









As can be seen from the above listing, the needs Investigated
correspond to those in Maslow's theory.
For the purposes of this study, satisfaction is operationally
defined as a deficiency measure. Satisfaction Is determined by
the difference between actual rewards and perceived equitable
rewards. If actual rewards are equal to perceived rewards, then
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satisfaction results. The degree to which a person is either 
satisfied or dissatisfied depends on the size of the difference 
between the actual and perceived equitable rewards. This 
deficiency meauaure of satisfaction welb obtained through the use 
of the "Need Satisfaction" section of the questionnaire (see 
Appendix II). For each item in this section of the questionnaire, 
a deficiency measure was obtained by subtracting the response to 
(a) "How much of the characteristic is there now connected with 
your position?" from the response to (b) "How much of the same 
characteristic should there be?" The deficiency score represents 
the difference between ratings on subscales (a) and (b). This 
score also represents the employee's "satisfaction" with this 
particular item. Fulfillment is also operationally defined as 
a measure obtained from the responses to question (a) for each 
item in Appendix II. The response to (a) "How much of the 
characteristic is there now connected with your position?" 
represents the employee's degree of "fulfillment" with that item or 
the amount of rewards received from it. Importance is operationally 
defined as a measure obtained from the responses to question (c) for 
each item in Appendix II. The response to (c) "How important is 
this position characteristic to you?" represents the degree of 
importance or need strength that particular item has for the employee.
TESTS OF THE HYPOTHESES
The first hypothesjs in this study is concerned with the 
relationship which exists between satisfied lower level needs
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and the Importance of high level needs* It Is hypothesized 
that employees with satisfied lower level needs who occupy 
civil service positions which do not offer the opportunity to 
fulfill higher level needs on the job will not consider these 
higher level needs to be important on the Job,
In order to teat this hypothesis, it was first necessary 
to determine which of the employees surveyed fit into both 
claissifications— those whose positions do not offer the opportunity 
to fulfill higher level needs on the job and those with satisfied 
lower level needs. The means of esteem fulfillment and self- 
actualization fulfillment (4.3 and 4.1 respectively) for the entire 
sample served to determine whose positions do not offer the 
opportunity to fulfill higher level needs on the job. Hence, an 
employee's score below the average for either esteem fulfillment 
(4.3) or self-actualization fulfillment (4.1) was interpreted as 
indicating that his position lacked the opportunity to fulfill 
higher level needs on the Job, Out of the 238 employees sampled, 
133 employees occupied positions which were perceived as not 
offering the opportunity to fulfill higher level needs on the job.
In order to identify those employees with satisfied lower 
level needs, a weighted average was used to represent the 
three deficiency (satisfaction) scores of the three lower needs—  
physiological, security, and social. The weighted average 
was calculated by summing the scores for each of the needs con­
sidered and then dividing by the number of questions asked for
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that particular need. Page $7 lists the number of questions 
which were asked in each need category. % e  mean of the 
weighted average for the satisfaction of the lower level needs 
(1,3) served to identify those employees with satisfied lower 
level needs. Hence, a score equal to or less than the average 
identified the employee as having satisfied lower level needs.
It should be remembered that with measures of satisfaction, the 
lower the score, the greater the satisfaction. Out of the 238 
employees studied, 149 employees indicated that they had sat­
isfied lower level needs. Therefore, the sample of employees 
with satisfied lower level needs and who also occupy positions 
which are not perceived as offering the opportunity to satisfy 
higher level needs was determined, This sample consisted of 54 
employees.
It was also necessary to obtain a weighted average score for 
the importance (strength) of the two higher level needs. The 
importance of these higher level needs was classified as either 
important (1) or unimportant (0) based on the mean of the weighted 
average score for the higher level needs for the entire sample (5.7)• 
For the classification of the 54 employees determined above, 42 
indicated that their higher level needs were unimportant and 12 
indicated that they were important.
To test this hypothesis, a test of proportions was con­
ducted on the sample, based on a 50 per cent probability that 
an employee would consider higher level needs to be either 
important or unimportant. The null hypothesis was tested to
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determine if the difference between the proportion» of the two 
samples was 0. If z < -1.96 or z > 1.96 (p <.0$), the null 
hypothesis was to be rejected. The null hypothesis was to be 
accepted, or judgment reserved, If -1.96 < z < 1.96. A z-score 
of if.08 was obtained (p < .01), affirming Hypothesis I and rejecting 
the null hypothesis. This result Is subject to a %rpe I error in 
that there Is 1 chance out of 100 that the null hypothesis should 
have been accepted when In fact It was rejected. This hypothesis 
stated that employees with satisfied lower level needs who occupy 
civil service positions which are not perceived as offering the 
opportunity to fulfill higher level needs on the job will not 
consider these higher level needs to be Important.
Hypothesis II compares the satisfaction and Importance of 
the various needs. It la hypothesized that contrary to Maslow's 
earlier theory, the strength of a given need does not decrease 
following Its satisfaction, but tends to remain constant. In order 
to test this hypothesis, a weighted average was used to 
represent the importance (need strength) score and the deficiency 
(satisfaction) score for each of the five needs for each subject. 
Each of the satisfaction scores was then correlated with each of 
the need strength scores. The results are shown In Table 3-1.
The data offer some support for the hypothesis for the 
physiological, esteem, and self-actuallzatlon needs.
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Table >1
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN NEED SATISFACTION AND NEED IMPORTANCE
Need Importance
Satisfaction Physiological Security Social Esteem .
Self- 
Ac tuali zatlon
Physiological .226* -.105 -.079 .036 .021
Security .102 zÆè. -.051 .109 .142**
Social .097 -.064 -.077 .098 .077
Esteem .155** -.105 .003 -Ü15** .105
Self- .077 -.150** .103 iliti**
Actualization
* = p < .01
** = p < .05
Hypothesized relationships are underlined
Hypothesis II Is supported for the physiological, esteem, 
and self-actuallzatlon needs. Maslov's theory appears to be 
supported for the security and social needs, but the correlation 
between security satisfaction and social Importance Is negative, 
and the correlation between social satisfaction and esteem 
Importance Is not statistically significant.
Adapted from: Douglas T, Hall and Khalil E, Nougalm, "An
Sgamlnatlon of Maslow's Need Hierarchy In an Organizational 
Setting," Organlzatlonal Behavior and Human Performance. 3 
(1958), p. 20.
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Physiological satisfaction correlated highest and positively 
with physiological importance (r = .226, p < .01). Esteem 
satisfaction correlates equally as high and positively with both 
esteem and physiological importance (r » .155, P < .05). Self- 
actualization satisfaction correlates about as strongly and 
positively with self-actualization importance (r = .149, 
p < .05) as with security importance (r = .150, p < .05).
These correlations and their levels of significance therefore 
affirm Hypothesis II which states that contrary to Maslow's earlier 
theory, the strength of a given need does not decrease follow­
ing its satisfaction but tends to remain constant. Nevertheless, 
it should be pointed out that the Pearson product-moment 
coefficients of correlation are low. This indicates that a 
large amount of unexplained variance exists between the compared 
items. In addition, the tests of significance are susceptible 
to Type I errors. The tests of significance which were used 
also have the limitation of assuming that the data are 
normally distributed and they assume the variance within cells 
is homogeneous. Homogeneity is essential for comparability.
Hypothesis III compares the importance placed on needs 
while employed in the civil service system with the perceived 
importance which would be placed on needs if employed in private 
industry. Hypothesis III states that if individuals were to leave 
the civil service system, they would desire positions which offer 
the opportunity to satisfy higher level needs on the job.
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In order to test this hypotheals, a weighted average was 
used to represent the importance scorea of all fire needs as 
measured by question (e) for each item in the "Need Satisfaction" 
questionnaire (Appendix II). A weighted average was also used 
to represent the importance scores as measured in the "Private 
Business Attraction" questionnaire (Appendix VI)* The weighted 
average for the importance that the employees place on each of 
the five needs was compared with the weighted average for the 
importance that they would place on these needs were they to 
seek employment outside of the civil service system. The 
differences between the means for each of the five needs were 
then tested for statistical significance by means of a paired 
t-test. In a paired t-test, the difference of the two pairs is 
normally distributed. The results appear in Figure 3-1.
The data do not offer support for the hypothesis. The 
need importance while employed in the civil service system 
(dotted line) is above the perceived need importance if in 
private industry (solid line) for all needs except physiological 
and self-actualization. In addition, the higher importance for 
the self-actualization need, which ia perceived if in private 
industry (5.90 versus 5.86), does not offer support for the 
hypothesis because it is not statistically sLgnifioant 
(t e -.59» n. s.). Therefore, the data do not support 
Bypothesis III vhieh states that if individuals were to leave














Figure 3-1. Need importance in a civil service setting and as 
perceived if in private Industry.
N: Civil Service e 258; Private Industry = 258. Comparisons
by need category— Physiological, civil service (6.23) vs. 
private industry (6.40): t = -2.22, p < .05; Security, civil
service (6.12) vs. private industry (5.80), t e 4.65, P < .01 ; 
Social, civil service (5.90) vs. private industry (5.27)* 
t r 6,28, p <.01; Esteem, civil service (5.70) vs. private 
industry (5.43)» t e 4.05, P < .01; Self-Actualisation, civil 
service (5.86) vs. private industry (5.90): t r -.59, n. s.
Source: Primary
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the civil service system, they would desire positions which 
offer the opportunity to satisfy higher level needs on the job,
DISCUSSION OP FINKCNaS
The results of the findings of this chapter do not support 
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs theory. Hypothesis I stated that 
employees with satisfied lower level needs who occupy civil 
service positions which do not offer the opportunity to fulfill 
higher level needs on the job will not consider these higher 
level needs to be important on the job. In testing this hypoth­
esis, a z-score of h«08 was obtained (p < .01), affirming 
Hypothesis I. Therefore, the data do not offer support for a 
two-level hierarchy and are contrary to Maslow's theory which 
would predict a strong relationship between the satisfaction of 
lower level needs and the importance of higher level needs, A 
study by Hall and Nougaim produced similar results when they 
found the correlation between safety satisfaction and higher 
level need strength to be not greatly different from nonhypoth­
esized correlationsThe finding of this hypothesis Is also 
supported by Kuhn, Slocum, and Chase who state:
The worker does not expect to find personal 
fulfillment at work, so he channels his higher order 
needs Into non-work related activities such as 
hobbles, home repairs, etc. Trom the worker's
^^Douglas T. Hall and. Khalil E. Nougaim, "An Examination of 
Maslow's Need Hierarchy in an Organizational Setting," Organizational 
Behavior and Human Performance, 3 (1968), p. 26.
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Btandpoint, this may be a very succeasful adjust­
ment to the conditions of the job which require 
little use of his abilities and offer limited 
opportunities to make decisions and satisfy his 
higher order needs.
These data do offer support for Argyris*s suggestion that 
employees are reducing the number and the Importance of the 
needs that they wish to express while at work.^^ In addition, 
the data also support Dubin*s belief that since many people do 
not consider their jobs to be the central focus of their lives, 
they therefore seek to satisfy higher level needs off the job.
While the data for Hypothesis I does Indicate that the 
sample with satisfied lower level needs does not consider higher 
level needs to be very Important on the Job, the Interpretations 
of the conclusion are limited. Based on the statistical technique 
used to test the hypothesis. It cannot be determined If the higher 
level needs were not considered very Important as a result of (l) 
the sample*B desire to fulfill higher level needs off the job;
(2) the lack of opportunity to fulfill higher level needs on the 
job; or (3) the methodology used to test the hypothesis. The 
statistical technique used cannot Indicate a cause-and-effect 
relationship. The low Importance placed on higher level needs may
^^David G. Kuhn, John W. Slocum, Jr., and Richard B. Chase, 
"Does Job Performance Affect Employee Satisfaction?," Personnel 
Journal. 50, No. 6 (June, 1971), p. 459.
Argyris, 0£. cit.
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cause the lack of opportunity for higher level need fulfillment, 
or the lack of opportunity may cause the low importance. Another 
alternative may be that instead of using the means of lower level 
need satisfaction, higher level need importance, and higher level 
need fulfillment, perhaps a better method of determining the 
relationship would have been to use either the top or bottom third 
of the appropriate variables. This method would have identified 
two clearly different groups. In addition, a similar test could 
be performed on what might be called a Corolleury to Hypothesis I.
It could test if those employees with satisfied lower level needs 
who occupy civil service positions which ^  offer the opportunity 
to satisfy higher level needs on the job will consider these higher 
level needs to be important on the job. Such an additional test 
may indicate that there is a relationship between the perceived 
opportunity to fulfill higher level needs and the importance of 
higher level needs on the job.
Hypothesis II states that contrary to Maslow's 19k3 thwoiy^ 
the strength of a given need does not decrease following its 
satisfaction, but tends to remain constant. This hypothesis 
was partially affirmed for Maslow»s 1943 theory. The satisfaction 
of the physiological, esteem, and self-actualization needs correlate 
significantly (at least p < ,05) and positively with their respective 
need importances. The study by Hall and Nougaim cited earlier also 
found that "with the exception of affiliation, the strength of
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each need correlated more strongly with its own satisfaction 
than with the satisfaction of any other need."^^
The data, shown in Table 3-1, also seem to give some 
support to Maslow's earlier theory for the security and social 
needs. For these needs, their satisfaction has a negative correlation 
with their respective importance. This would seem to support 
Maslow's 1943 theory which predicts a decrease in the strength of a 
given need following its satisfaction. But while the correlation 
between the satisfaction of the security need and its importance 
is negative (r = -.026, n. s.), the correlation between the 
satisfaction of the security need and the importance of the social 
need is also negative (r = -.051» n. s.). The best support for 
Maslow's 1943 theory comes from the data for the social need.
Here the satisfaction of the social need correlates negatively 
with its importance (r = -.077, n. s.), and it also has a positive 
correlation with the importance of the esteem need (r = .098, n. s.). 
But the data cannot be used as support because they are not 
statistically significant.
The findings from Hypothesis II do support Maslow's later 
theory which states that for growth motivated people, gratification 
of higher level needs leads to increased, not decreased motivation.
The data shown in Table 3-1 indicate that the satisfaction of 
both higher level needs— esteem and self-actualization— correlates
^Ibid.. p. 19.
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positively and significantly with their respective need Importances. 
The correlation coefficient between the satisfaction of the 
esteem need and Its Importance Is r = .155» P < .05. The correlation 
coefficient between the satisfaction of the self-actualization 
need and Its Importance l s r =  .149, P <  .05. Therefore, the 
findings do offer some support for Maslow's later theory.
Other data gathered In the study are presented in Table 3-2. 
These data show the importance, perceived opportunity for need 
satisfaction, and actual need satisfaction for each of the five 
need areas. A finding Is that the civil service employees In 
the study rank needs In an order that is similar to Maslow's 
hierarchy: l) physiological; 2) security; 3) social; 4) self-
actuallzatlon; and 5) esteem. For the Importance of needs, the 
higher the value, the greater the Importance. These data were 
obtained from question (c) for each Item In Appendix II. This 
ranking of needs conflicts with the ranking of needs discovered 
by Beer^^ In a survey of a similar sample which consisted of 
female clerical employees In an Insurance company. Beer found 
that the needs were ranked In the following order of Importance: 
self-actualization, autonomy, social, esteem, and security.
This ranking Is almost completely opposite the ranking obtained 
In the present study. It appears from these data that these 
civil service employees are at a lower stage In their need 
development than are the subjects of Beer's study.
 ̂̂ Michael Bear, "Naads and Kaad Satisfaction Among Clerical 
Workers In Complex and Routine Jobs," Persennel Psychology, 21,
Wo. 2 (Summer, 1968), pp. 214-215.
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MIÎAN NEED, PERCEIVED OPPORTUNITY FOR NEED SATISFACTION 
AND ACTUAL NEED SATISFACTION
Importance
Perceived Opportunity 
























Need impoi-tance was measured by means of question "c" for 
each item which appears in Appendix II. The higher the mean, 
the more important the need is ranked. Fulfillment was 
measured by means of question "a" for each item which appears 
In Appendix II. The higher the mean, the greater the perceived 
opportunity for need satisfaction. Actual need satisfaction was 
measured by subtracting the response for question "a" from the 
response to question "b" for each item which appears in 
Appendix II. The lower the mean, the greater the need satisfaction.
Adapted from: Michael Beer, "Needs and Need Satisfaction Among
Clerical Workers in Complex and Routine Jobs," Personnel Psychology. 
21, No, 2 (Summer, 1968), p. 215.
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The second section of Table 3-2 presents data on the per­
ceived opportunity to satisfy needs. Again, the higher the 
value, the greater the perceived opportunity to satisfy that 
need on the Job. These data were obtained from question (a) 
for each item in Appendix II, The data indicate that the 
employees perceive their jobs as offering the opportunity to 
satisfy their needs in the following order: 1) security; 2)
social; 3) esteem; 4) self-actualization; and 5) physiological.
The data show that the employees sampled do not feel that their 
civil service jobs offer the salaries they feel are necessary 
to adequately feed, clothe, and house themselves and their 
families, or that the fringe benefits in terms of group policies 
Eire adequate enough to cover their medical and dental needs.
The third section in Table 3-2 presents need satisfaction 
or need deficiency scores obtained by subtracting question (a) 
from question (b) for each item in Appendix II. The greater the 
number, the less the need satisfaction. These data indicate that 
the civil service system is best at satisfying social (0.76) and 
security (0.80) needs. "These results are consistent with Maslow's 
assertion that industrial and business organizations do a better 
job of satisfying security and social needs than satisfying self- 
fulfillment n e e d s . T h i s  statement and the findings of the 
present study are supported by the findings of Kuhn, Slocum, and
^^Alan C, Filley and Robert J. House, Managerial Process 
and Organizational Behavior (Glenview, 111.: Scott, Foresman
and Company, 1969) ,. p. 375.
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found the satisfaction of three needs to be ranked identically 
in the following order: I) social; 3) esteem; and 4) self-
actualization. The Kuhn et al. study found the security need 
to be least satisfied whereas the security need was the second 
most satisfied need in the present study. One can judge that the 
degree to which the security need is satisfied results from the 
type of pay systems used by the two organizations. The Kuhn ejb ed. 
study surveyed steel mill workers on an incentive wage payment 
system whereas the present study surveyed salaried civil service 
employees.
As would be expected from the data presented in the fulfilment 
section of Table 3-2, employees are least satisfied in their 
physiological needs (2.50). The fulfillment section indicates 
that the employees considered their positions to offer the least 
opportunity to fulfill physiological needs (3.40). This also 
follows from the importance section which indicates that employees 
considered their physiological needs to be most important.
Hypothesis III states that if individuals were to leave 
the civil service system, they would desire positions which 
would offer the opportunity to satisfy higher level needs on 
the job. The hypothesis was not confirmed. The security,
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social, and esteem needs were considered to be more Important 
In the civil service setting than In private Industry, whereas 
the physiological and self-actualization needs were perceived 
to be more Important If In private Industry.
The compeurLsons for the security, social, and esteem needs 
Indicate that the employees studied feel that these needs are 
more Important to them In the civil service system (dotted line) 
than If they were to enter private Industry (solid line) (p < .01).
As already mentioned, the Importance for the physiological 
need Is greater If In private Industry than If In the civil 
service system (6.ifO versus 6.25; t = -2.22, p < .05). This 
result could have been expected after viewing the data In 
Table 5-2. These data Indicate that while the physiological 
need Is number one In Importance for the employees surveyed, 
it has the least opportunity to be fulfilled on the job and It 
also ranks last of the five needs In being satisfied. There­
fore, It follows that these employees would continue to place 
heavy emphasis on the Importance of their physiological needs 
If they were to enter private Industry.
At first glance It appears that Hypothesis III Is supported 
for the self-ac tu allzatlon need. Greater Importance Is per­
ceived In private Industry for the self-actuallzatlon need than 
In the civil service system (5.90 versus 5.86). But even 
though the comparison Is In the predicted direction. It cannot
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be used to support Hypothesis III because it Is not statistically 
significant (t a -.$9, n. s.). Therefore, from the data gathered 
on %rpothesis III, one can consider that except for physiological 
needs, the employees studied are content with the opportunity to 
satisfy needs on the job which exists in the civil service setting.
This chapter investigated: (l) whether a need hierarchy exists
for the civil service employees studied; (2) the degree of importance 
the sample placed on each of the needs in Maslow's hierarchy; and 
(5) the degree to which the needs in Maslow's hierarchy were ful­
filled and satisfied on the job. This chapter also compared the 
importance which the employees in the study placed on the needs 
in Maslow's hierarchy while in the civil service system with the 
perceived importance which would be placed on Maslow's needs if 
the sample were in private Industry.
The next chapter— Satisfaction of Needs— begins the testing 
of the Porter and Lawler model of motivation. The chapter will 
Investigate the relationships of self-ratings of both performance 
and effort to measures of need fulfillment and need satisfaction.
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Chapter IV 
Satisfaction of Needs^
The relationship, if any, between job satisfaction and 
job performance has been questioned since Komhauser 
and Sharp conducted the first study In this area In 
1932.^ Since then, studies have tried to determine If a 
cause-and-effeet relationship exists between satisfaction and 
performance. For the purposes of this study, satisfaction Is 
operationally defined as a deficiency measure. Satisfaction 
Is determined by the difference between actual rewards and 
perceived equitable rewards. If actual rewards are equal
This chapter can be related to Lyman W. Porter and 
Edward E. Lawler, III, Managerial Attitudes and Performance 
(Homewood, 111.: Richard D. Irwin, Inc. and the Dorsey Press,
1968), pp. 120-150.
Suggestions from a Study in a Factory," Personnel Journal. 10 
(1932), pp. 393-404.
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to perceived rewards» then satisfaction results. The degree 
to which a person Is either satisfied or dissatisfied depends 
on the size of the difference between the actual and perceived 
equitable rewards. This deficiency measure of satisfaction was 
obtained through the use of the "Heed Satisfaction" section of the 
questionnaire (see Appendix II). For eatth Item In this section 
of the questionnaire, a deficiency measure was obtained by 
subtracting the response to (a) "How much of the characteristic 
Is there now connected with your position?" from the response 
to (b) "How much of the same characteristic should there be?"
The deficiency score represents the difference between 
ratings on subscales (a) and (b). This score also represents 
the employee's "satisfaction" with this particular Item. Ful­
fillment Is also operationally defined as a measure obtslned 
from the responses to question (a) for each Item In Appendix II. 
The response to (a) "How much of the Item Is there now connected 
with your position?" represents the employee's "fulfillment" 
with that Item or the amount of rewards received from It. 
Performance or productivity refers to a person's accomplishment 
on the job. The level of performance results from the combination
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of effort, abilitiee and traite,, and role jierceptioiiE- Per­
formante wae measured fay sufa jective self-z^tlngs wfaich the 
individual made himself-
After the Ilavthome erperimantE ushered in the human relations 
movement, researchers assumed that high satisfaction "caused" 
high performance aiid felt it necessary to support this assimption 
with their reseercn, They believed that hi^er levels of output 
would result if )oc attituues could he improved. Hence, research 
we.8 based or. both curiosity ant the deaire to increase production.
Dc'S'its the fact chat most studies yielded only low 
correlations between ;)ob satisfaction and ^oh performance, it 
was 195'5 , before a comprehensive review of the literature in 
this area wae made. In that year, Brayfield and Crockett 
published their review of the research on the relationship 
between Job satisfaction and job performance. Siey concluded 
that employee attitudes do not have as appreciable relationship 
to performance on the joh.^ Keedless to say, this finding shook 
the faith of those who were applying the human relations î*ilosophy 
within their organizations.
Porter and Lawler state that in addition to reviewing the 
research, Brayfield and Crockett also made a theoretical analysis. 
One such conclusion of Brayfield and Crockett idiich Porter and 
Lawler cite is that;
/irthur H. Dray field and V/alther H, Crockett, "anployee Attitudes 
and Jinployoe Performance," Psychological Bulletin. 52, No. 5 
(floptomber, 1955), p. 408,
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Satisfaction with one's position In a network of 
relationships need not Imply strong motivation to 
outstanding performance within that system, and . . .  
productivity may be only peripherally related to 
many of the goals toward which the Industrial worker 
Is Striving.
Porter and Lawler view this quotation as evidence that 
Brayfield and Crockett were explaining the relationships 
between attitudes and performance by means of a path-goal 
approach. As such, productivity Is seen as a means to goal 
attainment. With this view, a positive relationship might 
be expected between productivity and satisfaction If productiv­
ity leads to the achievement of certain goals. Conversely, 
when production does not lead to these goals, no connection 
between high productivity and high satisfaction is expected. 
Hence, Porter and Lawler view the analysis by Brayfield 
and Crockett as being In general agreement with their 
theoretical model, as It Is presented on page 29 of Chapter I.
In his book. Work and Motivation. Vroom reviewed the 
research In this area which used correlational analysis.^
While Vroom*s review contains some of the same studies that 
were analyzed by Brayfield and Crockett, several new studies 
were also reviewed. He found a median correlation between 
measures of job satisfaction and job performance of +.14 for
and Sons, Inc., 1964), pp. 184- 185.
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the 23 caees reviewed. While this correlation coefficient Is
not large, 20 of the 23 correlations were positive,^
In analyzing the results of his research, Vroom stated that;
. . .  It seems fair to conclude that job satisfaction
Is closely affected by the amount of rewards that
people derive from their jobs and that level of per­
formance Is closely affected by the basis for attainment 
of rewards. Individuals are satisfied with their jobs 
to the extent to which their Jobs provide them with 
iriiat they desire, and they perform effectively in 
them to the extent that effective performance leads 
to the attainment of what they desire.
As a result of these literature reviews. Porter and Lawler 
felt that there must be some relationship between job attitudes 
and Job performance. Their theoretical model Is based on the
conditions under which they felt these variables could be expected
to be related. Their research, presented in Managerial Attitudes 
and Performance,^ was aimed at determining if such relationships 
actually exist.
This chapter, as well as the next two chapters, will test 
certain hypotheses of the Porter and Lawler model on rank and file 
employees. This chapter considers the relationships between salf- 
ratlngs of performance and need fulfillment and need satisfaction. 
Chapter V— Role Perceptions— considers the perception of whether 
certain traits lead to success in organizations. The relationships
^Ibld.. pp. 183-186.
^Ibld.. p. 264.
^Porter and Lawler, ©e . cit.
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of role perceptions to self-ratings of performance and self-ratings 
of effort are also investigated. Chapter VI— Pay Satisfaction—  
investigates the relationships of pay as a satlsfier to self-ratings 
of effort and self-ratings of performance. These tests are being 
conducted to see if Porter and Lawler's model, which was designed 
to examine managerial attitudes, is also relevant for lower level 
employees. In each chapter, the relevant Porter and Lawler 
hypotheses will be stated first, then followed by empirical 
evidence which will serve to affirm or disaffirm the hypotheses, 
and finally a discussion of the results.
HYPOTHESES
The Porter and Lawler model (page 29) provides for an individual 
to reward himself for good performance through intrinsic rewards. 
Porter and Lawler believe that an Individual can provide himself 
with intrinsic rewards (such as feelings of accomplishment), if 
he believes that he has performed well, even if the organization 
does not provide extrinsic rewards (such as salary increases or 
promotions) at a later time. This Is felt to be especially true 
for esteem and self-actualization needs. For intrinsic rewards 
to be received, it is necessary for the organization to provide 
the opportunities or job design which would allow the connection 
between good performance and intrinsic rewards to exist, gy assuming 
that self-administered intrinsic rewards are based on the employee's
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perception that he has done a good job. Porter and Lawler feel 
that self-ratings of performance should be related to feelings 
of need fulfillment. From this reasoning follows:
Hypothesis P & L I : The higher an individual rates the quality
of his own performance, the greater will be his expressed degree 
of need fulfillment.^
In addition to considering the relationship between performance 
and need fulfillment (rewards) hypothesized above. Porter and 
Lawler also view the relationship of performance to need satisfaction. 
Defined In terms of the questionnaire, need satisfaction Is the 
difference between "How much Is there now?" and "How much should 
there be?" Porter and Lawler believe that performance should be 
more directly connected to need fulfillment (rewards) than to 
need satisfaction. Q M s  Is because need fulfillment Is but a 
part of need satisfaction. The degree to which a person's perceived 
equitable rewards exceed his need fulfillment also has an influence 
on his need satisfaction.
In order to test this relationship. It Is necessary to 
have three ratings by the employee: his self-rating of the
quality of his Job performance, the degree of need fulfillment 
he feels he Is receiving from his job, and the amount of
^Thls Is Porter and L 
Lawler, op. cit.. p. 127.
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perceived equitable rewards he feels he should be receiving from 
his job. Since need satisfaction is defined as the degree of 
difference between perceived equitable rewards and received need 
fulfillment. Porter and Lawler feel that high self-ratings of 
performance do not necessarily indicate more need satisfaction 
than do low self-ratings of performance. Their reasoning is 
that persons with high self-ratings of performance will probably 
have high fulfillment along with high expectations, whereas, persons 
with low self-ratings of performance will have low need fulfillment 
with commensurate low expectations. This leads to:
Hypothesis P & L II: An individual's own rating of the quality
of his Job performance will be related more strongly to his 
expressed degree of need fulfillment than to his degree of 
need satisfaction.^^
In addition to performance. Porter and Lawler also view 
effort as having a relationship with rewards received (need fulfill­
ment) and with the need satisfaction derived from these rewards.
This relationship is possible because, in Porter and Lawler's 
model (page 29), effort is transformed into performance which leads 
to need fulfillment (rewards) and then to need satisfaction. How­
ever, this is not a direct relationship since the relationship 
of effort to performance is affected ly the individual's abilities
^^This is Porter and Lawler’s Hiypothesis 6-D, ibid.. p. 129»
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and traits, and by his role perceptibns. According to Porter 
and Lawler, if traits and abilities are high with respect to an 
assigned task and if role requirements are relatively correctly 
perceived, then more effort will result in higher performance 
which should lead to greater rewards. However, increased effort 
will have little effect on performance and rewards if traits 
and abilities are low and if role perceptions are incorrect.
Porter and Lawler consider the relationship between abilities and 
traits, role perceptions, and effort to be multiplicative. When 
low abilities (0) and incorrect role perceptions (O) are multiplied 
by high effort (l), the result is low performance (0) despite 
the high amount of effort expended. Rierefore, the relationship 
of effort to rewards (need fulfillment) should be weaker than 
the more direct relationship between performance and rewards.
Porter and Lawler feel that this relationship would hold true as 
long as rewards are not given directly for effort rather than for 
performance.
nothesis P & L III; An individual's self-rating of performance 
will be more strongly related to his degree of need fullfill- 
ment than will his self-rating of effort.^^
This is Porter and Lawler's Hypothesis 6-E, ibid.. p. 130 
adapted to examine self-ratings.
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ATTITUDE MEASURES
The part of the questionnaire that measured need fulfillment 
and need satisfaction was similar to the questionnaire used in 
the Porter and Lawler study. It was slightly modified in 
order to survey civil service employees, and It was expanded 
to view attitudes toward physiological needs and pay. It consisted 
of sixteen, items such as:
The opportunity for personal improvement and development in my 
civil service position:
a) How much is there now?
(min) 1 2 5 4 5 6 7 (max)
b) How much should there be?
(mln) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)
c) How important is this to me?
(mln) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)
A complete listing of the eighteen items is contained in 
Appendix II, Although the Items appear In random order in the 
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As can b« seen from the above listing, the needs investigated 
are relevant to Maslom's theory.
Folloving Porter and Lawler's methodology, the answers to 
the first of the three questions shown above were taken as the 
measure ofneed fulfillment for each of the eighteen items 
investigated. The difference between the perceived equitable 
fulfillment measured by the second question and the actual 
fulfillment measured by the first question yields the operational 
measure of need satisfaction. Hence, the greater the difference 
between the "should be" and the "is now" questions, the greater 
the dissatisfaction.The answers to the third question—
"how important?"— were used to measure the amount of importance 
the individual attached to the various needs.
TESTS OF THE HYPOTHESES
The first hypothesis in this chapter— Hypotheses P & L I—  
deals with the relationship between need fulfillment and the 
employees' self-ratings of their performance. It is 
hypothesized that the higher an individual rates the quality 
of his own performance, the greater will be hie expressed degree
^^See Chapter I for a detailed discussion of Maslow's theory
^^For those II4 cases (2.5 per cent) lAere "should be" responses 
less than "is now"r responses, the differences in«at direction 
were tro*te% as abmoliite values. Hence, dissatisfaction was 
indicated in the amount of the difference.
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of need fulfillment. This hypothesis predicts that individuals 
with high self-ratings of performance will express greater 
need fulfillment than those with low self-ratings of performance. 
In order to test this hypothesis, the civil service 
employees were divided into two groups based on their self- 
ratings as low (0) or high (l) performers. The mean of the 
self-ratings (6.2) served as the dividing point of the two 
groups. The differences between the means of each group's 
answers to the "How much is there now?" (fulfillment) questions 
for each need were tested for significance by means of F-tests.
Ihe results are shown in Figure if-1 and Table 4-1 « While the 
group with high self-ratings of performance (solid line) does 
express greater need fulfillment than the group with low self- 
ratings of performance (dotted line) in all need areas as 
predicted (the high self-ratings of performance line is above 
the low self-ratings of performance line for all need categories), 
these results cannot be offered as confltmation for Hypothesis 
P & L I. The differences between the two self-ratings of per­
formance groups for each of the need areas is not statistically 
significant (instead, the self-actualization need approaches 
significance at the .06 level of significance). This hypothesis 
may not have been supported as a result of the division of the 
sample into groups which were formed on the basis of their self- 
ratings of performance. The dividing point in the present study 
was based on the mean of the self-ratings of performance (6.2).
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Figure 4-1 % NEED FULFILLMENT IN RELATION TO SELF-RATINGS OF JOB 
PERFORMANCE
Nt Low Performance e 154» High Performance = 104. Comparisons by 
need category— Phyaiologloal, low (3.33) ▼«. high (3.50): n. s.;
Security, low (5.60) rs. high (5.77): n. s.; Social, low (5.07) vs.
high (5.36): n. s.; Esteem, low (4.19) ra. high (4.48): n. s.; Self-
Actualization, low (3.95) vs. high (4.32): a. a.
Adapted from Lyman W. Porter and Edward E. Lawler, III, Managerial 
Attitudes and Performance (Homewood, 111.: Richard D« Irwin, Inc.
and The Dorsey Preas, 1968), p. 134.
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Table 4-1
RiX.ATIOHSHIP OF FOLFIUJfHIT TO SELF-SATIMOS 






Lom 3.37 5.83 5.28 4.06 3.86
High 3.44 5.50 5.09 4.55 4.35
F-Value 1.27 2.40 0.66 4.30 5.34
Significance
Level n.s. U.S. < .05 < .05
Performance
Lom 3.33 5.60 5.07 4.19 3.95
High 3.50 5.77 5.36 4.48 4.32
F-Falue 0.72 1.71 2.45 2.89 3.61
Significance
Level U.S. < .06
la Tlealng the above table, It oaa be aeea that the employeea 
aarreyed feel that their falfUlmeat la mere cloaely related to the 
amount of effort ezpeaded than to their performance» The cemparlaona 
Indicate that fulfillment mam related significantly to melf-ratlnga 
of effort for the esteem and self-actuallaatlon needs, vhlle It mas 
not algnlfleantly related to any of the needs for the performance 
ratings.
Source : Primary
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Perhaps this type of division did not create two clearly 
different groups. A better method may have been to divide the 
sample based on the top and bottom thirds of the responses to 
that item.
The next hypothesis— Hypothesis P & L II— compares need 
fulfillment to need satisfaction in terms of the employees' 
self-ratings of job performance. It was predicted that an 
individual's own rating of the quality of his Job performance 
will be related more strongly to his expressed degree of need 
fulfillment than to his degree of need satisfaction. The civil 
service employees were again divided into two groups based on 
their self-ratings as high (1) or low (0) performers. % e  mean 
of the self-ratings (6.2) served as the dividing point of the 
two groups. The differences between the means of their need dis­
satisfaction scores (deficiency scale of expected equitable need 
fulfillment minus received need fulfillment) for each of the five 
need areas were tested for statistical significance. The 
results are shown in Figure 4-2. Bie group with high self- 
ratings of performance (solid line) expressed greater need 
dissatisfaction for all need areas than did the group with low 
self-ratings of performance (dotted line). This figure and 
Figure 4-1 are both relevant to Hiypothesis P & L II.
A compaurLson of Figure 4-1 for need fulfillment and Figure 4-2 
for need satisfaction cannot be made visually based on the apparent


















Figure 4-2: NEED DISSATISFACTION IN RELATION TO SELF-RATINGS OF
JOB PERFORMANCE
N: Low Performance s 154; High Performance a 104. Comparieona by
need category— Physiological, Low (2.44) ▼•. High (2.60): n. s.;
Security, Low (0.71) ve. Hl(^ (0.93): n. a.; Social, Low (0.71) va.
High (0.82): n. a.; Eateem, Low (1.31) va. High (I.50): n. s.; Self-
Actualization, Low (1.63) va. High (1.67): n. a.
Adapted from Lyman W. Porter and Edward E. Lawler, III, Managerial 
Attltudea and Performance (Homewood, 111.: Richard D. Irwin, Inc.
and The Doraey Preas, 1968), p. 138.
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separation between the high and low self-rated performers for 
the two graphs. This is not possible because the ordinate of 
one graph is a scale of need fulfillment while the ordinate of the 
other graph is a scale of need dissatisfaction. In order to compare 
these two graphs, the P-values for the differences between the high 
and low self-rated performance groups for each need area must be 
viewed separately for each graph. This is done in Table 4-2. This 
table indicates that high and low self-rated performers are more 
statistically separated, in all need areas except security, on their 
need fulfillment than on their need dissatisfaction. This would 
seem to offer support for Hypothesis P & L II. However, since 
none of the F-values are significant, it must be stated that 
Hypothesis P & L II lacks confirmation. Again, this hypothesis 
may not have been supported as a result of using the moan of 
the self-ratings of performance as the dividing point. Perhaps 
if the top and bottom thirds of the responses were Used, two 
clearly different groups would be identified.
Table 4-2. Comparisons of F-values for the differences between 
the two groups of self-rated performers in Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2. 
None of these values are significant.






Sourc e : Primary
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Hypothesis P 8c L III predicted that an Individual * s self- 
rating of performance will be more stron^y related to his 
degree of need fulfillment than will his self-rating of effort. 
Figures 4-3 and 4-1 and Table 4-1 provide the relevant data for 
this hypothesis. This hypothesis follows directly from the 
Porter and Lawler model (page 29). There It can be seen that 
more variables exist between effort and fulfillment (rewards) 
than between performance and fulfillment. To test this hypothesis, 
the sample was divided Into two groups based on their self-ratings 
of whether they expend a high (l) or low (0) amount of effort on the 
Job. The mean of the self-ratings on effort (6.2) served as the 
dividing point for the two groups. The differences between the 
means of the answers to the "How much Is there now?" (fulfillment) 
questions for each of the five needs were tested for statistical 
significance.
In viewing Figures 4-3 and 4-1 and Table 4-1, It can be 
seen that the employees surveyed feel that their fulfillment 
(rewards) Is more closely related to their self-ratings on the 
amount of effort expended than to their self-ratings of perfor­
mance. The comparisons In Table 4-1 indicate that fulfillment 
was related significantly to self-ratings of effort for the 
esteem and self-actuallzatlon needs [esteem, low effort (4.06) 
versus high effort (4*55): p <  .05; self-actuallaatlon, low
effort (5.86) versus high effort (4.33): p < .05] while It was
not significantly related to any of the needs for the performance












Figure 4-3: NEED FULFILLMENT IN RELATION TO SELF-RATINGS OF EFFORT
N: Low Effort a 130; High Effort a 128. Comparisons hy need category—
Physiological, Low (3.37) vs. High (3*44): n. s.; Security, Low
(5.83) vs. High (5.50): n. s.; Social, Low (5.28) vs. High (5*09):
n. s.; Esteem, Low (4.06) vs. High (4*55): F a 4*30, p < .05; Self- 
Ac tuallzatlon, Low (3*86) vs. High (4.35): F a 3*34* P < *05*
Adapted from Lyman W. Porter and Edward E. Lawler, III, Managerial 
Attitudes and Performance (Homewood, 111*: Slohax^ D. Irwin, Inc.
and The Dorsey Press, 1968), p. 140.
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ratings. Hence, the hypothesis is disaffirmed. Again this 
hypothesis may not have been supported as a result of using the 
mean of the self-ratings of performance and of effort as the 
dividing point for the high and low self-rated groups. If the 
top and bottom thirds of the responses had been used, perhaps 
two clearly different groups would have been identified,
DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS
The results reported in this chapter indicate that the 
predictions expected from the fulfillment section of the Porter 
and Lawler model did not ensue. Significant relationships were 
predicted between certain attitudes and self-ratings of perfor­
mance, but these were not obtained.
The first hypothesis tested predicted that the higher an 
individual rates the quality of his own performance, the greater 
will be his expressed degree of need fulfillment. Therefore, If 
the organization w&b willing to provide intrinsic or extrinsic 
rewards based on performance differences, than h l ^  self-rated 
employees should feel greater need fulfillment than lower self- 
rated employees. This hypothesis was not confirmed for the civil 
service employees tested (none of the comparisons of high versus 
low self-rated performers were statistically significant), but 
the results were in the predicted direction since the high self- 
ratings of performance line was above the low self-ratings of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
performance line, übese reaalta indicate that the civil service 
employees in the study who feel that they are doing an especially 
good job do not feel that their job is providing them with much 
more fulfillment than do the jobs of those in the low self-rated 
performance group. One possible reason for the lack of support 
for this hypothesis is that the civil service system does not 
reward differential performance, either through merit pay increases 
(extrinsic rewards) or through decision making responsibilities 
or job complexity (intrinsic rewards). Another possible reason 
for the lack of support for this hypothesis may be a result of 
the limitations of the methodology used to determine the composition 
of the low and high self-rated performance groups. The mean of 
the self-ratings of performance (6.2) served to divide the sample 
into low and high groups. As a result of the small amount of 
variance from the mean (.68), perhaps a better basis for determining 
the composition of the high and low self-rated groups would have 
been to utilize only the top and bottom thirds of the self-ratings 
of performance. Such a division based on top and bottom thirds of 
the responses may have been a better method of identifying two 
clearly different groups. Although the data do not indicate it 
as such, the laick of significant differences in need fulfillment 
may be a result of the impersonal, bureaucratic structure of the 
organization, the rigid promotion and pay policies, or possibly 
a lack of intrinsic feelings idiich should accompany the performance
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
of the job. Porter and Lavler anticipated the lack of confirmation
for this hypotheoia «hen they predicted that ^fpotheaia P & L I:
. * • is more likely to be confirmed for managers 
than for nonmanagement employees. The reasoning 
here would involve the assumption that management 
jobs, in contrast to nonmanagement jobs, by their 
very nature are relatively more likely to contain 
a higher percentage of challenging tasks lending 
to feelings of self-esteem and growth «hen.the 
Individual believes he has performed «ell.
The Porter and Lawler model was also unsuccessful in pre­
dicting— for the employees in this study— that the relationship 
between employees' self-ratings of performance and their need 
fulfillment would be stronger than the relationship between their 
self-ratings and their need satisfaction. Bypotheais P & L II 
stated that an individual's own rating of the quality of his job 
performance will be related more strongly to his expressed degree 
of need fulfillment than to his degree of need satisfaction. As 
a result of the statistically nonsignificant results obtained, 
this hypothesis was not confirmed.
In viewing Figure 4-2, it is seen that high self-rated 
performers are more dissatisfied in all need areas than low self- 
rated performers with the level of rewards received (the high 
self-ratings of performance line is above the low self-ratings 
of performance line for all need categories). From this figure 
and Figure 4-1, it can be concluded that when a civil servioe
'Sorter and Lawler, op. cit.. p. 127.
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Miployee fe#la he has done a good job, he la not likely to feel 
that he has been any more highly rewarded than a low performer.
In addition, while the data are not significant. Figure 4-2 does 
Indicate that the high self-rated performer Is more likely to 
be less satisfied In receiving the same rewards as low self- 
rated performers. !Tbe reason for this may be that his perceived 
level of equitable rewards Is not significantly higher than that 
of the low self-rated performer because he Is aware of the 
system by which rewards are given ^  the organization. This may be 
a result. In part, of the Impersonality of the bureaucratic 
civil service structure or the rigid promotion and pay policies 
under which he works. In the civil service organization In the 
present study, rewards may not be perceived as being contingent 
upon performance. Ebiployees may perceive rewards to be distributed 
randomly and as being contingent upon factors other than performance 
such as age and seniority. As a result of their study on reward 
systems, Cherrlngton, Reitz, and Scott found random reward systems 
to yield correlations between satisfaction and performance to be 
near zero.^^ In a random reward system, rewards are not distributed 
on the basis of performance, but both high and low performers may 
receive rewards. The present study found the following correlations 
between self-ratings of performance and the satisfactions reported
"Effects of Contingent and Noncontingent Reward on the Relationship 
Between Satisfaction and Task Performance," Journal of Applied 
Psychology. 55» No. 6 (December, 1971), pp. 531-556.
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for the five need mrema in Maalov's hierarchy: (1) physiological:
.057; (2) security: .04I; (3) social: .010; (k) estees: .021 ;
and (5) self-actualisation: -.050. Therefore, based on the
Cherrington et «ùL. finding that correlations between performance
and satisfaction are near zero in organizations which use random
reward systems, it can be concluded that rewards are not contingent
upon performance in the civil service organization studied.
At the same time, a high self-rated performer appears to be
dissatisfied because of the same dysfunctions of bureaucracy mentioned
above. Ee feels that he should be more highly rewarded than a low
performer for his good performance, but he cannot be as a result
of the piromotion and pay policies which exist (rewards are not
contingent upon performance). The result is dissatisfaction or
frustration for the hi^ performer. This concept is supported
by a study conducted by Greene who states that "while the high
performer feels deprived compared to the low performer, the low
performer is satisfied with k
this finding by stating that:
. . .  in a situation where the goad performing employees 
are rewarded the same as poor performing employees, a 
negative relationship should exist between satisfaction 
and performance because the better performers will be 
experiencing the same level of rewards as the poor per­
formers, but will feel they should be rewarded mere 
highly. In short, the good performers will have a
Merit Pay, Job Satisfaction, and Performance," Personnel 
Psychology. .23. No. 2 (Summer, 1970), p. 226..
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greater discrepancy between v h ^  they receive and what
they feel they should receive.
Two studies which investigated the relationship of need 
satisfaction to performance and arrived at different conclusions 
than the present study were conducted by Slocum on top-, middle-, 
and lower-level m an a g e r s . H e  found that his research supported 
the general prediction of the Porter and Lawler model that an 
individual’s degree of higher order need satisfaction is related 
to his performance. The satisfaction of autonomy and self- 
actualization needs were more closely related to performance 
than the satisfaction of the security need. However, in some 
cases the satisfaction of the esteem need had a weaker relation­
ship with performance than did the satisfaction of security 
needs. Based on the findings of his data, Slocum states that 
the prediction of the Porter and Lawler model that the satis­
faction of higher level needs is more closely related to 
performance (than is the satisfaction of lower level needs) is 
only partially supported.
Theory, Research, and Practice," Personnel Psychology. 23, Ho. 2 
(Summer, 1970), p. 226.
Industrial Relations. 9» Ho. 4 (October, 1970), 431-436;
Motivation in Managerial Levels; Relationship of Heed Satisfaction 
to Job Performance," Journal of Applied Psychology. 55, Ho. 4 (August, 
1971). pp. 312-316. .
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A study by Kuhn, Slocum, and Chase also resulted In 
different findings than the present s t u d y . T h e y  examined 
Maslov*s theory of motivation as it applies to the performance 
of nonmanagerial employees. The study sought to determine the 
relationship of performance to the satisfaction of both lover 
and higher level needs as predicted by Porter and Lavler*s 
model. They found that the satisfaction of lover level needs 
(extrinsic revards) vas more closely related to performance 
than the satisfaction of higher level needs (intrinsic revards).
%ey explain their findings as suggesting that the incentive pay 
system under vhich the employees operated served as a reinforce­
ment to the relationship betveen extrinsic revards and performance.
The last hypothesis tested in this chapter— Sypothesis P & L Ill- 
predicted that an individual's self-rating of performance vill be 
more strongly related to his degree of need fulfillment than vill 
his self-rating of his effort. This hypothesis vas partially 
disaffirmed, since self-ratings of effort for the higher level needs 
vere statistically significant in relation to reports of need ful­
fillment (esteem: p < ,05 and self-actualization: p < .05).
Hone of the self-ratings of performance vere significant in relation 
to need fulfillment (see Table if-)).
"Does Job Performance Affect Ihployee Satisfaction?," Personnel 
Journal. 50, No. 6 (June, Î971), pp. 455-459 and 485.
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since it haa been stated prerloasly that the higher order 
needs such as esteem and self-actualization are related only to 
intrinsic rewards «dilch the Individual gives himself. It may be 
suggested from Figure 4-3 that the employees idio rate themselves 
high In effort expended may possibly be giving themselves 
Intrinsic rewards through feelings of accomplishment. In 
addition, the lack of statistically significant relationships 
between fulfillment and both the self-ratings on performance and 
effort for the lower level needs can be Interpreted as the 
organization gives extrinsic rewards for effort about as much 
as It does for performance.
It was Indicated by Figure 4-1 that employees lAo rate 
their performance as high do not expect any greater fulfillment 
(rewards) than do lower self-rated performers (comparisons of 
high and low self-rated performers were not statistically 
significant for any of the five need categories). The 
explanation offered for this oceuranee was that they accept the 
fact that the organization, through Its rigid promotion and pay 
policies, rewards all levels of performance equally. Based on 
the results of these data. It follows that a h i ^  self-rated 
performer cannot expect to have his performance rewarded, and 
since a person who expends a high degree of effort cannot 
expect to receive any greater extrinsic rewards from the 
organization than a person expending a lower degree of effort.
It Is up to the Individual to reward himself for his high effort.
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Therefore, although It cannot be confirmed vith theme data. It 
may be possible that the civil service employees In this study 
who rate themselves hl|^ In effort expended are rewarded by giving 
themselves Intrinsic rewards for the higher level needs.
In summary, out of the three testable predictions derived 
from these three hypotheses, two were not confirmed and one was 
disaffirmed. Hypothesis P & L III, idilch was disaffirmed, had 
results which turned out significantly In the opposite direction 
from that predicted. Riese results have certain effects on the 
Porter and Lawler model (Figure 4-4)* Although effort Is further 
removed from rewards (or fulfillment) In the model than Is 
performance, these data Indicate that for the higher level need 
areas, self-ratings of effort are more strongly related to fulfill­
ment than are eelf-ratlngs of performance for the sample In this 
study. For the lower level need areas, self-ratings of effort 
appeared to be just as strongly related to fulfillment as was 
self ratings of performance (Hypothesis P & L III). It was found 
that self-ratings of performance and rewards were not significantly 
related as was predicted by Hypothesis P & L I. In addition. It 
was found that self-ratings of perfonwnce and need satisfaction 
were not significantly related. Hence, as predicted by Porter 
and Lawler, the data Indicate that satisfaction Is no more closely 
related to self-ratings of performance than is fulfUlment (Hypothesis 
P & L 11).^
^Porter and Lawler, 0£. cit., p. 148.
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I
Figure 4-4. ModlficationB of Porter and Lawler's theoretical model 
of motivation based on the findings of Chapter IV.
Adapted from Lyman W. Porter and Edward E. Lawler, III, Managerial 
Attitudes and Performance (Homewood. 111.: Richard D. Irwin, Inc. 
and The Dorsey Press, 1968), p. 165»
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ThlB chapter dlscoased the aatlatactlon of needs as they 
are explained by Maslow in his hierarchy of needs theory and 
applied this discussion to Porter and Lawler's model of 
BOtiTation* The relationships of need satisfaction and need 
fulfillment to self-ratings of performance and of effort were 
examined. The next two chapters will examine the predictions 
of the Porter and Lawler model concerning role perceptions and 
pay satisfaction. The same definitions and statistical techniques 
used in this chapter will also apply in the following chapters.
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Chapter V 
Role Perception*^
Porter and Lawler** model (diacnsaed in Chapter I) is 
based on the assnaptlon that there is an Important relation­
ship between an employee's role perception and the quality of 
his job performance. From this it follows that despite the 
amount of effort an employee puts forth, good performance is 
unlikely to result unless the direction of his role perception 
Is "correct" for his job. Porter and Lawler believe that if 
evidence is shown that employees' role perceptions, measured on 
Rieaman's "inner-, other-directed" dimension, can be consistently 
related to effective job performance, this will be in support 
of their model.
VIEWS OP SSCCESS IN ORQAHIZATIOITS
As they tested their concept of role perceptions. Porter 
and Lawler saw the opportunity to test the validity of the 
"inner-, other-directed" dimension of David Riemman and the 
"conformity-required” view of big business held by William H. 
Whyte, Jr. Both Rieaaan and Whyte question if forcefulness.
"Riis chapter can be related to Lyman W« Porter and 
Edward E, Lawler, III, Managerial Attitudes and Performance 
(Homewood, 111.% Richard D. Irwin, Inc. and The Dorsey Press, 
1968), pp. 98-119.
126
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Independence, and Imagination are among the managerial 
qualities that lead to success In business today.
In business today as dependent upon "other-directed" role 
perceptions. In describing Rlesman's thinking, Porter and 
Lawler have stated that an Individual with such perceptions 
uses the thinking and desires of his associates to guide his 
own thoughts and actions. This behavior Is thought to be 
typical of salaried employees In bureaucracies. The opposite 
view describes the "inner-directed" person. The Inner-directed 
person Is less "sensitive" to or dependent upon others for his 
Ideas and values.
The Organization Man^ of Whyte also cemaldarg the type of 
behavior necessary to succeed in large organizations. According 
to Whyte, the "organization man" Is required to conform and 
therefore must give up some of his individuality and creativity 
If he Is to be successful. Both Rlesman and Whyte have essent­
ially the same opinion as to what Is necessary to succeed In 
business. This thesis will be investigated later In this chapter.
^David Rlesman, The Lonely Crowd. (New Haven, Conn.: Yale
University Press, 1950).
^William H, Whyte, Jr., The Organization Man. (New York:
Simon and Schuster, 1956).
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Re«»mroh cited bgr Porter mnd Laaler tends to disaffirm the 
views of Sleaman and dbyte.^ Plelshmsn and Peters found that 
those managers who scored lower am conformity were rated higher 
on joh performance hy their superviser#.^ this finding was con­
firmed later by Hay in a follow-up studyBoadmsa's findlags 
were also In agreement with those of Fled.shman and Peters.^ He 
found that managers who were rated by their peers as possesedag 
creativity, forcefulness, and Independence (but low on tactful­
ness and cooperation) received the majority of promotions. Porter 
and Henry viewed managers* perceptions of how important tem 
personality-type trdàts were for success la their managerial 
positions*^ Five of these traits were oomsLdered to describe 
Inner-directed behavior, and five described ether-dlreoted 
behavler. The findings were Interphwted to meem that large 
organisations positively reward IsWer-dlreoted behavler.
Shorter and Lawler, o .̂ Pit., pp. 101-103.
^Bdwln A. Fleishman and hnrld Ht Peters, "Interpersonal 
Values, Leadership Attitudes, and Ksmagsarial 'Josoess*,
Personnel Psychology. 13, Ho. 2 (Suwcsr, 1962), pp. 127-143.
Ĵohtt Sari Hay, "The Selatlonehlp of Certain Personality 
Variables to Managerial Level and Jbb Porfomanee Among 
Engineering Managers," Biss. Temple Hhlversity, 1964.
^Harry E. Roadman, "in Industrial Mae of Peer Ratings,"
Journal of Applied Pmywhelpgy. 48, Ho. 4 (August, 1964), PP. 211-214.
^Lyaan V. Porter and Mildred N. Henry, "Job Attitudes In 
Managements V. Perceptions of the lapsrtanea of Certain 
Personality Traits as a Funotlon of Job Level," iSMKÜmSL 
Applied Psychology. 31 (1963), 23-91.
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HYPOÏHESES
Porter and Lawler believe that if am empleyee does met 
perceive his role as the erganisatiem perceives it (incorrect 
role perception), effective job perfoxmance will not result. 
Conversely, if the employee's perceptieu of his role and the 
organization's perception of it are aligned (correct role per­
ception), then effective job performance will result. Therefore, 
if this is true and ability and motivation are maintained at a
constant level, then it follows that employees with correct role
perceptions will be more effective performers than employees with 
incorrect role perceptions. For the purposes of this study, 
motivation is operationally defined as the combination of the value 
of rewards and the perceived probability that effort will lead to 
rewards. Since the evidence cited above indicates that inner- 
directed behavior was rewarded by the organinations studied, then it 
can be expected that other organizations should also reward persons 
idiose role perceptions are in the direction of innor-direoted 
behavior. This leads to the first hypothesis.
HypothesLs P & L IV* The more individuals see their jobs as
demanding inner-directed behavior, the hi^er they will rate
Since self-ratings were obtained from each individual 
sampled on the amount of effort he puts forth, it is possihlo
^This hypothesis is adapted from Porter and Lawler's 
Hypothesis 5-A, o£. cit.. p. 104.
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to  «tm te aao th o r h yp o tb o v la . T h l#  h jrp e tk ta ls  fo l io # #  from P e r to r  
and L a v le r * #  aoggeatlon th a t  a  m a l t ip l lo a t lv e  r o la t lo a a h ip  
e z la ta  betveen e f f o r t ,  a b i l i t i e s ,  sad r o le  pergeptlom s. I f  any 
one o f  th ese th re e  de te rm in an ts  o f  performanoo I s  lo w . I t  I s  
u n l ik e ly  th a t  th e  o th e rs  v i l l  be «A le  to  eonpensate. 9 ie  
r e s u lt  I s  lo v e r  perform ance. P roa t h is  lo g ic  f o l l o w *
g yp o th es ls  P fc L V * The re la t io n s h ip  betveen r o le  p e re e p tlo a s  
and perform ance «111 be g re a te r  [have a  hltfbier s e l f - r a t in g  o f  
perform ance] fo r  those In d iv id u a ls  vho r a t e  them selves h ig h  
on e f f o r t  than  i t  v i l l  f o r  those in d lv id v a ls  who r a te  thm a- 
s e lv e a  lo v  on e f f o r t .
A TnW B E  MEASURES
The r o le  p erc e p tio n s  o f  th e  employees v e re  measured t y  
asking  them to  ran k  12 p e r s o n a lity - ty p e  t r a i t s .  T h is  s e c tio n  
o f  th e  q u e s tio n n a ire  appears l a  Appendix T  and I s  Id e n t ic a l  to  
th a t  used by P o r te r  and L a v le r  amd by P o r te r  and le a x y . P a r t  
o f  th e  In s t r u c t io n s  v e re  as f o l l o w *
The purpose o f  t h is  p a r t  e f  th e  q u e s tio n n a ire  I s  
to  o b ta in  a  p ic tu re  o f  th e  t r a i t #  you b e lie v e  a re  
most necessary f o r  succès# I n  yo u r vposent o l y l l  
s e rv ic e  p o s it io n .
B elov I s  a l i s t  o f  12 t r a i t #  arranged random ly.
Rank these 12 t r a i t s  f r w  1 to  12 In  o rd e r o f  t h e i r
I P o r te r  and L a v le r *s  
]^po th e s is  5 -B , Ib i d .
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Am with the Pert«r «ad LaaHw mtmty, taa 
lat*Xllg«ne« «ad «ffldamey— «*r# lacl«d«d la th# U«t to di#- 
galMM th« dla«a«loa b«ta« «todled. #h«a th« data «*r* «a«lya«d, 
th#«« two lt»s v«r« «liaiaated. &• traita *#re th«a raraakad 
from 1 to 10 vltk th« ^ipraprlat* r«a«1ntag traits bdad 
el«T«t»d la raak ma r#flae«aaat« f«r those idlch had basa 
removed. Althoagk the respoadeats were a^ted to raak the most 
Important trait with a seore of 1, the order was reversed 
during analysis, and the moat Important trait was given the 
score of 9* Since high numbers mesa "more Important" la Table 5-1, 
9 represents mazlaua Importance sad 0 Indicates mimlmum Importance. 
The ten relevant traita are listed below la the two clusters 
described by KLesmaa and Whyte:






Cluster scores were cimputed for each Individual by 
summing his ranks for the five traits In either cluster.
This cluster score was then subtracted from 45 (the sum of tho 
digits from 0 to 9) to determine the score for the other 
cluster. A high score on a given dlmenslea meant that the
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fire traits that made up that dlmeaalem ware all rated as 
relatively important.
TESTS OF THE HYPOTHESES
HypotheslB P 8c L IV predicted that the more IndlTidnals 
see their jobs as demanding Inner-dlrected behavior, the higher 
they will rate themselves on quality of job performance. In 
order to test this hypothesis, the sample was divided Into two 
groups based on their belief that either Inner-, or other- 
directed behavior Is most Important for success In their civil 
service positions. This was measured by Section V of the 
questionnaire which appears in Appendix T. The difference 
between these two groups wais based on their self-ratings of 
job performance and was tested by means of an F-test (F m 6.92). 
Figure >-l represents the data that are relevant to Hypothesis 
P 8e L IV. As can be seen, there Is a significant trend 
(p < .01 ) for those idie have high Inner-dlrected scores (N « l|8) 
to rate themselves higher on job performance than do these 
employees who. have low inner-dlrected cluster so ores (If » 210} •
Table 5-1 presents the mean ranking for each trait by 
hl^ and low self-rated performance groups. Two out of five 
Inner-dlrected traits (self-confidence and decisiveness) 
are rated as more important by the high self-rated performers and 
four out of five of the other-directed traits (cooperative, 
adaptable, tactful, and agreeable) are rated as mere important









Degree of Inner-DLreetedneM Beqnlred
M.gore 5-1. Mean aelf-rmtlngm of job performance for high and 
low inner-dlrected grenps.
N: Low Inner-QLreetedness (LL) ■ 210; High Inner-DLrectedneaa
(HH) . 48. Comparlaon— LL (6.11) ra. BE (6.46)x F . 6.92,
Adapted from Lyman W. Porter and Edward E. Lae0.er, III, 
Managerial Attltndea and Performance (Homewood, Ill.x Richard 
D. Irwin, Inc. and The Seraey Press, 1968), p. 108.
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taW.* 5-1
KIAH BAlK im  e r BUITS BT THE Hum iHB LOW 
SEUr-BAISB OOVP8 01 QViLITT Of JOB PBRPOmUBCB
Inner-Directed Lew KLghTraita Performera Performera(H a 154) (H « 104)
Forceful 1.3 1.7ImaglnatlTe 2.9 2.8Independent 3.5 3.9Self-Confident 5.7 6.4DeclslTe hsl 5.0E » 17.6 E « 1 W
Other-Directed
Traita
Cooperative 7.3 6.8Adaptable 5.7 5.5Cantlona 3.2 2.7Agreeable 5.4 4.9Tactful SA 5A» -  27.2 E * 25.2
In the tahle abore, high nnmher# meem "mere Importent»" Bims 
9 ie mnximni amd 0 in acLnimun. Tee ont of fire inner-directed 
traita (aelf-ecnfldence and deoialTamesa) are rated am more 
important hy the high rated perfexmere and fear eat of five 
of the othor-direoted traita (cooperative, adaptable, taetfhl, 
and agreeable) are rated aa mere Important hgr the lew rated performera.
Adapted from Lyman W. Porter and Edward E» Lavler, III, 
Managert^ Attltndea and Performance (Bameweod, lU.r 
ïückard D. Train, Tnc, andT !ihe itorawy.Preaa, 1968), p. 109.
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by the low self-rated perfozsera* Heaoe, a difference daes 
appear to exiat between the high and lew performance groupa, 
despite the fact that both groups clearly poaaeas other-directed 
traits. The relationship In Figure 5-1 la statlatlcelly 
significant (p < .01) In the predicted direction (self-ratings 
of performance are higher for those with inner-directed traits 
than those with other-directed traits), and the indiridnal inner- 
directed traits tend to be associated in the expected direction 
with the performance measures.
%rpothesls P & L T predicted that the relationship between 
role perceptions and performance will be stronger for those 
individuals who rate themselves high on effort than it will be 
for those indlvlduala idio rate themselves low on effort. In order 
to test this hypothesis, the employees were divided into two 
groups on the basis of how much effort they reported they put 
forth on the job. The mean of the self-ratings on effort (6.2) 
served as the dividing point. Within the two effort groups, the 
employees were divided again, this time on the basia of their 
inner-dlrected cluster scores. Hence, high (N m 17) and low 
(N =t 113) inner-directed employees were obtained for the low 
self-rated effort level as well as for the high self-rated effort 
level (N: high m 31; low « 97).
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Figure 5-2 présenta the relevant data for thla hypothesis» 
Although the performance differences betveen the high end lev 
Inner-dlrected groups are In the expected direction (high self- 
ratlnga of effort line Is above the lev self-ratings of effort 
line, and the slope of both Is Increasing from lov to high Inner- 
dlrectedness), the relationships are not statistically significant 
for the employees vho rate themselves either high or lev on 
effort. Therefore, the results do not fully support the hypothesis.
niSCUSSION OF THE FINOOGS
The evidence of this study seems to suggest, as predicted 
by the Porter and Lavler model, that role perceptions can have 
an Influence on job performance. But at the same time, the 
evidence does support Rlesman's and Whyte's vlevs about the 
place of ether-directed behavior In American Industry. While 
this appears to be a contradiction, la reality It is not. The 
vrltings of Rlesman and Whyte vleved managers, vhereas this 
study examined lover-level, vhlte-coUar employees. As can 
be seen from Table 3-1, the employees surveyed overvhelmlngly 
consider the exhibition of other-directed traits to be most 
important for success In their civil service positions. Ait 
those vho rate themselves as high performers do tend to sot 
vith a greater amount of Inner-dlrected behavior. This larger 
amount of Inner-dlrected behavler by the high self-rated performers












Degree of Inner-Dlreetedne#» Required
Figure 5-2. Moan self-ratlnga of job perfomance for high and 
low inner-dlrected groupa with two lewela of effort.
N: Low Inner-Eirectedneaa, Low Effort (LL) n 111; Sigh Inner-
DLrectedneaa, Low Effort (LE) s 17; Low Inner-DLrectedneaa, 
Eigh Effort (EL) a 100; High Inner-DLrectedneaa, U g h  Effort 
(HE) 9 30. Coapariaona by inner-directedneaa— LL (5.72) ra. 
LE (6.00), t 9 .36, n. a.; EL (6.48) ra. HH (6.80), t a .36,
Adapted from Lyman W. Porter and Edward E. Lawler, III, 
Managerial Attltndea and Performance (Homewood, 111,* Richard 
D, Iruin. Inc. and The Doraey Preaa, 1968), p. 113.
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offer# SOB# support for Pertor aud Lsslor's modol tgr couflndJig 
hypothesis P & L IV.
Porter and Lawler's model comsiders role pereeptlous to 
be one of the two variables used by am employee to convert his 
efforts into job performance. The relationship of role per- 
oeptlons to performance was examined by hypothesis P & L IV.
This hypothesis states that the more individuals see their Jobs 
as demanding inner-directed behavior» the higher they will 
rate themselves on guality of Job performance. Therefore, a 
relatienship was expected to exist between role perceptions 
and Job performance, and one was found. Figure 3-1 shows the 
mean self-ratings of job performance for high and low innor- 
dlrocted groups. The group which sees their Jobs as demanding 
inner-directed behavior rates their performance higher than 
the group which sees their Jobs as demanding other-directed 
behavior. The difference between the two groups is statistically 
significant (p < .01). Figure 3-3 illustrates how this finding 
affects the Porter and Lawler model.
The question remains as to the cause of this relationship. 
Porter and Lawler's model may be correct in predicting that 
role perceptions are one of the variables leading to performance. 
Another explanation may be that performance leads to role 
perceptions. Still another explanation is that a third 
undetermined variable exists lAich nay cause both to occur.







RELATIONSHIP /DIRECTED HOLE 
/PERCEPTIONS RELATED 
^  HIGH PERFORMANCE
ROLE PERCEPTIONS
Figure 5-3. Modification» of Porter and Lavler's theoretical 
model of motivation baaed on the findings of Chapter V.
Adapted from Lyman W. Porter and Edward E, Lawler, III, 
Managerial Attitudes and Performance (Ewewood, 111. : 
Richard D. Irwin, Inc. and The Dorsey Press, 1968), p. 16>.
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Porter and LaïAer indicate that motivation mi^t he the third 
variable which canned the relationship between role perceptions 
and job performance, but later discounted its value. For the 
purposes of this study, motivation is operationally defined as 
the combination of the value of rewards and the perceived 
probability that effort will lead to rewards. In the present 
study motivation was also eliminated as the cause of the 
relationship as a result of the existence of the relationship 
between role perceptions and self-ratings of job performance 
when effort was held constant. The results of this relationship 
are illustrated in Figure lAioh is based on hypothesis P & L IV. 
The relationship is statistically significant (p < .01). Ihen 
self-ratings of effort were allowed to vary, no relationship was 
found between role perceptions and self-ratings of job performance. 
Therefore, self-ratings of effort can also be eliminated as the 
variable which causes the relationship between role perceptions 
and self-ratings of performance. This relationship was examined 
by hypothesis P & L V and the results are shown in Figure 5-2.
This hypothesis states that the relationship between role perceptions 
and performance will be stronger for those individuals who rate 
themselves high on effort than it will be for those individuals 
irtio rate themselves low on effort. Vo statistically significant 
relationships were found. Therefore, based on this evidence, 
neither motivation nor effort can be considered to have caused 
either role perceptions or job performance. Figure 5-3 illustrates 
how this finding affects the Porter and Lawler model.
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The qucatioa of whether role peroeptioas oaaae performaaee 
or perforwmace eaoaea role pereeptloaa eaaaot he aanrered 
with these data as It eenld act be sassered Taj Porter and LaiAer's 
study. While Porter and Lawler rationallaed that role perceptions 
led to performance la their study, the ssae conclusioa cannot be 
drawn from the present study. As the present data Indicate, there 
is no relationship between self-ratings of effort and role 
perceptions as Is predicted by Porter and Lawler's model. There­
fore, It appears that the self-ratings of performance differences 
Illustrated by Figure ^1 between the high and low laaer-dlrected 
groups are not as a result of motlyatloaal or effort differences 
but as a result of how effort Is appUod on the job. Since the 
results of hypothesis P & L V (Figure 5i-2) shew that the self- 
ratings of the amount of effort ezpeaded has no effect on 
self-ratings Of performance, then from the results of Hypothesis 
P & L I 7  (Figure 5-1) It appears to follow that It Is the direction 
In which effort Is applied or role perceptions (Inner- or other- 
directed behavior) which affect performance. While this sounds 
feasible. Table 5-1 Illustrates that little difference exists 
between the role perceptions of hlÿn and lew self-ratod performers. 
Therefore, rather than role perceptions causing performance. It 
may be suggested that ability or experience are the factors that 
high Inner-dlrected employees convert Into performance more 
effectively than do low Inner-dlrected «aployees.
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nid entir* eemple ranked the inner-» other-directed traita 
aa having the following importance:
1. Cooperative: O.D. 6. Decisive: I.D.
2. Self-confident: I.D. 7. Independent : I.D.
3. Adaptable: O.D. 8. Gantions: O.D.
4. Tactful: O.D. 9. Imaginative : I . S.
5. Agreeable: O.D. 10. Forceful: I.D.
A tennoua explanation can be offered to explain why aelf- 
oonlidence» an inner-directed trait, vaa ranked aa important 
by the employeea aaapled and cautiouaneaa, an other-directed 
trait vaa not. Althou^ the aanpled individaala obvioualy 
felt that other-directed behavior vaa moat important for 
ancceaa in their civil service poaitiona, aelf-eoafldence 
may have been considered to be important becanae of their 
desire to perform veil to obtain the next promotion. On the 
other hand, cautlonmneaa, an other-direoted trait, may have 
been considered unimportant in relation to the tenure system 
and job security present in the civil service syatem. As 
such, these individuals may not be concerned about continued 
employment.
The question of whether performance caused role perceptions 
also cannot be answered frmm these data. Correlational studies 
cannot determine cauae-and-effect relationships. Farther research 
is needed in this area to determine if ability, experience, or 
some other variable are factors which high inner-dlrected employees
^^O.D. means other-directed behavior and I.D. means inner-
directed behavior.
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convert Into performance more effectively than do low Innep-dlrected 
employee#. Another possibility and topic for research is idiether 
performance does cause role perceptions ^xrough the feedback 
loops contained in Porter end Lawler's model (page 29).
As mentioned earlier, the results of the data on role per­
ceptions tend to support both Porter and Lawler's model and 
Rlesman's and Whyte's views on the place of other-directed 
behavior in American Industry. This not a contradiction. The 
writings of RLesman and Whyte viewed managers, whereas this 
study examined lower-level, white-collar employees. As can be 
seen from Table 5-1, the employees surveyed overwhelmingly 
consider the exhibition of other-directed traits to be most 
important for success in their civil service positions. But 
those idio rate themselves as high performers do tend to act 
with a greater amount of inner-dlrected behavior. This larger 
amount of inner-directed behavior by the high self-rated performers 
offers some support for Porter and Lawler's model by confirming 
HypotheslB P & L 17. Porter and Lawler have stated that the 
number of lower level, white-collar jobs has increased in many 
organizations.
As indicated, these low level jobs probably do 
demand more other-direoted kinds of behavior, 
but. . . i t  would appear fallacious to assume 
that the increase in these jobs indicates that 
organizations demand or reward strongly other- 
directed behavior elsewhere in the organization.
^Sorter and Lawler, 0£. cit.. p. 118.
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It can be Interpreted from their above «tatement that Porter 
and Lawler would agree with the résulta of this study on role 
behavior. Therefore, baaed on the results of the present 
study, it can be generalized that other-directed traits are 
seen to be most importent by the lower level, white-collar 
employees; who participated in this study.
This chapter discussed the concept of inner-directed versus 
other-directed role perceptions and applied the findings to Porter 
and Lawler's model of motivation. Role perceptions were ezaained 
to determine their effect on self-ratings of quality of job per­
formance and on self-ratings of effort. The next chapter will 
begin with a discussion of the historical role of pay and incentive 
pay plans in business organizations. The chapter will then 
examine the predictions of the Porter and Lawler model on pay 
satisfaction. The role of pay as a satisfier will be investigated 
as It affects self-ratings of performance and self-ratings of
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Chapter VI 
Pay Satlafaetlon^
role of pay aa a motivator has bean under ezamlnation 
for many years. Soring the pre-olaasloal aanagesent theory era, 
motivation was based on an "economic man" concept. Under this 
concept. It vas thought that monetary Incentives would bring out 
the best In a worker and that he would work harder to get more.
The piece-rate system, or payment by results, provided such mon­
etary Incentives and was at the time, a major break with tradition.
Thider classical management theory, the employee was still 
thought of as an "economic man" who was best motivated by money.
Because of this view of the employee, financial incentives 
formed the motivational foundation of the classical management 
theory era. Believing In the economic man concept, organisations 
tried various types of pay plans In an effort to Increase productivity.^ 
Many of these plans did not produce the desired results. While 
some did lead to Increases In production, many also led to employer- 
employee friction. In some cases employees practiced quota 
restriction and "goldbrlcklng," while employers Increased the rate
£. Lawler, III, Managerial Attitudes and Performance (Homewood,
111: Richard D. Irwin, Inc. and The Dorsey Press, 1968), pp. 36-97.
^Some of the more popular Incentive pay plans Included 
Henry Towne's gain sharing plan; Frederick Halsey's premium plan 
for paying for labor; Frederick Taylor's piece-rate ay stem; 
and Henry Gantt's task work with a bonus.
H5
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of produetlon required to earn the aaae amount of pay, or decreased 
the amount of the pleee>rate paid on each piece produced. Workers 
sometimes withheld production beoause they feared unemployment 
from overproducing. In some Instances» workers took advantage 
of their company's Incentive pay plan by producing more and taking 
home more pay. this was dependent upon their regarding pay aa 
Important and seeing good performance as the means to achieve 
higher pay. In other Instances, such good performance may have 
led employees to be labeled "rate-bustere" with the corresponding 
reduction In esteem and friendship received from fellow employees. 
%erefore. Porter and Lawler see the positive motivational effects 
of pay, which was increased by Increased productivity, as being 
canceled out by the negative effects of having other valued rewards 
(esteem and friendship) decreased.
The problems with Incentive pay plans and the economic man 
concept have led to the search for other factors which Influence 
productivity. The Western SLeetrlc studies^ uncovered the fact 
that an Individual's productivity Is Influenced by factors 
other than solely financial ones. One of the most Important 
of these factors was the employee's social relationships with 
his co-workers on the job. This dlseovezy led to the "social 
man" theory of motivation and to the human relations or neo­
classical movement. Since It was discovered that the worker was
Frits J. Boothlldhberger and Willlan J. Hckson, Management and 
the Worker (Cambridge, Mass.* Harvard University Press, 1939).
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motivated by more than économie inoentivem, many incentive pay 
plans sere abandoned. Motivation techniques during this period 
neglected to use pay as a motivator, despite the evidence of 
the Hawthorne studies that increaueed productivity in the ease 
of the relay assembly group was partially a result of an incentive 
pay system.^
The "social man" of the human relations movement was soon 
replaced by the self-actualising man of Maslow,^ Argyrls,^
failed and why pay may not be of primary importance to workers 
in our society. Haslow's 1943 theory stated that man's needs are 
arranged in a hierarchy of importance, ranging frtm the lowest 
need— physiologieal— to safety, social, esteem, and self-actualisation. 
Once a need is fairly well satisfied, it becomes unimportant and
^Ibld.. p. 133.
Review. 50 (1943), PP. 370-396.
^Chris Argyris, Personality and Organisation (Mew Torkt 
Harper and Brothers, 1957).
McGraw-Hill Book Company, I960)
^Frederick Herzberg, Barnard Mansner, and Barbara Syndeman,
The Motivation to Work (Mew York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1959).
^See Chapter I for a detailed explanation of Maslow's theory.
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no longer motlratea behavior. Man ia then motivated by the next 
higher level of onaatlafled need.
The aaaumptlon made by many of the advocates of the self- 
actualizing man theory was that pay satisfied primarily lower 
level needs. If this is true, and if lower level needs are 
well satisfied for most individuals in our society, then it 
follows from the above discussion that pay is unimportant and 
therefore, this unimportance of pay may be one reason for the 
failure of incentive pay systems. Since Porter sad Lavler's 
model is based on Haslow's theory, pay cannot be a motivator 
if it is unimportant. But as Porter and Lawler have stated, 
it is unimportant only if it is assumed to satisfy mainly 
lower level needs. In reality, monetary rewards through pay 
are thouÿbt to have appeal to higher level needs as well.
RESEARCH STUDIES
Porter and Lawler have contradicted the assumption that 
pay can satisfy only lower level needs by citing studies 
which have shown that pay is an incentive that can satisfy 
both lower and higher level needs. This opinion was also 
expressed in an article by HcDermid.^^ In viewing pay in this 
manner. Porter and Lawler see pay as the type of reward irtiieh
^^Charles D. McDermid, "How Money Motivates Men," Business 
Horizons. 3, No. 4 (Winter, I960), pp. 93-100.
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has application to their model. They have Interpreted pay 
to be a significant motivator In most cases. This Interpretation 
holds regardless of #iy pay Is Important or the degree of 
Importance placed on pay at different times.
Aa already discussed, pay has been useful as an incentive 
to Increase productivity in some of its earlier applications.
Electric's "incentive management"’^ have also met with success. 
Despite the success of some incentive pay plans, the number of 
companies using them has been declining for several possible 
reasons:
1. Incentive plans work well only when employees have 
some control over their work pace.
2. Many jobs cannot easily be measured with time studies.
3. Incentive pay plans can be a major source of employer-
employee friction.
4. Loose standards make Incentive pay pieces costly.
5. Incentive pay may promote aioppy work.
These are some of the same problems that have plagued Incentive
pay plans since their Inception.
Fred Q. Lealeur, The Scanlon Plans (Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology: The Technology Press and Hew York: John Wiley
and Sons, Inc., 1958).
’̂ James L, Lincoln, Incentive Management (Cleveland: The
Lincoln Electric Company, 1951)
Dean S. Ammer, Manufactaring Management and Control. (New
York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1968), pp. 151-155-
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If pay Inceatlraa are to function properly, they nust meet 
at least three criteria. Workers must believe that the size 
of the bonus is large enough to be worth the extra effort they 
oust put forth to obtain it. Workers must believe that the 
bonus Is directly related to their performance and that it 
directly follows the completion of their assignments. Rie 
majority of workers who come under the bonus system must believe 
it to be equitable, since many of them will not produce enough 
to receive a bonus.
Porter and Lawler view the important question about pay 
as a motivator not in terms of whether or not incentive pay 
plans are effective motivators of increased performance, but 
in terms of what conditions make pay a significant motivator of 
Increased job performance. The answer comes, they suggest, by 
comparing effective managers' attitudes about pay with those of 
Ineffective managers. Their model requires two kinds of 
attitudes if pay is to serve as an incentive. First, pay 
must be important to the individual. Second, the individual 
must believe that a positive connection exists between per­
formance and pay (rewards are contingent upon performance). If 
either of these two attitudes is lacking, then Porter and Lawler 
feel that 1) pay would not be an effective incentive; and 2) no 
relationship could be expected between pay importance and performance.
^^Daniel Katz and Robert L Kahn, The Social Psychology of 
Organizations (Mew York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1966), p. 353«
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Porter and Lawler view studies by Georgopoulos, Mahoney, 
and Jones^^ and by Herzberg, Mansner, and Snydsrman^^ as 
confirmation of their prediction that employees who see a 
close connection between pay and performance will be motivated 
toward good performance. Georgopoulos et jù. found that employees 
with high self-ratings tended to view good performance as an 
aid in earning more pay, Herzberg et at, also considered the 
relationship between attitudes toward pay and job performance.
The theory of motivation advanced by Frederick Herzberg 
and his associates has been referred to as the motivation- 
hygiene theory, the motivation-maintenanoe model, the dual-factor 
theory, and the two-factor theory. The data for the original 
study were gathered from over 200 Pittsburgh accountants and 
engineers. These interviews sought to determine factors in 
the job which were present when the employees fslt exceptionally 
happy or exceptionally unhappy with their jobs. From these in­
terviews, a two-factor hypothesis was developed. This hypothesis
^^Basil S, Georgopoulos, Q, M. Mahoney, and N. W, Jones, 
"A Fath-Goal Approach to Productivity,'' Journal of Applied 
Psychology. 41 (1957), pp. 345-355.
^^Herzberg et al., 0£, cit.
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1. The fee tore that were preeent ehea job setlsfectlcm was 
produced were separate and distinct from the factors that led 
to job dissatisfaction.
2. The opposite of job satisfaction is no job satisfaction»* 
not job dissatisfaction.
3. Similarly, the opposite of job dissatisfaction is no job 
dissatisfaction--not job satisfaction.
The conclusion drawn from the interviews was that, in the 
majority of cases, reports of feeling happy were not brought 
about by the absence of factors that cause dissatisfaction, 
but instead by the presence of the factors the researchers 
classified as "satisfiers," "motivators," or "intrinsic factors."
The satisfiers relate to the content or nature of the job 
and describe the employee’s relationship to what he does.
These factors that lead to satisfaction include achievement, 
recognition, the intrinsic characteristics of the work itself, 
responsibility, and advancement. When these factors fall below 
an acceptable level, they contribute very little to job dis­
satisfaction, but do prevent job satisfaction. If a job does 
not offer an employee advancement, challenging work, responsibility,
Problems of Manpower,” in Herbert G, Hicks (ed.) Management. 
Organizations, and Human Resources; Selected Readingo (Hew York; 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1972), p. 173.
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recognition for a job well done, or the opportunity to complete a 
tank successfully, he will not necessarily be dissatisfied with It, 
but neither «ill he derive any satisfaction from it.
Conversely, when feelings of unhappiness were reported, they 
were not brought about by the absence of the satisfier factors, 
but by the absence of "diasatisfiers," "maintenance," or "extrinsic" 
factors. Herzberg called those factors "hygiene" factors because 
"they act In a manner analogous to the principles of mental 
hygiene. Hygiene operates to remove health hazards from the 
environment of man. It is not curative; it is, rather, a preven­
tive."'® Hygiene factors describe the employee's relationship to 
the context or environment in which he performs his work. Therefore, 
satisfiers relate to the nature of the Job being performed, while 
diasatisfiers relate to the environment in which the Job is per­
formed. Disaatisfiers Include company policy and administration, 
technical supervision, salary, interpersonal relations with the 
supervisor, and working conditions. When the hygiene factors fall 
below what the employee considers an acceptable level, he becomes 
dissatisfied. However, at or above the acceptable level, dissatis­
faction is removed. This absence of dissatisfaction leads only to 
a neutral state, not to any degree of satisfaction. An employee 
who considers his job to have satisfactory pay, supervision, inter­
personal relations, company policy, and working conditions will not 
be dissatisfied with it, but neither will he necessarily be 
satisfied with it.
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Of particular Intareat to Porter and Lawler were the klnda
of attltudea toward pay that the reapoadenta in Herzberg et al,
atudy saw as leading to high performance. Riey observed that
although salary tended to appear aa both a satisfier 
and a dlssatlsfler, It was mentioned In a special 
way when It appeared aa a satisfier and contributor 
to good performance. Specifically, It was mentioned 
as something that went along with a person's 
achievement on the job, "It was a form of reeog- 
nltlon; It meant that the Individual was progressing 
In hla work," Thus in these situations, pay 
appeared to be satisfying higher— aa well aa lower—  
order needs.
Figure 6-1 lUuatratea how salary tended to be both a satisfier 
and dlssatlsfler. Porter and Lawler feel that these respondents 
in the Herzberg atudy who viewed pay aa a satisfier saw pay 
and the "satisfiers" as being tied to performance. This 
Implies that pay and the "satisfiers" are contingent upon job 
performance, or In terms of the Porter and Lawler model, are 
dependent upon one's effort to perform well. Interpreted in 
this way. Porter and Lawler view the results of the Herzberg 
et al, study. In regards to pay and performance, to be In 
agreement with, and predictable from their model. Thus, on 
the basis of the results of the Herzberg al, study and the 
Porter and Lawler model, the first hypothesis relative to pay 
as a satisfier can be statedt








Figure 6-1. Herzberg*e Satisfiera end HLsaatiafiera.
The factors to the right can lead to employee satisfaction 
end motivation if they are present. Those factors to the left 
can lead to employee dissatisfaction if they are absent.
From Frederick Herzberg, "The Motivation-^giene Concept and 
Problems of Manpower," in Herbert G. Hicks (ed.) Management. 
Organizations, and Human Resonrcest Heleeted Readla^A 
(Mew Yoricj McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1972), p. 175.
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grpethgale P & L Vit Th# mor# an IndiTiAaal #*em his pay aa a 
aatiaflar, th* aore effort he will put forth te perfora his 
job effectively.^
The above hypothesis vieva attitudes toward pay as a 
satisfier as reflections of how hard an individual will work 
(effort expended), instead of the actual quality of his job 
perforaance (actual acooaplishaent). Since effort is just one 
of several variables which affects perforaance (along with 
role perceptions and abilities and traits), the following 
hypothesis can be stated concerning the relationship between 
attitudes toward pay as a satisfier and perforaance:
Hypothesle P & L VIIi Attitudes toward the degree to which pay 
is seen as a satisfier will be aore closely related to the 
aaount of effort an individual puts forth on his job than to
Porter and Lawler's aodel predicts that the relationship 
between attitudes toward the perceived probability that pay 
depends upon performance and job performance will bo stronger 
for those employees who oonsider pay important than for those
^®This is Porter and Lawler's hypothesis 4-E, ibid.. p. 66.
^^This is Porter and Lawler's hypothesis 4-F, ibid.
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who consider it mu nnimportamt. Hencet the reletionahip 
between attltudea toward pay aa a aatlafler and effedtlre 
performance can be expected to be atrengeat for theae employeea 
who say pay la Important to them.
Rr-pothealB P & L VIII; The relatlonahlp between an Individual'a 
attltudea toward pay as a aatlafler and meaaurea of actual 
performance and effort will be atronger for thoae Individuals 
who say their pay la important to them than for thoae who 
say their pay la relatively unimportant to them.^^
PAY PROGRAM OF THE ORGANIZATION
% e  organization studied was under the LoxcLalana state 
civil service compensation ayatem. Hnder this ayatem, pay 
ranges were established for each job, and the ranges for all 
jobs were known by all employees. The pay plan for the 
classified positions studied was eatabllahed by officials of the 
Louisiana state civil service ayatem, and pay scale changes 
could only be effected by action of the Louisiana Civil Service 
Commission and approval of the governor. The personnel office 
at Louisiana State University maintained that "no merit 
step-lncreases are mandatory or automatic under Civil Service 
or Thlveraity pay policies; and a atep-increaae Is not to be 
granted to an employee whose performance la not fully
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satisfactory,"^ But irtian performance vas satisfactory, step- 
increases vers given on a yearly basis and not necessarily tied 
to merit. Such a pay policy indicates that for the employees 
in the organization studied, revarda are not hi^&ly contingent 
upon performance. For these employees, job level, seniority, 
and experience vere the most important deteminaata of pay.
ArriTODE MEASURES
The degree to vhlch individuals sav their pay as a 
satisfier vas measured by the three items idiich comprised 
Section III of the questionnaire (see Appendix III). The 
employees vere asked to indicate their agreement or disagree­
ment vith each of the three items on a five-point Likert-type 
scale. Table 6-1 presents the items and the degree of 
relationship among them as measured by Pearson product- 
moment correlation coefficients.
The substantial intercorrelations indicate that there is 
a high degree of hmogeneity among the items. This suggests 
that the items are reliable and can therefore be combined into 
a composite measure of "pay as a satisfier." The index of pay 
as a satisfier vas computed for each subject by summing his 
scores on the three items. Those vith scores in the range of 
10 to 15 were classified as having a high index of pay as a
^"Classified Personnel Memorandum No. 7," Louisiana 
State University Personnel Office, June 5, 1973.
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COBSSLATLOS AMONA ITEMS MEASUSIM6 ŒGSEB 
TO WHICH PAT IS SEEM A3 A SATISFIER 
IN THE PRES19TT STMDT





1. For me, raiaea have 
meant that I was 
progressing in my work...... .70*
2. The raises I have
received were rewards
3. In my job, pay is a
form of recognition for 
a job well dene..........
AAaptédfPOB Ljraan W. Porter and Edward £. Lawlar, III, 
Managerial Attltudea and Porformane* (Homewood, 111.: 
Richard D. Irwin and The Soraey Presa, 1968), p. 70.
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satisfier. Those vith a composite score of 8 or leas were 
classified aa havlmg a low ladez of pay as a satisfier. The 
respondents with a score of 9 were omitted from the analysis.
Question 5 In Section II of the questionnaire (see 
Appendix II) was Included to measure satisfaction with and 
Importance of pay. The question was as follows:
The pay for my civil service position:
a) How much Is there now?
(mln) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)
b) How much should there be?
(mln) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)
c) How important is this to me?
(mln) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)
Since the present study does not examine the employee's 
satisfaction and fulfillment with his pay, only question "c" 
will be considered. The answers to this question constituted 
a measure of the perceived Importance of pay, and Is necessary 
to test the hypotheses in this chapter.
Questions 1 and 3 In Section IV of the questionnaire 
(see Appendix IV) were used to measure the quality of job per­
formance and the amount of effort expended on the job. The 
questionnaire read la part:
The purpose of this section Is to determine how 
you rate yourself relative to others In your 
organization with similar civil service duties. You 
will be asked to rate yourself for characterlstles 
on a sevem-polnt scale.
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Yon ara to circle th# mnmber om the scale that 
represents where yon stand compared to others with 
similar civil service dntles.
The qnestlons lAlch were nsed to measnre accomplishment and the
amonnt of effort expended were am follows:
1) Qnallty of yonr job performance.
(low) 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 (high)
3) Amonnt of effort yon expend om the job.
(low) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (high)
TESTS OF THE HYPOTHESES
Hypothesis P & L VI stated that the more an Individual sees 
his pay as a satisfier, the harder he will work to perform 
his job effectively. In order to test this hypothesis, the 
sample was divided into two gronps. Indlvldnals were placed In 
either the low or high pay-am-a-satlsfler gronp based on their 
Index of pay am a matlsfler. Thome with mcorem In the range of 
10 to 15 were classified am having a high Index of pay as a 
satisfier (H = 146). Thome with a compomlte score of 8 or less 
ware classified as having a low Index of pay as a satisfier 
(H « 93). Indlvldnals with scores of 9 were omitted from the 
analysis (N a 19). The mean of the melf-ratlngs of the qnallty 
of job performance Iqr the low pay-am-a-satlsfler gronp (6.15) 
warn compared with the mean of the mama melf-ratlng by the high 
pay-am-a-satlsfler gronp (6.25). The relationship was not 
fonad to be statistically significant (F a 2.68, n. s.). A
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o<mparl8on bet*»*» th# higgi *ad low p*y-*a-*m#atl«fl*r groups 
was again mad*, but this tin* us&mg th* mean* of the self- 
ratings on the amount of effort expended (mean: high a 6.35;
low a 6.16). This time a statistically significant relationship 
was found (F # 3.14, P < .05).
Figure 6-2 shows that there is a tendency for high self- 
ratings on both effort and quality of job performance to be related 
to seeing pay as a satisfier. This is indicated by the increasing 
slope of the lines as they move from left to jflght« The results 
are in the expected direction, but only the ^fference 
between the high and low pay-as-a-satisfier groups for the self- 
ratings on effort are statistically significant (performance:
F a 2.68, n. s.; effort: F # 3.14, F < .05). Nevertheless,
the data do offer limited support for hypothesis P fc L VI.
hypothesis P & L VII predicted that the individuals' 
attitude# toward the degree to iriiich pay is seen as a satisfier 
will be more closely related to the amount of effort they put 
forth on the job than to the quality of their job performance.
The tests performed om hypothesis P & L VI are valid for this 
hypothesis also. The data presented in Figure 6-2 are also 
relevant for this hypothesis and offer support for it.
Individuals who belSng to the high pay-as-a-satisfier group 
rate themselves higher in both quality of performance and effort 
expended than the low pay-as-a-satisfier group. As shown in this 
figure, the difference between the h l ^  and low pay-as-a-satisfier









Index of Pay Aa A Satlafler
Figure 6-2. Mean aelf-ratings of job performance and effort 
for high and low aatiafier groupa.
N; Low Satiafier, Effort (LE) = 93; High Satiafier, Effort 
(HE) B 146; Low Satiafier, Performance (LP) a 93; High 
Satiafier, Performance (HP) * 146. Comparlaona— LE (6.16) va. 
HE (6.35): F * 3.14, P < .05; LP (6.15) va. HP (6.25): F b 
2.68, n. a.
Adapted from Lyman W. Porter and Edward £. Lawler, III, 
Managerial Attitudea and Performance (Homewood, 111,: 
Richard D. Irwin, Inc. and The Dcraey Preaa, 1968), p. 82.
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groupa la larger for the ælf-ratluga of effort (high: 6.35 -
low; 6.16 s .19; F a 3.14, P < .05) than for the aelf-ratinga of 
quality of job performance (high: 6.25 - low: 6.15 « .10;
F a 2.68, n. s.). In addition, the line representing the aelf-
ratlnga of effort haa a ateeper alope. Indicating that a
stronger relationship eziats for the aelf-ratlnga of effort
than for the aelf-ratlnga of quality of job performance. Figure
6-2 alao ahowa that the differences between the high and low
pay-aa-a-satlafler groupa are not statistically significant
on the aelf-ratlnga of performance (F a 2.68, n. s.), but are for
the aelf-ratlnga of effort (F a 3.14, P < .05). Therefore the data
do support the hypotheala that attitudea toward the degree to
which pay la seen aa a aatiafier are more closely related to
the amount of effort put forth than to the quality of job performance.
Hypothesis P & L VIII predicted that the relationship 
between an Individual ' a attitudea toward pay aa a aatiafier 
and meaaurea of actual performance and effort will be stronger 
for those who say their pay la relatively Important to them.
For purposes of testing this hypotheala. Individuals were placed 
Into high or low pay-aa-a-aatlafler groups based on their Index 
of pay aa a satiafier. The Individuals in each of these groups 
were then divided Into high or low pay importance groups baaed 
on their reaponaea to the "How Important la pay to you?" question.
Th9 mean of the reaponaea (6.4) to this question served aa the 
dividing point between the high and low pay Importance groups.
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Therefore, high ead lew pey importance groapa were obtained for 
the low pay-am-a-aatiafier group aa well aa for the h i ^  pay-aa- 
a-aatiafier group. The üfferencea between theae groupa were 
then teated baaed on either their quality of job perfoxwance or 
on the amount of effort expended.
Figure 6-3 preaenta the data relative to the performance 
aspect of this hypothemia. While the mope of the line 
representing the relationship between the index of pay aa a 
aatiafier and aelf-meaanrea of job performance for the high 
importance group la in the predicted direction [mean of the 
high pay-aa-a-aatlafier group (6.32) is above the mean of the 
low pay-aa-a-satisfier group (6.12)], the results are net 
atatiaticmiy significant (t ■ .22, n. s.).
Figure 6-4 preaenta the data relative to the effort 
aspect of Bypotheeia P & L VIII. Again the data offer no 
support for the hypotheala. While the mope of the line 
representing the relationship between the index of pay as a 
aatiafier and aelf-measurea of effort for the high importance 
group is in the predicted direction [mean of the high pay- 
as-a-satiafier group (6.26)], the relationship is stronger 
for the low importance group. The difference between the low 
and high pay-aa-a-aatiafier groups is larger for the low pay 
importance group (high* 6.35 - low: 6.00 a .35* t m 0.37,
n. a.) than for the high pay importance group (hi^t 6.34 -










Index of Pay Am A Satiafier
Figure 6-3. Mean aelf-ratlnga of job performance for high and 
low pay-aa-amaatlafler groupa with two lewela of pay Importance.
N: Low Satiafier, Low Importance (LL) m 37; High Satiafier, Low
Importance (EL) a 54; Low Satiafier, High Importance (LH) a 56; 
High Satiafier, High Importance (EH) a 91. Comparlaona— LL 
(6.17) va. EL (6.11): t a -0.13, n. a.; LE (6.12) va. HE (6.32):
t a 0.22, n. a.
Adapted from Lyman W. Porter and Edward £. Lawler, III, 
Managerial Attitudea and Performance (Homewood, 111,: 
Richard D. Irwln, Inc. and The Dcraey Preaa, 1968), p. 84.











Index of Pay Aa A Satiafier
Figure 6-4. Mean aelf-ratinga of effort for h i^ and low pay- 
aa-a-aatiafier groupa with two lerela of pay importance.
N: Low Satiafier, Low Importance (LL) ■ 37; Bigh Satiafier, Low
Importance (EL) a 54; I>ow Satiafier, KL^ Importance (LE) n 56; 
High Satiafier, Eigh Importance (HE) « 91. Comparlaona— LL 
(6.00) va. (6.35): t . 0.57, n. a.; LE (6.26) va. EH (6.34)*
t a 0.08, n. 8.
Adapted from Lyman W. Porter and Edward E. Lawler, III, 
Managerial Attitudea and Performance (Homewood, 111; 
Richard D. Irwin, Inc. and The Boraey Preaa, 1968), p. 86.
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lovi 6.26 m .08, t B 0.08, s. B.). Haace, on the hanls of 
those data, hypothesis P 8e L VIII mast be rejected.
DISCUSSIOH OP FINDINGS
Oie evidence from this study indicates a tenuous relation­
ship existing between the degree to lAlch pay Is seen as a 
satlsfier and the motivation to perform effectively. Since the 
relationship between pay as a satisfler and self-ratings of per- 
fonance was in the predicted direction (high ratings of pay 
as a satlsfier was accompanied by high self-ratings of perfor­
mance), the results could be taken as support for the Herzberg ̂  «1. 
theory and the Porter and Lawler model. However, the relationship 
was not statistically significant (F b 2.68, n. s.) and the data 
do not offer support for hypothesis P & L VI.
The hi^er self-rating of performance by the high pay-as-a- 
satisfler group (Figure 6-2) implies that the perception of 
pay as a satlsfier may have led to the self-ratings of job perfor­
mance, However, this relationship is not statistically significant 
(F B 2.68, n. s.). In addition, the reader is reminded that 
the data gathered in this study do not allow for the testing 
of causal relationships between attitudes and performance.
Just because a relationship exists between attitudes and self- 
ratings of performance, it is risky to assume that the attitudes 
caused the performance. Nevertheless, it seems reasonable to assume
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
that the perception of pay aa a aatiafier may have led to the 
job performance. Thla Interpretation fellova from Thorndike's 
law of effect^ which aeea an Individual continuing in an 
activity which leada to the aatiafaction of hia needs.
Another line of reasoning is that performance caused 
attitudea or that a third variable may have caused both the 
attitudea toward pay as a satisfier and the quality of job 
performance to occur. The interpretation that performance 
caused attitudea is not supported by the findings of the testa 
on Hypothesis P & L VII. The attitudea toward pay as a 
satiafier were found to be more strongly related to self-ratlnga 
of effort expended (F u 3.14, p < .05) than to self-ratlnga of 
quality of job performance or accomplishment (F m 2.68, n. s.).
Porter and Lawler see salary as thla possible third variable.
However, salary is not highly correlated with measures of job 
performance (r a .26, p < .01} or with attitudes toward pay as 
a satisfler (r = .02, n. s.). Hence, salary is not likely to be 
the third variable.
One possible reason for the lack of a statistically significant 
relationship between pay as a satisfier and self-ratings of job 
performance may be the result of the organisation's reward system.
In the civil service organization in the present study, rewards 
may not be perceived as being contingent upon performairc» . Baployees
^^Kdward Lee Thorndike, Animal Intelligencei Experimental 
Studies (Hew York: MacMillan, 1911)*
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may perceiTe rewards to be distributed randomly and as being 
contingent upon factors other than performance such as age and 
seniority. As a result of their study on reward systems, Cherrington, 
Reitz, and Scott found random reward systems to yield correlations 
between satisfaction and performance to be near zero.^^ In a 
random reward system, rewards are not distributed on the 
basis of performance, but both high and low performers may receive 
rewards. The present study found the following correlations 
between self-ratings of performance and the satisfactions reported 
for the five need areas in Maslow'a hierarchy: (l) physiological:
.057; (2) security: .041; (3) social: .010; (4) esteem: .021;
and (5) self-actualization: -.050, Therefore, based on the
Cherrington et finding that correlations between performance 
and satisfaction are near zero in organizations irtiich use random 
reward eystems, it can be concluded that rewards are not contingent 
upon performance in the civil service organisation studied. Hence, 
the lack of a significant relationship between pay as a satisfler 
and self-ratings of performance may result from the employees' 
perception that rewards are not contingent upon performance.
Hypothesis P & L VIII predicted that the relationship 
between pay as a satisfler and measures of job performance and
David J. Cherrington, H. Joseph Reitz, and TKilliam E. Hcott,
Jr., "Effects of Contingent and Honcontingent Reward on the 
Relationship Between Satisfaction and Task Performance," Journal 
of Applied Psychology. 55# Ho. 6 (December, 1971), pp. 531-536.
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effort would be atrouger for those i&dlwlduels lAo said that 
pay was Important than for those lAo said It was relatively 
unimportant. This hypothesis was not supported. Porter and 
Lawler offered two possible explanations lAy it may not have 
been. First* the measure of pay importance may be different 
from the measure of the importance of pay as a satisfier. As 
such, seeing pay as a satisfier means that pay is related to 
more than just effort or performance. Other rewards such as 
fringe benefits, time off, number and size of raises and 
frequency of promotions may be tied to pay also, and in order 
to have an adequate measure of importance, it is necessary to 
measure the importance of all these rewards, not just the 
importance of pay. Pay may also be related to seniority, or 
experience. Support for this interpretation comes from the 
low correlations between salary and self-ratings of performance 
(r = .26, p < .01) and between salary and self-ratings of effort 
(r m .13, p <  .05). These correlations indicate that there exists 
a good deal of unexplained variance in basing salaxy on performance 
or effort. The correlations between salary and age (r a .49, 
p < .01) and between salary and time in the civil service (r a .59, 
p < .01) indicate that salary is more related to seniority or 
to experience. Hence, the employees in this study do not perceive 
a contingent relationship between pay end performance in their 
organization.
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Bie data indloate that salary is more stroagly related to 
actual accomplishment or quality of performance (r a .26) 
than to the amount of effort expended on the job (r s .13)*
This is a justifiable basis for determining salary. The actual 
accomplishment of a task is more important to a firm than the 
amount of effort their employees expend in working toward the 
goal. In some cases, a large amount of effort may be expended 
without producing the desired results. Firms are financially 
rewarded by individuals and other firms for the quality of 
their performance or actual accomplishment, and these data 
indicate that the organization surveyed is perceived as likewise 
rewarding its employees more for the quality of their performance 
or accompliahment than for the amount of effort expended. Never­
theless, these data also indicate that salary is more strongly 
related to seniority or experience (time in civil serviee service: 
(r a .39) than to self-ratings of performance (r a .26). This 
would imply that the organization surveyed rewards its employees 
more for their seniority than for their performance. Hewever, 
the data gathered in this study do mot allow testing for causal 
relationships. Therefore, it is risky to assume that salary leads 
to seniority or seniority leads to salary. The amount of salary 
paid could entice employees to rraain in the organisation, 
thereby gaining seniority or experience. Another possibility 
is that one of the basis on which the employees are paid is 
seniority and experience. However, since dissatisfaction with
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pay la relatively high (2.12 idiea 0 IndLcatea complete 
satisfaction). It Is reasonable to eliminate the possibility 
that salary acts as an Incentive to get mployees to remain 
In the organization to gain experience and. seniority. Therefore,
It follows that seniority and experience are likely to 
be one of the factors which leads to the hl^er salaries.
Since salary Is more strongly related to seniority and experience 
(r a .59) than to self-ratlnga of performance (r a .26) or self- 
ratings of effort (r a .13), It Is reasonable to assnme that 
seniority and experience are rewarded more In the organization 
surveyed than either performance or effort.
The other explanation offered for the lack of support for 
this hypothesis Is that for pay to be aeen as a satisfler. It 
must be Important. The Importance of pay Is the "necessary 
condition" by which pay can be seen as a satisfler. If pay Is 
unlmpcrtsnt to an employee, there Is no chance that pay can be 
seen as a satisfler. If pay Is considered Important, the Importance 
would only serve to separate Individuals on the degree to which 
they see pay as a satisfler. Porter and Lawler have stated that 
"It Is obvious that before an adequate measure of the Importance 
of pay as a satisfler can be developed, further understanding la 
needed of what It means. In terms of the various psychological 
needs, for pay to be seen as a satisfler."
^Porter and Lawler, o£. cit., p. 91.
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The finding# of this chapter say have been limited by the 
methods used to divide the sample (based on their self-ratings)
Into lorn versus high performance groups, effort groups, pay-ae- 
a-satlsfler groups, and pay Importance groups. % e  means of pay 
Importance and of the self-ratings of performance and of effort 
served to divide the respondents Into low versus high groups, 
for the pay as a satisfler variable, a composite score was 
computed for each respondent based on his answers to Section III 
of the questionnaire (Appendix III). %ose with a composite score 
of 8 or less ware classified as having a low Index of pay as a 
satlsfier, whereas those with a score of 10 or above were classified 
as having a hl^ Index of pay as a satisfler. For all four groups 
discussed above, perhaps a division based on the top and bottom 
third of the responses for each area would have yielded more 
clearly separated high and low groups.
The findings of this chapter affect Porter and Lawler's model 
as shown In Figure 6-5. Porter and Lawler's model predicts that 
value of rewards and perceived effort-reward probability combine 
to Influence effort. Effort then Is presumed to combine with 
abilities and traits and role perceptions to Influence perfozmance. 
According to Porter and Lawler, when the value of a potential reward 
Is high, effort should also be high. This relationship was not 
found to totally exist In the present study, ikployees who saw 
pay closely related to effort expended rated themselves higher In 
effort than did employees who had a lower perception of the










Figure 6-5. Modificatle&s of Porter ana Lawler's theoretical 
model of motivation based on the findings of Chapter VI.
Adapted from Lyman W. Porter and Edward E. Lawler, III, 
Managerial Attitudea and Performance (Eomeweod, 111.: 
Richard D. Irwin, Inc. and The Dorsey Press, 1968), p. 16$.
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effort -reward probability. Rie data also confirm the model's 
prediction that perceived effort-reward probabilities are more 
related to effort than to performance. Nevertheless, no difference 
was found to exist In the relationships between perceptions of 
pay based on self-ratings of performance or self-ratings of effort 
for the degree of importance attached to pay. This finding 
rejects Porter and Lawler's contention that both value of 
reward and perceived effort-reward probability are Involved In 
determining effort.
This chapter discussed the relationships of pay as a satisfler 
to self-ratings of effort and self-ratings of performance as they 
applied to Porter and Lawler's model. Rie concluding chapter 
applies the findings of this study to refute or verify Haslow's 
hierarchy of need theory. In addition, the findings are used to 
test the general pattern of relationships suggested by Porter and 
LaiKLer's model. Rils chapter also describes the Implications of 
these findings for management and defines areas for future research.
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Chapter VII 
Conclualon
Chapters III-VI have reported the findings of this study 
in detail. Therefore, this chapter will not attempt an extensive 
review of these results. The focus of this chapter will be on 
the validity of Maslow's hierarchy theory^ and Porter and Lawler's 
model of motivation^ for lower level, civil service employees.
As stated In Chapter I, the objective of this study Is to add 
to existing knowledge In the field of organizational behavior 
by viewing the perceived needs and attitudes of classified, white- 
collar, Louisiana State University, civil service employees 
toward certain characteristics of their civil service positions.
Ihls study offers empirical evidence to refute or verify Maslow's 
hierarchy of needs theory. In addition, this study tested certain 
hypotheses of the Porter and Lawler model of motivation on rank and 
file employees. The results of this study, as they apply to Maslow's 
theory, will be examined first, and then Porter and Lawler's 
model will be evaluated based on the data gathered in this study.
This chapter will also consider the limitations of this study 
and areas for further research.
^Abraham H, Maslow, "A Theory of Human Motivation,"
, Review, 50 (1943). PP* 570-396.
Lyman W. Porter and Edward E, Lawler, III, Managerial 
Attitudes and Performance (Homewood, 111.% Richard D, Irwin, 
Inc. and The Dorsey Press, 1968).
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MASLOW'S THE0B7
The hypotheses» data» and findings relating to Maslow's 
hierarchy of needs theory are found In Chapter III. That chapter 
utilized Maslow's theory to Investigate: (l) whether a need
hierarchy existed for the civil service «sployees In the study;
(2) the degree of Importance that the sample placed on each of 
the needs In Maslow's hierarchy; and (3) the degree to which the 
needs la Maslow's hierarchy are fulfilled and satisfied on the 
job. In addition» the Importance which the sample placed on the 
needs In Maslow's hierarchy while In the civil service system 
was compared with the perceived Importance which would be placed 
on Maslow's needs If the sample were in private Industry.
The findings (Table 3-2) Indicate that the employees studied 
rank importance of needs similar to the rankings in Maslow's 
hierarchy (1. physiological: 6.23; 2. security: 6.12; 3. social:
3.90; 4. self-actuallzatlon: 3.86; 5. esteem: 3.70). This
ranking by Importance Indicates that the employees surveyed are 
at a low stage In their need development since the lower level 
needs are oonsldered most Important while the higher level needs 
are considered least Important.
For these employees» pay was rated as very Important (6.40) 
with a low level of pay satisfaction (2.17) and a low perceived 
opportunity for fulfillment (4*03). A possible explanation for 
these findings Is that for the employees In this study» pay was
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Men m# contributing to the «atiafaction of need# at all levela.^ 
Physiological needs could be satisfied throng the buying poser 
of money. Security needs could be viewed in terms of financial 
Mcurity— life insurance, health insurance, retirement plans, 
and savings accounts. Social needs oeuld be indirectly 
satisfied by purchasing membership in social organizations.
The actual acceptance by peers ox the receiving of friendship 
may not result. Pay could also satisfy esteem needs as a measure 
of recognition, status, or achievement. At the self-actualization 
level, pay could only serve to remove the hinderanoes to self- 
actuallzatlon 80 a person could work toward continuing his 
self-develoiment.
% o M  findings have certain implications for management. 
According to Haslow's 194) theory, as lower level needs are 
relatively satisfied, they bee mao less directly motivating for 
behavior. One is motivated mainly by the next level of unsatisfied 
need. Thus gratified needs. In a seuM, disappear. They are no 
longer motivating. Since any manager attempts to influence 
human behavior, he must consider what needs are relatively 
unsatisfied, and hence can serve as levers for motivation. The 
findings of this study indicate to civil service managers thoM 
needs which are unsatisfied for the civil service employees studied
Horizons. 3, Ho. 4 (Winter, I960), pp. 93-100.
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«ho occupy clorlcal posltlous (physiologicalt 2.50; aalf- 
actuallzatlon: l.65’,esteea: 1.38) and can ha viewed aa aotivatora 
according to the Maslov conceptualization. Through the use of a 
aiailar study at a later time, civil service managers could de­
termine if those needs which are presently unsatisfied have 
remained unsatisfied.
Now that the aggregate need hierarchy of the employees in 
this study is known (1. physiological; 2. security; 3. social; 
If. self-actualization; 5. esteem), civil service managers could 
formulate their organization's personnel policies for clerical 
workers. On the basis of these findings, compensation programs 
and promotion plans could he designed to satisfy needs which the 
employees in this sample feel are important. McDermid^ would 
suggest that since the employees surveyed consider lower level 
needs to be of primary importance, great emphasis could be placed 
on base pay. Base pay is an effective motivator:
at lower need levels since the gratification of 
physiological and safety needs is largely dependent 
on buying outside sources of satisfaction. Ihen a 
man is motivated by these needs, he can be controlled 
by the gremting or withholding of money . . . .  But 
at higherdavels in the hierarchy, the situation is more 
complicated.^
Hence, the compensation program should be flexible in order to 
serve the needs of its employees at a particular time, thereby 
achieving maximum motivation at the lowest possible coat. When
^cDermid, o£. cit.. pp. 93 - 100.
Î-tid.. p. 96
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this goal la fulfilled» the satisfaction of new need areas could 
be concentrated upon.
This research found that the employees in this study do mot 
consider higher level needs to be as important on the job as 
lover level needs (hypothesis I). Such a finding can be interpreted 
as suggesting that some of the employees surveyed do not seek to 
satisfy higher level needs on the job, therefore, they do not 
consider them to be important. This interpretation implies a 
canse-and-effeet relationship. The "cause" may be the lack of 
a desire to satisfy higher level needs on the job and the "effect" 
may be that the jobs are not structured to allow the satisfaction 
of higher level needs on the job. Argyris^ agrees with the belief 
that all employees do not seek to satisfy higher level needs on 
the job by stating that employees do not tend to see the organizational 
context as a place to express important needs. Subin also agrees 
by suggesting that the results of his studies imply that "the 
factory as a locale for living out a lifetime seems clearly secondary 
to other areas of central life interests."^ Therefore, based on the
Problems of Mutual Adjustment," in Studies in Organizational 
Behavior and Management, ed. by Donald E. Porter, Philip B. 
Applewhite, and Michael J. Misahauk, 2nd ed, (Scranton, Pa. : 
International Textbook Company, 1970, pp. 580-581.
^Robert Dubin, "Industrial Workers' Worlds: A Study of the
'Central Life Interests' of Industrial Workers," Social Problems. 
5, No. 3 (January, 1956), p. 135.
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writings of Argyrls, %bln, and Kuhn, Slocum, and C h a s e I t  is 
possible that the central focus of some people's lives Is not 
the job (which Is merely a way of getting a living), but the home 
of the community. Some people may find a full measure of challenge, 
creativity, and autonomy In raising a family, pursuing a hobby, 
or taking part in community affairs. For these people, the 
satisfaction of higher level needs while on the job Is probably 
not very Important, ^y concluding that the job should be the 
primary mode of need satisfaction for all of the employees in 
this study, civil service managers might err by neglecting economic 
motivation which some employees actually consider very Important. 
Conversely, the use of only economic Incentives would neglect those 
employees who are motivated by higher level needs and are deslreous 
of intrinsic rewards. Therefore, it is suggested that civil 
service managers who supervise employees In positions similar to 
those studied not concentrate on only one Incentive to motivate 
their employees. McOemld suggests that managers should:
1. . . .  not rely exclusively on further increases in
wages and security benefits to motivate employees,
once adequate wages and benefits have been established.
2. . . .  create conditions conducive to a man's satisfy­
ing his social and esteem and self-realization needs
on the Job.9
^David Q. Kuhn, John W. Slocum, Jr., and Richard B. Chase,
"Does Job Performance Affect Employee Satisfaction?."Personnel 
Journal. 50 no. 6 (June, 1971), p.4$9.
^McDermid, 0£. cit.. p. 96.
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Whll* the fiadlag# of thla study do support Maslov's theory 
in terms of a hierarchy of needs based om importance, the 1943 
theory's prediction of a decrease in the strength of a given 
need folloving its satisfaction was net supported (hypothesis II). 
Maslov's 1943 theory states that iMien the safety needs are largely 
satisfied, net only does the importance of the social needs 
increase, but also the importance of the safety needs decreases. 
Similar decreases are asserted to occur at all levels upon 
gratification at those levels. In short, "a satisfied need is 
not a motivator.” ,
The data indicate that this relationship did not exist for 
the sample studied. Satisfaction of pfaysiologieal, esteem, 
and solf-actualination needs were perceived to be more strongly 
related to the importance of these respective needs than to the 
importance of the next higher level need (Table 3-1), In order 
for Maslov's 1943 theory to be supported, it vas noeessary for 
the satisfaction of needs to be negatively related to their 
respective importances. Such a negative relationship occurred 
for the security and social noeds, but these relationships 
vere not statistically significant. Tho existonce of a tvo- 
level heirarchy consisting of lover level (physiologioal, security, 
and social needs) and higher level (esteem and self-actualisation) 
needs vas also investigated (l^ypothesis I). Ko support vas found 
for this hierarchy either.
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Th# flndinsa from Byp#th#ml# II do «apport Maslew's lator 
th#ory^° which statos that for growth motivated people, gratificatioa 
of higher level needs leads to increased, not decreased motivation, 
nxe data shown in Table 3-1 indicate that the satisfaction of 
both hi^er level needs— esteem and self-actnalination— correlates 
positively and significantly with their respective need importances. 
The correlation coefficient between the satisfaction of the 
esteem need and its importance is r « « 153, p < .03* The correlation 
coefficient between the satisfaction of the self-actnaliaation 
need and its importance is r a  .149, P <  .0$. Therefore, the 
findings do offer some support for Maslew's later theory.
The findings of this study indicate that Maslow's theory 
is not universally applicable to the group of employees studied.
Vhen the occupational system to which the employee belongs is 
considered, there appears to be a varying degree of conformity to 
Maslow's hierarchy. The important characteristics of private 
industry which led clerical workers in Beer's study^^ to consider 
self-actualization and autonomy needs most important must differ 
from the characterisitos of the civil service system which led 
clerical workers in the present study to consider lower level or 
deficiency needs most important. A possible interpretation of
^^Abraham H, Maslow, Toward A Paycholojcr of Beinjc (Princeton,
N. J.: D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., 1962), p. 28.
Workers in Complex and Routine Jobs," Personnel Psychology. 21, 
No. 2 (Summer, 1968), pp. 209-222.
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these findings was suggested earlier In this chapter. Perhaps 
the clTll service employees In this study look off the job for 
satisfaction of their higher level needs more me than do the 
employees In Beer's study. Another possible explanation for the 
differences between the findings of the two studies may be related 
to the type of needs measured and tha measuring Instruments. Qie 
present study measured physiologioal needs idiereas the Beer study 
did not. In measuring physiological needs, the present study 
Investigated the adequacy of the sample's Income to clothe, house, 
feed, end tend to the medical and dental needs of the employees 
and their families. While the questions were designed to measure 
the above Items In terms of physiological needs, perhaps the Items 
were viewed in terms of esteem needs by the respondents. The 
clothes a person wears, the house he lives In, the food he eats, 
and the doctors mho attend him are at times considered measures 
of recognition and achievement whep viewed by others as well as 
by himself. Hence, when the researcher thought he was measuring 
physiological needs, perhaps esteem needs were actually being 
measured, therefore. If this possibility actually occurred, there 
Is less difference between the findings of the present and the 
Beer studies.
The perceived need Importance If employed outside of the 
civil service system to present civil service employees was also 
Investigated. The results are shown In Figure >>1. The security.
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aeclalf and eataea naeda «ara conaldared to ba mora important in 
the civil aervlca aatting than if in privata Indnatry, Howerar, tha 
phyaiological and aalf-ao tnalinatiom neada vara parceivad ta ba 
■ore important if in private indnatry. It may ba anggaatad, in 
Haslow's terms, that tha aecnzlty, social, and aataam naada vonld 
he less important if in private industry bacansa it may be perceived 
that private industry would do a batter job at satisfying them 
than the civil service system does. Therefore, according to Maalow, 
tha importance of these needs would decrease as they become satisfied. 
Tha feeling that physiological needs would be more important if in 
private industry may fallow from tha: jmportance placed om̂  physiological 
needs in tha civil sarvica system. This need ranks first in need 
importance, but last in perceived opportunity for need satisfaction 
(fulfillment) and last in actual need satisfaction (Table 3-2).
These data indicate that regardless of the occupational system, 
physiological needs are still important motivators. This idea 
is explained by McGregor's generalisation that "Han is a wanting 
a n im a l . " T h e more a person gets, the more he wants. This is an 
unending process which continues throughout life.
 ̂̂ Douglas McGregor, The Human Side of Batemrise. (Hew York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, I960), p. 36.
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PORTER iNO LAWLER MODEL^^
This section will take a broad view of Porter and Laviez*'a 
motivational model for managers In relation to the findings 
obtained In the present study on lover level, vhlte-collar, 
civil service employees, The general pattern of the relation­
ships suggested by the model vUl be vleved to determine If 
they are supported by the data. Generally, the findings do not 
confirm the pattern of relationships Implied by the model. The 
variables vhlch Porter and Lavler presumed to affect perfor­
mance did not shov relationships to aelf-ratlngs of performance, 
nor did the variables they presumed to result from performance 
appear to be related to self-ratings of performance.
The first part of the Porter and Lavler model (page 29) 
considers the relationships betveen the value of revard, perceived 
effort-revard probability, and effort variables. Chapter VI 
contains the data relevant to these variables. Data on the value 
of revard variable vas obtained by means of question $c In 
Appendix II lAlch deals vlth the Importance of pay to the employee. 
Data on the perceived effort-revard probability vas gathered by 
means of the three questions In Appendix III. These data Indicated 
hov closely the employee felt his pay vas related to his performance.
^^Thls section can be related to Lyman W. Porter and Edvard 
E. Lavler, III, Manaxerlal Attitudes and Performance (Homevood,
111.: Richard D. Irvin, Inc. and The Dorsey Press, 1968), 159-184*
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Data on effort and performance were obtained by means of self- 
ratings. One of the limitations of this study Is that only 
self-ratings were utilized to measure quality of performance and 
effort. This limitation was placed on the methodology by the 
personnel office of the organization whose employees were sampled. 
Possibly more valid measures of performance and effort would have 
been ratings by superiors or peers or objective measures. Porter 
and Lawler's model predicts that value of rewards and perceived 
effort-reward probability combine to form motivation which Influences 
effort. Effort then Is presumed to combine with abilities and 
traits and role perceptions to Influence performance. According to 
Porter and Lawler, when the value of a potential reward Is high, 
and when the perceived effort-reward probability Is high, effort 
should also be high. This relationship was not found to totally 
exist In the present study (see Figure 7-1). Bmployees who 
perceived pay as being closely related to effort expended rated 
themselves higher In effort than did employees iriio had a lower 
perception of the effort-reward probability. Bie data also conflza 
the model's prediction that perceived effort-reward probabilities 
are more strongly related to self-ratings of effort than to self- 
ratings of performance. Nevertheless, no difference wan found to 
exist In the relationships between perceptions of pay based on 
self-ratings of performance or self-ratings of effort for the degree 
of Importance attached to pay. This finding rejects Porter and
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Figure 7-1. Modificatlona of Porter and Lawler*a theoretical 
model of motivation basea on the findings of the present
Adapted from Lyman W. Porter and Edward E, Lawler, III, 
Managerial Attitudes and Performance (Homewood, 111.:
Richard D. Irwin, Inc. and The Dorsey Press, 1968), p. l65*
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Lawler's contention that both ralue of reward and perceived 
effort-reward probability are Involved In determining effort.
Figure 7-1 lUustrates that no statistically significant relation­
ship was found to exist between the value of reward variable and 
the self-ratings of effort or performance variables (relationship 
between perceptions of pay based on self-measures of performance 
or of effort for the degree of Importance attached to pay). The 
study also found that only high effort-reward probability was 
related to high self-ratings of effort.
Effort, ability, role perceptions, and performance are 
the next variables which are Implied to Interact In the model.
"Oiese results are presented In Chapter V. Effort and performance 
were measured by self-ratings. Role perception data were gathered 
by means of the questions appearing In Appendix V. No Information 
was gathered on ability. Porter and Lawler state that effort, 
ability, and role perceptions combine to determine performance.
The results Indicate that employees with high Inner-dlrected 
cluster scores rated themselves higher in performance than employees 
with low inner-dlrected cluster scores. However, the results show 
that the relationship between role perceptions and self-ratings of 
performance are no stronger for employees who report themselves as 
expending a large degree of effort compared to those who report 
themselves as expending a relatively small degree of effort. There­
fore, Porter and Lawler's assumption of a combined effect of effort 
and role perceptions on performance Is not supported for self-ratings.
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«hll« roi* perception* acting alone were found to affect aelf- 
neasurea of performance.
Porter and Lawler's model also considers the relationships 
between performance, rewards (fulfillment), perceived equitable 
rewards, and satisfaction. The data for these variables are 
presented in Chapter IV. Rewards (fulfillment) were measured by 
means of the first question for each of the items in Appendix II.
These questions sought to determine "how much" fulfillment the 
employees were obtaining for the various need categories. Perceived 
equitable rewards were measured by the second question ("should be") 
in Appendix II. Satisfaction was measured by taking the difference 
between these two questions. Porter and Lawler state that perceptions 
of fulfillment should be related to perceived performance differences 
if the organization gives differential rewards for differences 
in performance* An employee who actually is perceived by the 
organization (not just by his own self-measures) to be a better 
performer than his peers should perceive rewards to be contingent 
upon performance if the organization does in fact give differential 
rewards for differential performance. However, perceptions of 
fulfillment do not lead directly to satisfaction but are modified 
by perceived equitable rewards. Therefore, if a good performer is 
not perceived by the organization as being a good performer, or 
if his organization does not give differential rewards for differential 
performance, the good performer will probably be dissatisfied. If 
the organization rewards high and low performers equally, Cherrington,
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Reitz, and Scott state that the correlation between satisfaction 
and performance would be near zero.^^ The results of this study 
indicate that no relationship exists between self-ratings of 
performance and perceived feelings of fulfillment nor between 
self-measures of performance and satisfaction. The results also 
indicate that self-ratings of effort are more closely related to 
fulfillment for the esteem and self-actualization needs than 
are self-measures of performance, and about as equally related to 
fulfillment for the lower level needs as are self-ratings of per­
formance. These findings could have been expected as a result 
of the findings of the Porter and Lawler study. They found little 
relationship between actual salary and job performance in the 
government sample.
The implications for management derived from the findings 
on the Porter and Lawler model are somewhat similar to those 
suggested from the results of this study on Maslow's theory.
David J. Cherrington, H. Joseph Reitz, and William E. Scott, 
Jr., "Effects of Contingent and Roncontingent Reward on the 
Relationship Between Satisfaction and Task Performance," Journal 
of Anolied Psychology. 55,N®. 6 (December, 1971), p. 555.
^^Porter and Lawler, o£. cit.. p. 154
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Organizations should determine the perceived probabilities their 
employees have for obtaining the rewards available to then in 
relation to the required amount of expended effort. If the employees 
have a low effort-rewaurd probability, management may desire to 
re-evaluate the requirements of the task or the standards. Manage­
ment should take steps to enforce the perception that rewards 
are more directly related to performance or
accomplishment. While most organizations probably claim that they 
reward their employees on the basis of merit, in actuality they 
may be rewarding on the basis of seniority, experience, or personal 
relations with the supervisor. Organizations that give either 
formal or Informal rewards that are not seen to be contingent upon 
performance may be omitting a potential motivational device for 
Improved performance. They may also be missing achance to satisfy 
some of their employees' Important needs. Other rewards. In 
addition to pay, should also be used to reward differences In 
performance. Job security, recognition for a job well don«, 
participation In decision making, time off, status symbols In terms 
of a fancy desk or office, parking spot with his name on It, and 
satisfaction of higher level needs all fall In this category. In 
order for organizations to discriminate between good and poor 
performers, they must devise and use methods which can make an 
accurate discrimination. In addition, employees must believe that 
blfdi levels of performance do lead to high levels of rewards.
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Another area which requires the attention of managers is 
assessing whether the employee correctly understands where to 
apply his effort. Attention is usually devoted to increasing 
the amount of effort expended without questioning the direction 
of such effort. Porter and Lawler imply that organizations 
may get improved performance from their employees by focusing 
attention on role perceptions without requiring an increased 
amount of effort. The goal of increased performance without 
increased effort may be achieved through the process of "management 
by objectives." %is process is essentially a method of work 
planning, review, and appraisal in which a subordinate and his 
superior mutually determine their objectives on the job.
?Qie assumptions are that this increases a sub­
ordinate's knowledge and understanding of his job and 
improves communication between superior and subordinate. 
Through interaction and discussion with his superior, 
a subordinate can determine precisely what is expected 
of him, thus reducing the frustration and anxiety 
resulting from ambiguity about job expectations.
Theoretically, increasing a subordinate's involvement 
in the goal-setting process increases his work motivation, 
and helps integrate the objectives of the individual 
and the organization by giving him some say concerning 
the organizational objectives to which he is expected 
to contribute.
^^Alan 0. Filley and Robert J. House, Managerial Process and 
Organizational Behavior (SLenview, 111.: Scott, Foresman and
Company, 1969), p. 143.
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LIMITATIONS OF THE SOTDT
It is posalbl* that the findings of this study are influenced 
by the limitations of the sample studied, the memaurlng instrument 
used to gather the data, and the data analysis methods employed.
Each of these areas will be explored to determine if they could 
have influenced the findings.
Sample
The population consisted of 652 classified, white-collar, 
state civil service employees of Louisiana State University. % e  
population consisted of account clerks, accountants, clerks, 
personnel technicians, stenographer clerks, accountants, and 
miscellaneous professional and office personnel. The response 
rate for the total sample was 59.6 per cent. As may be expected 
with the type of positions surveyed, 95 per cent of the respondents 
were females. The findings of this study may be limited as a 
result of the types of positions which the employees in the sample 
occupy. Many of these positions do not contain very challenging 
tasks or permit the autonomy or independent thou^t which is usually 
considered to contribute to gratification of higher level needs. 
Therefore, the routine and repetitive nature of work in the types 
of positions surveyed may limit the findings of this study.
Questionnaire
The questionnaire used to measure attitudes may be a limitation 
of this study. The questions may have appeared ambiguous or
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emotionally loaded to some of the respondents* In addition, it 
may be possible that the only employees who returned their 
questionnaires had strong feelings toward either extreme. Some 
employees may have given responses which they felt were sought 
by the researcher even though they were erroneous* The use of 
questionnaires did not allow the researcher to probe into a 
respondent's answers to determine the respondent's true feelings, 
but forced the respondent to answer the question based on the 
available choices listed on the questionnaire*
The present study used questionnaires to gather its data 
since the Louisiana State University personnel office would approve 
only questionnaires mailed to their employees' homes as the means 
of data collection* Any instrument idiich took time away from the 
performance of duties, such as interviews, warn not approved*
Data Analysis Methods
The present research was a correlational study. This allowed 
the relationship between two variables to be focused upon, but 
only at a fixed point in time. The study could not directly prove 
the existence of canse-and-effect relationships* An experimental 
study in which the experimenter could produce changes in one variable 
in order to observe the effects on a second variable would have 
established the existence of any canse-and-effect relationships. 
However, the personnel department at Louisiana State Iblversity 
would not have allowed the survey of its employees unless it was
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by a qaestlonnalra mailed to their homes. Such a restriction 
eliminated the possibility of establishing samse-and-effect 
relationships through the use of an experimental study and neces­
sitated the use of a correlational study.
The findings of this study may have been limited by the 
methods used to divide the sample (based on their self-ratings)
Into low versus hl^ performance groups, effort groups, pay-as- 
a^satlsfler groups, and pay importance groups. The means of pay 
Importance and of the self-ratings of performance and of effort 
served to divide the respondents Into low versus high groups.
For the pay as a satlsfler variable, a composite score was 
computed for each respondent based on his answers to Section III 
of the questionnaire (Appendix III). Those with a composite score 
of 8 or less were classified as having a low Index of pay as a 
satlsfler, whereas those with a score of 10 or above were classified 
as having a high Index of pay as a satlsfler. For all four groups 
discussed above, perhaps a division based on the top and bottom 
third of the responses for each area would have yielded more 
clearly separated high and low groups.
The F- and t-tests used in this study as tests of statistical 
significance may have limited the findings of this study. Tests 
of significance are subject to Tÿpe I and !Qrpe II errors. Kith a 
significance level of .0$, a Tÿpe I error could occur 5 times out 
of 100 if the researcher believes he has something when In fact
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he does not. Hÿpe II errors occur ehen the researcher says 
that his data do not really mean anything when in fact they do.
One of the areas most likely to have influenced the findings 
of this study was the sole reliance upon self-ratings of performance 
and of effort to measure quality of job performance and amount of 
effort expended on the job. It is possible that some employees 
would automatically rate their quality of performance and amount 
of effort higher than they would rate others on these factors. 
Evaluations of performance and effort may have been more accurate 
if ratings by superiors or peers had been obtained. However, the 
personnel office of Louisiana State Hoiveraity would not have 
supplied the researcher with the name of each employee's superior 
or with the names of his co-workers, nor was the researcher allowed 
access to the files of that office. Such a restriction eliminated 
the possibility of utilizing the ratings of peers or superiors on 
performance and effort of the employees in this study.
AREAS FOP future; RESEARCH
This study was designed to offer empirical evidence on 
Maslow's hierarchy of needs theory and to test certain 
hypotheses of the Porter and Lawler model on rank and file 
employees. In so doing, areas for future research were 
uncovered. The research on Maslow's theory could be broadened 
by conducting the same research on the same sample in a number
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of years. Such a longitudinal study would permit the changes In 
need fulfillment, satisfaction, and importance to be observed. It 
can be argued that Maslow's theory Is best tested with change. 
Increases In lower level need satisfaction require changes In 
higher level need Importance along with changes in lower level need 
importance.
Another area for further research is the setting in which 
an employee's need satisfaction primarily occurs. For the employees 
surveyed, their higher level needs did not appear to be as important 
as lower level needs while on the job. These people may not have 
their "central life interests" on the job, but may look to the 
family, community, or a hobby for satisfaction of higher level 
needs. In order to determine if their central life Interests are 
on or off the job. Cabin's Central Life Interest^^ questionnaire 
could be administered to the sample surveyed. Analyses could 
then be performed to determine the relationship between fulfilled 
higher level needs on the job, and job and workplace as the central 
life Interest.
Additional research Is also possible cz the Porter and Lawler 
model. Data are needed to determine how changes in levels of need 
satisfaction are fedback to affect the value of rewards variable. 
Data are also needed to determine how Increases or decreases in 
the relationship between performance and rewards affect the
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effort-reward probability. Porter and Lawler state that the most 
important research need for their model is evidence on the direction 
of causality. Possibly the longitudinal study suggested above could 
provide such data.
One variable included in Porter and Lawler's model which 
went untested in the present study is ability. Future research 
should devise methods of measuring ability and determining its 
relationship with effort and role perceptions in influencing per­
formance. In addition to measuring ability, more sophisticated 
and accurate measures of all variables would permit more precise 
testing of the Porter and Lawler model, both on managers and non- 
managers.
Porter and Lawler tested their model on managers in both state 
governments and private industry. The present study applied their 
model to lower level, white-collar employees of a state government 
and found results quite different from those uncovered in Porter 
and Lawler's study. Perhaps a study of the model applied to lower 
level employees in government utilizing ratings of performance and 
effort by superiors as well as self-ratings might serve to link 
the two studies.
From the above areas for further research, it can be seen that 
it is possible and beneficial to refine and improve Maslow's 
hierarchy of needs theory and Porter and Lawler's model of motivation.
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Even now, without further reeeerch, M«b1o w*8 theory and Porter 
and Lawler*a model can he used to gain Inadghts into the relation- 
ahipa between attitudes and performance.
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Appami% I
Section I; The porpoae of thia aection la to gather certain
peraonal data on yon to help with the atatlatlcal analyala of
yonr anawera.
1. Check only one; a) male without dependenta
h) male with dependenta
c) female without dependenta
d) female with dependenta
2. Age on your laat birthday _______
3* Education (check one):
aoae h l ^  achool college
H. S, dlploaa aoae graduate work
aoae college aaater'a degree
bualneaa college Ph.D. degree
4. Approximately what la your monthly aalary from your poaltlon 
before taxea and other deduction#? _____________
5. Time In preaent poaltlont . yeara
6. Total time In clrLl aerrLcex ______ yeara
7. Poaltlon Title; .
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8. F W m  which of the below altuatioixa did you enter civil 
service:
a) school 




9. How many civil service ezaainations had you taken before 
you accepted your first civil service position? _______
10. DLd you accept the first civil service position that was 
offered? Yea
Ho______
11. Are you a supervisor: Yes
Ho______
Please check that 2SS answered a ^  questions
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Appajfix II
Section II: In the following aeetiom will be listed several
characteristics or qualities connected with your civil service 
position. For each such characteristio, you will be asked to 
give three ratings.
a) How such of the characteristic is there now connected 
with your civil service position?
b) How much of the characteristic do you think should be 
connected with your civil service position?
c) How important is this position characteristic to you?
Each rating will be on a seven-point scale, which will look
like thiaz (minimum) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (maximum)
You tæs to circle the number on the scale that zrepresents 
the amount of the characteristic being rated. Low numbers 
represent low or minimum amounts, and high numbers represent 
high or maximum amounts. If you think there is "vezry little" 
or "none" of the characteristic presently associated with the 
position, you would circle numeral 1. If you think there is 
"Just a little", you would cirole numeral 2, and so on. If
you think there is a "great deal" but not a mazcimum amount, you
would circle numeral 6. For each scale olrole only one number.
Please ^  ngt omit ÿÿL 2Sâ££«
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1. The feeling of eelf-reepect a peraon gets troa being In 
my clYll aerrloe posLtlcn:
a) How much la there now? (win) 1 2 ) 4 5 6  7 (max)
b) How much ahonld there be? 1 2 ) 4 5 6 7
c) How Important Is this to me? 1 2 ) 4 ) 6 7
2. The feeling that my civil service Income allows me to 
adequately house and clothe myself and my familyi
a) How much la there now? (nln) 1 2 ) 4 5 6 7 (max)
b) How much should there be? 1 2 ) 4 5 6 7
c) How important is this to me? 1 2 ) 4 5 6 7
), The opportunity In my civil service poaltlon to do work 
that Is challenging and yet that la easy enough for me to 
do a decent job at It:
a) How much la there now? (mln) 1 2 ) 4 ) 6 7  (max)
b) How much should there be? i 2 ) 4 ) 6 7
c) How important la this to me? 1 2 ) 4 ) 6 7
4. The opportunity to get all the help and supervision I need:
a) How much la there now? (nln) 1 2 ) 4 5 6 7 (max)
b) How much should there be? 1 2 ) 4 5 6 7
c) How important Is this to me? 1 2 ) 4 5 6 7
), The pay for my civil service poaltlon:
a) How much la there new? (mln) 1 2 ) 4 5 6 7 (max)
b) How much should there be? 1 2 ) 4 5 6 7
c) How Important Is this to me? 1 2 ) 4 5 6 7
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6» The authority ootmected alth my civil service posltlou:
«) Hew much is there new? (sim) 1 2 ) 4 5 6 7  (max)
b) Hev much should there be? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
c) Eos important is this to me? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
7. The opportunity for personal improvement and development 
in my civil service poaltlont
a) Hev much is there nos? (mln) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)
b) Eos much should there be? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
c) Eos Important Is this to me? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8. The feeling that my civil service income alloss me to 
adequately feed myself and my family, and to tend to our 
medical and dental needst
a) Eos much is there nos? (sin) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)
b) Eos much should there be? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
c) Eos important is this to me? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
9« The prestige of my civil service position inside the civil 
service system:
a) Eos much is there nos? (min) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)
b) Eos much should there be? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
c) Eos important is this to me? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
10. nie opportunity for independent thinking and action in 
my civil service position:
a) Eos much is there nos? (min) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)
b) Eos much should there be? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
c) Eos important is this to me? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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1 1 . The fe e l in g  o f  s e c u r ity  In  my c i v i l  s e rv ic e  p o s it io n :
a) Hbv much Is there now? (mln) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (moz)
b) How much should there be? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
e) How Important Is this to me? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
12. The feeling of self-fulfillment a person gets from being
In my civil service position (that I s ,  the feeling of
being able to use one's osn unique capabilities, realizing 
one's potentialities):
a) How much is there now? (min) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)
b) How much should there be? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
c) How important is this to me? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
The prestige of my civil service position outside the civil
service aystem (that Is, the regard 
not In the civil service system):
received from others
a) How much Is there now? (mln) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)
b) Hew much should there be? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
c) How Important Is this to me? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
14, The feeling of worthwhile accomplishment In my civil 
service positiont
a ) How much Is there now? (mln) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
b) How much should there be? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
c) How important is this to me? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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15* The opportunity, in my civil servie# position, to give help 
to other people*
a) How much is there now? (min) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)
b) How mnoh should there be? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
c) How important Is this to me? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
16. % e  opportunity, in my civil service position, for
participation in the determination of methods and procedures*
a) How such is there now? (min) X 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)
b) How much should there be? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
c) How important is this to me? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
17* The opportunity, in my civil service position, to 
participate in the setting of goals*
a) How much is there now? (min) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)
b) How much should there be? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
c) How important is this to me? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
18. n*e opportunity to develop close friendships in my civil 
service position*
a) How much is there now? (min) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)
b) How much should there be? i 2 3 4 3 6 7
o) How important is this to me? 1 2 3 4 3 6 7
Please check that gou circled answers
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APPEHSZX III
Seotlea III: In the mention below, yon will mee a serlem of
statements dealgned to measvre your attitude about the pay 
you reoelTe In your present job. FLeame Indicate your 
agreement or disagreement. Use the soale below each statement.
For example t It is easier to work in cool weather than in hot, 
1_________ : X :_________ %_________ :_________
Strongly Agree Undecided OLsagree Strongly
Agree Disagree
If you think it is easier to work in cool weather, put an X
above "agree"; if you think it is much easier to work in cool
weather, put a mark above "strongly agree". If you think it
doesn't matter, put a mark above "undecided", and so on. Put
your mark in a space, not on the boundaries.
There are no right or wrong answers. We are interested
in your opinion about the statements which follow.
1. For me, raises have meant that I was progressing in my work.
Strongly Agree Undecided OLsagree Strongly
Agree Disagree
2. The raises I have received were rewards for good performance.
Strongly Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly
Agree Disagree
3. In my job, pay is a form of recognition for a job well done.
Strongly Agree Ibdeeided Disagree Strongly
Agree Disagree
Please check thnt zgu marked ̂  answers
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APPiWMX IV
Section IV: The purpose of this section Is to detexnine how
you rate yourself relative to others In your organisation 
with similar civil service duties. You will he asked to rate 
yourself for characteristics on a seven-point scale which 
will look like this:
(low) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (high)
You are to circle the number on the scale that repre­
sents where you stand compared to others with similar civil 
service duties. If you think you are low on the characteristic, 
you would circle the numeral 1. If you think you are a little 
less than average as compared with others with similar civil 
service duties, you would circle the numeral 3, and so on. For 
each scale, circle only one number.
1. Quality of your job performance.
(low) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (high)
2. Your productivity on the job.
(low) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (high)
3. Amount of effort you expend on the job.
(low) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (high)
Please check that you circled ̂  answers
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Section V: The purpose of this part of the questionnaire Is
to obtain a picture of the traits you believe are most 
necessary for success In your -present civil service position.
Belov la a list of 12 traits arranged randomly. Bank 
these 12 traits from 1 to 12 la the order of their Impertanee 
for success In your present civil serviee posltlem.
For example. If you thought "Intelligent" vas the most 
Important trait for success in your present olvU service 
position, you would put the number "1" In the space In front 
of "Intelligent." If you thought "Efficient" was the second 
most Important trait, you would put the number "2" In front of 
"Efficient," and so on until the last space that Is left 
would get the number "12," since It la the least Important 
trait In your estimation.
IMPORTANT
1. Number 1 stands for the most Important, and 12 for 
the least Important trait,
2. Be sure that each space Is filled by a different 
number, corresponding to your rank of the trait.
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Please Check: Hare you used all the numbers from 1 to 12?
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APPi»DIX VI
Section Vit Ihe pnrpcae of thla section of the questionnaire 
is to determine the importance you would i0.aoe on certain 
characterlstica of positions in private industry were you to 
leave the civil service system in the future. Please indicate 
how important these characteristics would be to you in 
reaching a decision to leave the civil service system, this 
can be done by using the seven-point scale below each 
characteristic, which looks like this*
(unimportant) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (important)
You are to circle the number on the soale that represents 
the importance of the characteristic being rated. Low numbers 
represent low or unimportant characteristics. If you think 
you would consider a given characteristic as unimportant in 
reaching a decision to accept a position outside of the civil 
service system, you would circle the numeral 1. If you think 
it is "just a little" important you would circle the numeral 2, 
and so on. For each scale circle only one numeral.
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Plema* do got omit mcmlom»
1. Knowlodgo tbmt my work will be laid oat for me and I know 
Just what is ezpeotod of me.
(unimportant) 1 2 J I». 5 6 7 (important)
2. Feeling that my income will allow me to adequately clothe* 
feed, and house myself and my family.
(unimportant) 1 2 ) 4 5 6 7  (important)
3. Opportunity to think up some new ways of doing things and 
solving problems in the course of my work.
(unimportant) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (important)
4. Opportunity to have as much freedom as I want on my job. 
(unimportant) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (important)
5. Feeling that my work will result in benefits to many people, 
(unimportant) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (important )
6. ALl the opportunity I might want in my woric to direct others, 
(unimportant) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (important)
7. Feeling that I have done a good job according to my own 
standards.
(unimportant) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (important)
8. All the opportunity I want for making friends and enjoying 
the company of my fellow workers.
(unimportant) 1 2 3 4 ) 6 7 (important)
9. Feeling that in my work I will always get the credit I 
deserve for any work I do.
(unimportant) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (important)
10. The feeling that health and aeoident insurance, retirement 
plans, vacations, and holidays will be adequate for my 
needs.
(unimportant) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (important)
11. The feeling that my job will be a secure one.
(unimportant) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (important)
Pldhae Check that gou circled JJ. «assers.
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Campus Correspondence L O U I S I A N A  S T AT E U N I V E R S I T Y
from: Office of Personnel Services October 15, 1973
to: Employees
Mr. Frederick H. Cain of the management department of Louisiana 
State University has asked for and received the cooperation of this 
department in assisting him in gathering data for his dissertation 
research.
This department has reviewed the enclosed questionnaire and approved 
it for distribution to the employees to be surveyed. As a classified, 
white-collar, civil service employee, you are asked to cooperate by com­
pleting the enclosed questionnaire.
No one connected with this department or the civil service system 
will see the completed questionnaires or know how any one individual has 
responded. All responses will go directly to Mr. Cain.
To insure complete anonymity, the questionnaires are being mailed 
directly to your home with an enclosed postage-paid envelope so that you 
can mail the completed form directly to Mr. Cain.
The success of this research depends upon each questionnaire being 
completed as honestly as possible and returned for analysis, so please 
cooperate.
Evans L. Roberts,
Director of Personnel Services'
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APPimX Tin
Am a olasalflad, Ëhlta-eallar, civil mervlce eaployea at 
Ledalana State Snlvaralty, yea arc reqacsted to take a tes 
mlaatea te complete thla qaeatlemnalre. The parpose of thla 
atady la to gather laforaatloa Arom civil aervlce eaployeea 
ooacemlng their attltadea toward certain elamenta of their 
civil aervlce poaltlona.
Tear anavera on thla qaeatlonnalre will in no way affect 
yoar civil aervlce poaltlon olnce the Infezaatloa gathered will 
be aaed In writing a dlsaertatlon for the doctorate degree in 
aaaagement by a atadent at LSO.
He one connected with the civil aervlce ayatea will aee 
the completed qaeatlennairea or know hew any one Indlvldaal 
haa reaponded* Tear completed qaeatlonnalre ahould be mailed 
directly to the reaearoher In the envelope enoleaed bj 
Movember 15. 1973.
Thla la net a atady of Indlvldaal peraena or of Indlvldaal 
departmenta, bat of civil aervlce empleyeea aa a profeaalonal 
groap. Do not algi year name. There are me "trick” qaeatlena. 
Tear opinion la the only right amawer. All that la aaked la 
that yon try to anawer aa heaeatly and candidly aa poaalble.
The qaeatlonnalre la nambered In order that a foUow-ap 
letter can be aent to theae Indlvldaala who fall to reapond 
initially.
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On th# following pngoo you will find wowerml dtfforont 
kind# of quewtlonw. Spécifié Inatruotioaw will be given at 
the begimning of eneh aectien of the queationmaire.
I aimoerely hope that yon will eooperate in filling out 
the queationnaire. The aucceaa of thla atmdy dependa upon 
getting a maximum number of completed quoatlomnairea returned.
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VITA
Frederick H, Cain was bezm on July 5, 1943, in Pmecegoule, 
Miaaiamippl, His primary and secondary education mas obtained 
in the Public School System of Hew Orleans. Under a Naval 
Reserve Officer Training Corps Scholarship, he entered Tulane 
University in 196I iriiere he attended for two years. In 1965» 
he joined A. 8. Aloe Company, a division of Brunswick Corporation 
as a customer service representative.
In 1965» Mr. Cain enlisted in the United States Marine Corps, 
receiving his commission as a Second Lieutenant in 1966, at 
which time he also was designated a Naval Aviator. He served 
a tour of duty In Viet Nam from 1967-1968 as a helicopter 
pilot. After returning from Viet Nam, Mr. Cain was stationed 
at the Naval Air Station in Pensacola, Florida. There he was 
promoted to Captain and served am primary flight instructor 
until his discharge from the Marine Corps in 1969.
He returned to %lane University and graduated in 1970 
with the degree of Bachelor of Businesa Studies. He then 
entered Louisiana State University in New Orleans where he 
received the Master of Busineas Administration degree in 1971.
He enrolled in the doctorate program at Louisiana State University 
in 1972 vdiere he tauf^t Management Principles as a Greiuate 
Assistant in the Spring of 1975# The summer and all months 
of that year were devoted to dissertation research amd preparation
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for General Eraminationa. In March of 1974, Mr, Cain joined 
the graduate faculty of Troy State Unlreraity in Troy, Alabaaa 
aa Aaaiatant Profeaaor of Management.
Since hia diacharge in 1969, Mr, Cain haa remained active 
in the Marine Corpa Heaerrea aa a Captain and helicopter pilot. 
He ia a member of Beta Gamma Sigma, Academy of Management, and 
Southern Management Aeaociation. In March of 1973, he married 
the former Geneva Walker.
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